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Why is Schema Matching Tough and What Can We Do
About It?

Avigdor Gal
Technion – Israel Institute of Technology

avigal@ie.technion.ac.il

ABSTRACT
In this paper we analyze the problem of schema matching,
explain why it is such a “tough” problem and suggest di-
rections for handling it effectively. In particular, we present
the monotonicity principle and see how it leads to the use
of top-K mappings rather than a single mapping.

1. INTRODUCTION
Schema matching is the task of matching between con-

cepts describing the meaning of data in various heteroge-
neous, distributed data sources (e.g. database schemata,
XML DTDs, HTML form tags, etc.). Schema matching is
recognized to be one of the basic operations required by the
process of data integration [4], and thus has a great im-
pact on its outcome. Schema mappings (the outcome of the
matching process, as will be defined in Section 2) can serve
in tasks of generating global schemata, query rewriting over
heterogeneous sources, duplicate data elimination, and au-
tomatic streamlining of workflow activities that involve het-
erogeneous data sources. As such, schema matching has im-
pact on numerous applications. It impacts business, where
company data sources continuously realign due to chang-
ing markets. It also impacts life sciences, where scientific
workflows cross system boundaries more often than not.

Despite two decades of research in this area, summarized
in surveys (e.g., [21, 7, 23]) and various online lists (e.g.,
OntologyMatching1, Ziegler2, DigiCULT3, SWgr4) schema
matching still seems to involve ad-hoc solutions with only
a few works that involve foundational principles of schema
matching [4, 17, 15, 11, 2].

In 2001, Maurizio Lenzerini claimed that “Data Integra-
tion Is Harder Than You Thought” [14]. Here we shall ana-
lyze the problem of schema matching, which is a subproblem
of data integration, explain why it is such a “tough” problem
and suggest directions for handling it effectively.

2. SCHEMA MATCHING BASICS
Due to its cognitive complexity [6], traditionally schema

matching has been performed by human experts [13]. As
the process of data integration has become more automated,
the ambiguity inherent in concept interpretation has become
one of the main obstacles to effective schema matching. For

1http://www.ontologymatching.org/
2http://www.ifi.unizh.ch/˜pziegler/IntegrationProjects.html
3http://www.digicult.info/pages/resources.php?t=10
4http://www.semanticweb.gr/modules.php?name=News&
file=categories&op=newindex&catid=17

obvious reasons, manual concept reconciliation in dynamic
environments (with or without computer-aided tools) is in-
efficient and at times close to impossible. Introduction of
the Semantic Web vision [3] and shifts toward machine-
understandable Web resources and Web services have made
even clearer the vital need for automatic schema matching.

Although these tools comprise a significant step towards
fulfilling the vision of automated schema matching, it has
become obvious that the user must accept a degree of im-
perfection in this process [11]. A prime reason for this is the
enormous ambiguity and heterogeneity of data description
concepts: It is unrealistic to expect a single mapping engine
to identify the correct mapping for any possible concept in
a set. Another (and probably no less crucial) reason is that
“the syntactic representation of schemas and data do not
completely convey the semantics of different databases” [19];
i.e., the description of a concept in a schema can be se-
mantically misleading. Therefore, managing uncertainty in
schema matching has been recognized as the next issue on
the research agenda in the realm of data integration [15].

As a basis for our discussion we next layout a generic
model for schema matching that serves the needs of this pa-
per. However, the reader should not consider this model to
be complete or unique. Let S1 and S2 be two schemata,
defined using some data model (e.g., relational or ontologi-
cal), with n1 and n2 attributes, respectively. We set no par-
ticular constraints on the nature of attributes. Therefore,
attributes can be as simple as relational schema attributes,
or complex, e.g., sub-trees in an XML schema. A common
representation of the schema matching problem in the liter-
ature uses a bipartite graph G = (V, E), where nodes repre-
sent attributes, each side of the graph represents a different
schema (i.e., V = S1 ∪ S2), and an edge (v, u) represents a
possible mapping between attributes. A schema mapping in
this setting is a subset E′ ⊆ E.

3. MODELING UNCERTAINTY IN SCHEMA
MATCHING

Melnik and Bernstein [4, 17] have proposed the Match
abstraction as a basic tool for model management. Match
operates on schemata and returns a mapping E′ ⊆ E.

To represent the uncertainty inherent in the matching pro-
cess, one can extend the bipartite graph to use labeled edges,
where a label of an edge can have the semantics of a “level of
certainty.” Therefore, a label can be a function ω : E → [0, 1]
where a label of 1 between two nodes represents the highest
level of certainty regarding the attribute mapping.

It is common to compute the uncertainty of a schema
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matching from the level of uncertainty of its components.
Therefore, given a mapping ( E′, one can define a schema
mapping level of certainty as a function Ω : 2E → [0, 1].
Examples of Ω include weighted average, dice [8], and others
(e.g., by comparing top-2 mappings [5]).

So far, no limitations were set on the set of edges in E′. A
typical cardinality constraint of 1 : 1 sets a constrains as fol-
lows: ∀v ∈ V, (v, u) ∈ E′ → ∀w ∈ V \{u}, (v, w) � E′. It is
worth noting that only limited research is currently devoted
to other types of cardinality constraints, such as 1 : n, n : 1,
and n : m (e.g., [24]). The interested reader is referred to
[9] for a discussion and analysis of this phenomenon.

While modeling uncertainty in schema matching provides
a nice formal framework, many questions remain unresolved.
How can one choose a good heuristic for determining the
labeling of edges (ω)? Are there “good” and “bad” Ω func-
tions? The next section presents the monotonicity principle
as a mechanism for providing insights into the selection pro-
cess of the ω and Ω functions.

4. THE MONOTONICITY PRINCIPLE
The evaluation of schema mappings (the outcome of schema

matching) is typically performed with respect to some “golden
rule” mapping, as given (at least conceptually) by a domain
expert. We denote such a mapping to be the exact mapping.
Clearly, such expert opinions are not readily available when
matching schemata (otherwise, one can simply use the ex-
pert opinion). Therefore, empirical evaluation is typically
performed on a limited set of schemata to “get the feeling”
on the performance of a matching algorithm. Two metrics
(and their combinations), borrowed from the area of Infor-
mation Retrieval, namely precision and recall, were used for
the empirical evaluation of performance. Assume that out
of the n1 × n2 attribute mappings, there are c ≤ n1 × n2

correct attribute mappings, with respect to the expert map-
ping. Also, let t ≤ c be the number of mappings, out of the
correct mappings, that were chosen by the matching algo-
rithm and f ≤ n1 × n2 − c be the number of incorrect such
attribute mappings. Then, precision is computed to be t

t+f

and recall is computed as t
c
. Clearly, higher values of both

precision and recall are desired. From now on, we shall focus
on the precision measure, denoting by p(E′) the precision of
a schema mapping E′. Extensions that include the recall
measure as well are left open for future research.

We observe that precision takes its values from a dis-
crete domain in [0, 1]. Therefore, one can create equiva-
lence schema mapping classes on 2E , the power set of G’s
edges. Two mappings E′ and E′′ belong to a class p if
p(E′) = p(E′′) = p, where p ∈ [0, 1]. Let us consider now
two mappings, E′ and E′′, such that p(E′) < p(E′′). For
each of these two mappings we can compute their schema
mapping level of certainty, Ω(E′) and Ω(E′′). We say that
a matching algorithm is monotonic if for any two such map-
pings p(E′) < p(E′′) → Ω(E′) < Ω(E′′).

Clearly, a monotonic matching algorithm can easily iden-
tify the exact mapping. Let E∗ be the exact mapping, then
p(E∗) = 1. For any other mapping E′, p(E′) ≤ p(E∗), since
p takes its values in [0, 1]. Therefore, if p(E′) < p(E∗) then
from monotonicity Ω(E′) < Ω(E∗). All one has to do then is
to devise a method for finding a mapping E∗ that maximizes
Ω.5 In fact, this is one of the two most common methods

5In [11], where the monotonicity principle was originally in-

Figure 1: Illustration of the monotonicity principle

for identifying the exact mapping nowadays [8, 11, 5]. The
other common method, adopted in [18, 12] and others, is
to only determine the values of ω automatically, allowing
the user to identify the exact (schema) mapping from the
individual attribute mappings.

Figure 1 provides an illustration of the monotonicity prin-
ciple using a mapping of “Absolute Agency” with “Adult
Singles,” both taken from the dating and matchmaking do-
main, using the combined algorithm, as provided by Onto-
Builder.6 Given a set of mappings, each value on the x-axis
represents a class of schema mappings with a different pre-
cision. The z-axis represents the level of certainty. Finally,
the y-axis stands for the number of schema mappings from
a given precision class and with a given level of certainty.

Two main insights can be derived from Figure 1. First,
the level of certainty of mappings within each schema map-
ping class form a “bell” shape, centered around a specific
level of certainty. Such a behavior indicates a certain level
of robustness of a schema matcher, assigning similar cer-
tainty levels to mappings within each class. Second, the
“tails” of the bell shapes of different classes overlap. There-
fore, a schema mapping from a class of a lower precision
may receive a higher level of certainty than a mapping from
a class of a higher precision. This, of course, contradicts
the monotonicity definition. In fact, our experience with
various schema matching algorithms and various real-world
schemata shows that no matcher we have encountered is
shown (even empirically) to be monotonic. However, the
first observation serves as a motivation for a definition of a
statistical monotonicity, first introduced in [11]:

Definition 1 (Statistical monotonicity). Let E =
{E1, E2, ..., Em} be a set of mappings over schemata S1 and
S2 with n1 and n2 attributes, respectively, and define n =
max(n1, n2). Let E1, E2, ..., En+1 be subsets of E such that
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, E ∈ Ei iff i−1

n
≤ p (E) < i

n
. We

define Mi to be a random variable, representing the level
of certainty of a randomly chosen mapping from Ei. E is
statistically monotonic if the following inequality holds for
any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n + 1:

Ω̄ (Mi) < Ω̄ (Mj) (1)

troduced, it was shown that while such a method works well
for fuzzy aggregators (e.g., weighted average) it does not
work for t-norms such as min.
6http://ie.technion.ac.il/OntoBuilder
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where Ω̄ (M) stands for the expected value of M .

Intuitively, a schema matching algorithm is statistically
monotonic with respect to given two schemata if the ex-
pected certainty level increases with precision. Statistical
monotonicity can assist us in explaining certain phenomena
in schema matching and also to serve as a guideline in find-
ing better ways to use schema matching algorithms.

5. FROM STATISTICAL MONOTONICITY
TO TOP-K SCHEMA MAPPINGS

Consider the set of all possible mappings between two
schemata, ranked in a decreasing order of Ω(·) of some (sta-
tistically) monotonic matcher. Assume that this set of map-
pings is statistically monotonic. Looking at the top-ranked
mapping (the best mapping E′), is it the exact mapping
E∗? Not necessarily. Although Ω̄ (Mi) < Ω̄ (Mn) for all
1 ≤ i < n, for specific instances Ω (E′) > Ω (E∗) is a valid
option, given the statistical nature of our definition. There-
fore, an immediate observation from this analysis is that if
one limits oneself to a matching task that identifies the best
mapping, one may not identify the exact mapping. This is a
well-known fact in the schema matching research area, since
rarely one has a precision and recall of 1, indicating that
E′ = E∗. Therefore, this model serves as a justification, in
a retrospect to a tough reality (recall that the first part of
the title of this paper is “Why is Schema Matching Tough”).

An additional observation goes as follows. Given the mono-
tonic nature of our matcher, it seems likely that the number
of mappings E′ satisfying Ω (E′) > Ω (E∗) is small with re-
spect to the total number of possible mappings. To motivate
this observation, consider once more Figure 1 and note that
a mapping E′ for which Ω (E′) > Ω (E∗) must come from
the “upper tail” of the mapping groups with lower preci-
sion. The chance that such a mapping will indeed receive
a higher similarity measure decreases with group precision.
Therefore, the exact mapping is likely to be found in the
top-K mappings, where K depends on the distribution of
similarity values of the precision groups, but is likely to be
much smaller than the set of all possible mapping.

Rank Combined algorithm
0 71%
1-10 19%
11-99 10%
>100 0%

Average rank 7

Table 1: Exact mapping positioning with respect to
the best mapping

Table 1 presents an empirical analysis, taken from [11],
summarizing the positioning of the exact mapping using a
statistically monotonic matcher. A rank of 0 means that the
algorithm was successful in identifying the exact mapping as
the best mapping. Other ranks show the positioning within
all possible mappings (9! = 362, 880). Even if this matcher
fails to identify the exact mapping as the best mapping, it
was still ranked high, saving one the need to possibly iterate
over all permutations.

Following this observation, a matching process can be de-
vised iteratively, where in each iteration a schema mapping

Figure 2: Precision and Recall for Stability analysis
with K = 10

is tested for correctness (e.g., by sending a form to a server).
In case of a failure, the next best mapping is being con-
structed. An algorithm for generating top-K mappings was
presented in [1], based on Murty’s assignment algorithm [20].

In [10], another use of top-K mappings was suggested.
Previously, we have assumed that a matcher can find the
exact mapping. Such an assumption may not be valid. For
example, assume that our matching algorithm solves a max-
imum weight bipartite graph problem to identify mappings.
Such an algorithm aims at adding as many attributes as
possible to a mapping. However, in many real-world cases,
some attributes cannot be mapped. Such a scenario is typ-
ically handles by setting a threshold so that attribute map-
pings with low certainty level cannot be included in a schema
mapping. Alas, thresholds are not easily tuned [22]. There-
fore, the algorithm proposed in [10] suggests to generate a
dynamic threshold by analyzing simultaneously a set of
top-K mappings. According to our observations, monotonic
matchers tend to rank high schema mappings with many
correct attribute mappings. Therefore, the algorithm keeps
attribute mappings only if they appear a sufficient number
of times (a threshold t) in the top-K mappings.

Figure 2 presents the average change to precision and re-
call for different thresholds over 43 real data pairs, as pre-
sented in [10]. K was set to 10. For this data set, preci-
sion increases (in general) up to t = 0.9 with the increased
threshold. Recall demonstrates a monotonic decrease with
the increased threshold. Such a phenomenon accords with
our initial intuition and is expected for monotonic matchers.
A closer look at the amount of improvements reveals that
the matcher provides an increase of 25.6% (with t = 0.9).
As for recall, it decreases by a maximum of 8%.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced the principle of mono-

tonicity as a theoretical principal in schema matching and
showed the relationships between matcher monotonicity and
its ability to generate useful mappings. A few attempts at
setting theoretical foundation for schema matching exist in
the literature. The seminal work of Melnik and Bernstein
[4, 17] has been discussed already in Section 3.

A recent work on representing and reasoning about map-
pings between domain models was presented in [15]. This
work provides a model representation and inference analy-
sis. Managing uncertainty was recognized as the next step
on the research agenda in this area and was left open for a
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future research. Our work fills this gap in providing a model
that represents the uncertainty (as an imprecision measure)
in the matching process outcome.

Soundness of schema matching methods was discussed in
[2]. There, matching correctness was defined using prag-
matic competence, the ability to make decisions that are
sound with respect to the semantics of the problem. The
monotonicity principle can be viewed as a method for refin-
ing pragmatic competence using quantified methods.

Studying the uncertainty inherent to the schema match-
ing process (which is the “tough” part of schema matching)
is an ongoing research task (see, e.g., [16]). More matchers
are needed, utilizing top-K mappings. Also, a more refined
classification of monotonic matchers is needed, based on as-
pects such as application domain and the amount of variance
of certainty level values within each precision group.
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TPCC-UVa: An Open-Soure TPC-C Implementation forGlobal Performane Measurement of Computer SystemsDiego R. LlanosDepartamento de InformátiaUniversidad de Valladolid, Spain.diego�infor.uva.es.AbstratThis paper presents TPCC-UVa, an open-soure imple-mentation of the TPC-C benhmark version 5 intendedto be used to measure performane of omputer systems.TPCC-UVa is written entirely in C language and it usesthe PostgreSQL database engine. This implementation in-ludes all the funtionalities desribed by the TPC-C stan-dard spei�ation for the measurement of both uni- andmultiproessor systems performane. The major hara-teristis of the TPC-C spei�ation are disussed, togetherwith a desription of the TPCC-UVa implementation, ar-hiteture, and performane metris obtained. As work-ing examples, TPCC-UVa is used in this paper to measureperformane of different �le systems under Linux, and toompare the relative performaneof multi-ore CPU teh-nologies and their single-ore ounterparts.Keywords: On-line transation proessing, TPC, per-formane measurement.1 IntrodutionWorkload haraterization in order to measure systemperformane is a major topi in the �eld of ComputerArhiteture. Many different benhmarks have been pro-posed to simulate real working onditions of both existingand proposed systems. Those benhmarks an be lassi-�ed in terms of their orresponding appliation domainsand their exeution harateristis.The most popular benhmarks are related with nu-merial proessing, suh as the SPEC CPU2000 benh-mark suite [4℄, the NAS Parallel Benhmark [7℄ and theOLDEN benhmarks [10℄, among others. These benh-marks inlude many ommon harateristis of real si-enti� workloads, and some of them an be exeutedin both sequential and parallel omputing environments.These benhmarks are designed to hallenge the CPU andmemory subsystem apabilities of the systems under test.However, they do not take into aount other aspets ofthe system arhiteture, suh as proess management or

I/O subsystem.Database benhmarks, on the other hand, allow to studynot only CPU andmemory hierarhy performane, but theglobal performane of a system. These benhmarks use asyntheti workload against a database engine, measuringthe performane of the system in terms of the number oftransations ompleted in a given period of time. One ofthe main advantages of this lass of benhmarks is that re-sults are very relevant to �nanial, ommerial and orpo-rative �elds, where this type of appliations is dominant.The TPC-C benhmark, designed by the TransationProessing Performane Counil [1℄, simulates the exe-ution of a set of both interative and deferred transa-tions. This workload is representative of an OLTP (On-line Transation Proessing) environment, with featuressuh as transation queries and rollbak. These apabili-ties makes the TPC-C benhmark spei�ation a de-fatostandard for measuring server performane. Most vendorspublish performanevalues for their systems, allowing theonsumer to aurately ompare different arhitetures.The Transation Proessing Performane Counil onlydistributes a requirements spei�ation for the TPC-Cbenhmark. Following this spei�ation, vendors mayimplement and run a TPC-C benhmark, needing the ap-proval of the TPC onsortium to publish its performaneresults [3℄. Unfortunately, there is not an of�ial TPC-C benhmark implementation available for researh pur-poses.In this paper we desribe TPCC-UVa [5℄, an unof�-ial, open-soure implementation of the TPC-C benh-mark version 5. The purpose of TPCC-UVa is to be usedas a researh benhmark for the sienti� ommunity. TheTPCC-UVa benhmark is written entirely in C language,and it uses the PostgreSQL database engine. This imple-mentation has been extensively tested on Linux systems,and it is easily portable to other platforms. TPCC-UVasoure ode is freely distributed from the projet web-site1. This makes easy to use it for the performane mea-surement and behavior of real systems or in the ontext1http://www.infor.uva.es/~diego/tp-uva.html.
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of a simulation environment suh as Simis [6℄. As anexample, TPCC-UVa has been reently used in the per-formane measurement of both existent and experimental�le systems [8℄.The TPCC-UVa implementation inludes all the har-ateristis desribed in the TPC-C standard spei�ation,exept support for prie/performane omparison. Thereason is that TPCC-UVa is only intended to be used formeasuring performane in researh environments. It isimportant to highlight the fat that TPCC-UVa is not animplementation approved by TPC, and the results of theexeution of TPCC-UVa, in partiular its performane pa-rameter (tpmC-uva), should not be omparedwith the per-formane values obtained by of�ial implementations ofTPC-C.The rest of the artile is organized as follows. Setion 2desribes the main harateristis of the TPC-C benh-mark spei�ation. Setion 3 presents the TPCC-UVa im-plementation, desribing its arhiteture in detail. Se-tion 4 shows the performane reports generated by TPCC-UVa in order to meet TPC-C standard requirements. Se-tion 5 shows the use of TPCC-UVa for measuring differ-ent aspets of system performane on real mahines. Fi-nally, Setion 6 onludes the paper.2 Overview of the TPC-C standardspei�ationThe TPC-C benhmark spei�ation simulates the exe-ution of a mixture of read-only and update intensivetransations that simulate the ativities found in omplexOLTP appliation environments [1℄. The TPC-C work-load is determined by the ativity of a set of terminals thatrequest the exeution of different database transations,simulating the business ativity of a wholesale supplier.Five different transation types are de�ned by the stan-dard. The New Order transation onsists of entering aomplete order through a single database transation; thePayment transation enters a ustomer's payment; theOr-der Status transation queries the status of a ustomer'slast order; the Delivery transation proesses a bath often new, not-yet-delivered orders; �nally, the Stok Leveltransations determines the number of reently sold itemsthat have a stok level below a spei�ed threshold.When a terminal send the transation request it waitsto reeive the results in all ases, exept for the De-livery transation, that simulates a transation exeutedin deferred mode. The struture of the orrespondingdatabase is omposed by several tables, with differentharateristis with respet to their sheme and ardinal-ity. This benhmark inludes a salability riteria that al-lows to simulate a realisti workload, allowing to hangethe database size and the number of transation terminals

for a more aurate simulation of the mahine apabili-ties.After the exeution of the benhmark during a givenperiod of time, the number of New Order transa-tions exeuted per minute gives the performane met-ri, alled transations-per-minute-C (tpmC). The TPC-C benhmark also inludes a performane value thattakes into aount the ost of the system under test,the prie-per-tpmC, to allow a omparison in terms ofprie/performane. Additional details an be found in theTPC-C standard spei�ation [1℄.3 TPCC-UVa arhiteture and im-plementationThe TPCC-UVa implementation is omposed by �ve dif-ferent modules that ollaborate to perform all the nees-sary ativities to measure the performane of the systemunder test. Figure 1 shows the TPCC-UVa arhiteture.The modules are the following.Benhmark ontroller This module interats with theuser, populating the database and allowing the launhof different experiments.Remote Terminal Emulator (RTE) There is one RTEproess per ative terminal in the benhmark exeu-tion. It simulates the ativity of a remote terminal,aording with TPC-C spei�ations.Transation Monitor This module reeives all the re-quests from the RTEs, exeuting queries to the un-derlying database system.Chekpoints ontroller This module performs hek-points periodially in the database system, register-ing timestamps at the beginning and the end of eahhekpoint.Vauum Controller This module avoids the degradationprodued by the ontinuous �ow of operations to thedatabase.Interproess ommuniation is arried out using bothshared-memory strutures and system signals, allowingto run the benhmark in any Unix-like, shared-memorymultiproessor environment. The following subsetionsdesribe eah module in more detail.3.1 Benhmark ControllerThe Benhmark Controller (BC) allows the user to aessthe benhmark funtionality. It performs the followingfuntions.
SIGMOD Record, Vol. 35, No. 4, December 2006 7
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Figure 1: TPCC-UVa arhiteture.Database initial population: It reates a new databaseto run a test. The database is omposed by the nine tablesde�ned in the TPC-C spei�ations, together with theirrequired population and salability harateristis. Dif-ferent mehanisms to ensure the referene integrity of thedata, suh as primary and foreign keys, are also inluded.Database onsisteny hek: This option allows theuser to hek the onsisteny of the ative database, to seeif it meets the onditions desribed by the TPC-C standardto run a test on it.Restoring an existent database: This option elimi-nates the modi�ations performed in the database tablesby a previous test run. The purpose of this option is torebuild a database to run a new test aording with theTPC-C requirements without the need of reating a newone from srath, a time-onsuming operation.Deleting a database: This option allows the user todelete the urrent database.Exeuting a test: This option launhes the TPCC-UVamodules that allow to run a measurement test. Suh atest is omposed by three intervals: the ramp-up period, atime when the performane of the system is not stable yetand therefore will not be onsidered for the performanemeasurement; the measurement interval, where the per-formane measurement is done; and the end-of-test pe-riod, when the Benhmark Controller stops all the relatedproesses.

To exeute a test, the user should de�ne different exeu-tion parameters, suh as the number of warehouses to beonsidered, the ramp-up period, the measurement intervaland the on�guration of the VauumController (desribedin Setion 3.5). To run a test, the Benhmark Controllerstarts the Transation Monitor, up to ten Remote Termi-nal Emulators for eah one of the seleted warehouses,and the Chekpoint and Vauum Controllers (see Fig. 1).The Benhmark Controller also de�nes the experimenttimings, informing eah module about the urrent inter-val while exeuting a test.Summary results of last test: This option reads andproesses the benhmark logs produed by the set of Re-mote Terminal Emulators and the Transation Monitorduring the exeution of the test. The information pro-vided by the logs an be divided in two parts. The �rstone is the number of New Order transations exeutedper minute, together with the response time of the exe-uted transations. This information will determine theperformane of the system under test. The seond part isthe data needed to ensure that the test has been performedfollowing the TPC-C spei�ations, suh as the terminalresponse times and the relative perentage of eah trans-ation in the exeuted transation set. Both data typesshould be proessed by the Benhmark Controller to en-sure that the test is valid and to return the TPCC-UVaTransations-Per-Minute (tpmC-uva) metri.The Transations-Per-Minute metri returned byTPCC-UVa is alled tpmC-uva instead of tpmC. The rea-son is that, as we said in Setion 1, the metri obtained
8 SIGMOD Record, Vol. 35, No. 4, December 2006



with TPCC-UVa should not be ompared with tpmC val-ues obtained by approved implementations of the benh-mark.3.2 Remote Terminal EmulatorsThe Remote Terminal Emulators (RTE from here on) gen-erate the transation requests for the system. Eah RTEruns as an individual proess, generating new transationsaording with the requirements of the TPC-C benhmarkspei�ation. One the measurement time is expired, theBenhmark Controller stops eah one of the RTE usingsystem signals. The RTE apabilities are the following.User simulation: Eah RTE simulates the behavior of auser onneted to it, performing transation type seletionand transation input data generation. It also simulatestwo related wait times: �keying time� and �think time�.Terminal simulation: Eah RTE generates the outputrequired by eah terminal, showing the information intro-dued by the simulated user and the results obtained onethe transation is exeuted. Although eah RTE an showthis information in the standard output, the generated out-put is usually redireted to /dev/null to avoid ollapsingthe system onsole.Transations management: Eah RTE generates atransation type aording with the TPC-C spei�ations,sending it to the Transations Monitor. If the transationis interative, the results are sent bak to the orrespond-ing RTE one the transation is ompleted.Transation response time measurement: Eah RTEmeasures the response time for eah one of the transa-tions requested. This data is stored loally in a log �le, to-gether with additional information that will be needed forthe performane measurement of the system under test.3.3 Transations MonitorThe Transations Monitor (TM from here on) reeives thetransation requests from all the RTEs, passing them tothe database engine and returning the generated resultsbak to the RTEs. The transations are exeuted aord-ing with their arrival order. The TM also registers the re-sults of the delayed exeution of the Delivery transationand, when needed, data related to errors in the exeutionof transations. The TM is ativated and deativated bythe Benhmark Controller.Clause 2.3.5 of the TPC-C standard spei�ation [1℄ in-diates that �if transations are routed or organized withinthe SUT [System Under Test℄, a ommerially available

transation proessing monitor� is required, with a givenset of funtionalities. To avoid the use of ommerially-available software, our TM does not route or organizetransations, but only queues them for exeution in arrivalorder.3.4 Chekpoints ControllerThe Chekpoints Controller is responsible for orderinghekpoints periodially, registering the timestamps at thebeginning and end of eah hekpoint, aording withClause 5.5.2.2 of the TPC-C standard spei�ation [1℄.The �rst hekpoint is performed when the ChekpointsController is ativated, at the beginning of the measure-ment interval.3.5 Vauum ControllerThe Vauum Controller mitigates the negative effets of aontinuous �ow of transation exeutions in the databasesystem. This ontroller is needed beause the hosendatabase engine (PostgreSQL) keeps residual informationthat may slow down the database operation. To avoid aperformane loss in the exeution of long tests (i.e. morethan two hours), the Vauum Controller exeutes periodi-ally the PostgreSQL vauum ommand [9℄. The user anon�gure the interval between vauums and their maxi-mum number.3.6 TPCC-UVa ommuniation proeduresCommuniation between the Transation Monitor andeah Remote Terminal Emulator is implemented using theommuniation proedures provided by Unix System VIPC interfae, suh as semaphores, shared memory andmessage queues [11℄. The ommuniation between theTM and the RTEs is based on the use of a single queue ofpending transation requests. This queue is used by theRTEs to submit transation requests to the TM. The in-oming order of the requests into the TM determine theirexeution order. A synhronization semaphore is used tomanage reads and writes to this queue. One a transationis ompleted, the results are transmitted from the MT tothe RTE that issued the request through a shared-memorydata struture. Again, a semaphore is used to manage eahdata struture.4 TPCC-UVa reportsThe exeution of TPCC-UVa on a System-Under-Test(SUT from here on) returns different performane metrisand plots. As an example, in this setion we will desribein detail the results and plots obtained by TPCC-UVa ver-sion 1.2.3 on a dual ore multiproessor system. The SUT
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Test results aounting performed on 2006-11-30 at 00:00:59 using 30 warehouses.Start of measurement interval: 20.004883 mEnd of measurement interval: 140.004983 mCOMPUTED THROUGHPUT: 367.791 tpmC-uva using 30 warehouses.101424 Transations ommitted.NEW-ORDER TRANSACTIONS:44135 Transations within measurement time (50583 Total).Perentage: 43.515%Perentage of "well done" transations: 97.100%Response time (min/med/max/90th): 0.006 / 0.813 / 84.781 / 1.240Perentage of rolled-bak transations: 0.986% .Average number of items per order: 9.400 .Perentage of remote items: 1.036% .Think time (min/avg/max): 0.000 / 12.029 / 120.000PAYMENT TRANSACTIONS:44099 Transations within measurement time (50712 Total).Perentage: 43.480%Perentage of "well done" transations: 97.746%Response time (min/med/max/90th): 0.002 / 0.596 / 89.864 / 0.960Perentage of remote transations: 14.148% .Perentage of ustomers seleted by C ID: 39.087% .Think time (min/avg/max): 0.000 / 11.971 / 120.000ORDER-STATUS TRANSACTIONS:4417 Transations within measurement time (5081 Total).Perentage: 4.355%Perentage of "well done" transations: 97.804%Response time (min/med/max/90th): 0.001 / 0.703 / 84.308 / 1.080Perentage of lients hosen by C ID: 39.280% .Think time (min/avg/max): 0.000 / 10.028 / 93.000DELIVERY TRANSACTIONS:4387 Transations within measurement time (5057 Total).Perentage: 4.325%Perentage of "well done" transations: 99.544%Response time (min/med/max/90th): 0.000 / 0.122 / 72.625 / 0.010Perentage of exeution time < 80s : 100.000%Exeution time min/avg/max: 0.019/0.631/75.965No. of skipped distrits: 0 .Perentage of skipped distrits: 0.000%.Think time (min/avg/max): 0.000 / 5.013 / 47.000STOCK-LEVEL TRANSACTIONS:4386 Transations within measurement time (5061 Total).Perentage: 4.324%Perentage of "well done" transations: 99.772%Response time (min/med/max/90th): 0.007 / 0.714 / 76.328 / 1.120Think time (min/avg/max): 0.000 / 4.999 / 47.000Longest hekpoints:Start time Elapsed time sine test start (s) Exeution time (s)Thu Nov 30 01:51:30 2006 6630.787000 11.000000Thu Nov 30 01:21:20 2006 4820.357000 10.400000Thu Nov 30 02:21:41 2006 8441.789000 10.200000Thu Nov 30 00:51:10 2006 3010.331000 10.009000No vauums exeuted.>> TEST PASSEDFigure 2: Results summary of a TPCC-UVa benhmark exeution on a Dual Core Opteron multiproessor system.
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is a server equipped with two Dual Core AMD OpteronProessor 265 at 1 800MHz (seen by Linux as four differ-ent proessors), 2 GBytes of RAM and a RAID-5 storagesystem, using a LSI Logi MegaRAID Serial ATA 300-8X disk ontroller. The system runs Gentoo Linux witha 2.6.17 kernel, and we used PostgreSQL 8.1.4 as the un-derlying database system.Figure 2 shows the results given by TPCC-UVa for a2-hours test, using 30 warehouses, a ramp-up period of 20minutes and no vauum operation. The most importantresult is the omputed throughput, in this ase 367:791tpmC-uva. To be valid, the test should meet some re-sponse time requirements, stated in Clause 5.5.1.5 of theTPC-C benhmark. The last line of the results �le shownin Fig. 2 indiates whether these requirements have beenmet in this partiular experiment.In addition with the result summary given in Fig. 2,the TPCC-UVa implementation returns the data needed todraw the plots de�ned by the TPC-C standard spei�a-tion. Aording to the standard, four different plot fami-lies should be generated. The plot families are desribedbelow.Frequeny distribution of Response Times Clause5.6.1 of the TPC-C standard spei�ation requires to builda graph alled Response Time Distribution, that shows thenumber of transations of eah different transation typethat were ompleted in a given response time. Figure 3shows both the plot as desribed by the TPC-C standardspei�ation, and the response time distributions of the�ve transation types given by TPCC-UVa.Response Times vs. Throughput for the New Ordertransation Clause 5.6.2 of the TPC-C standard spe-i�ation requires to build a graph of response times ver-sus throughput for the New Order transation. The graphmust be plotted at approximately 50%, 80% and 100%of the reported throughput rate (additional data points areoptional). Figure 4 shows both the plot as desribed bythe TPC-C standard spei�ation, and the orrespondingplot obtained with TPCC-UVa.Frequeny distribution of Think Times Clause 5.6.3of the TPC-C standard spei�ation requires to build agraph with the frequeny distribution of Think Times forthe New Order transation. At least 20 different intervalsof equal length must be reported. Figure 5 shows boththe plot as desribed by the TPC-C standard spei�ation,and the orresponding plot obtained with TPCC-UVa.Throughput of the New Order Transation Clause5.6.4 of the TPC-C standard spei�ation requires to builda graph with the throughput of the New Order transation

versus elapsed time, for both the ramp-up period and mea-surement interval. At least 240 different intervals shouldbe used, with a maximum interval size of 30 seonds. Theopening and the losing of the measurement interval mustalso be reported and shown on the graph. Figure 6 showsboth the plot as desribed by the TPC-C standard spei�-ation, and the orresponding plot obtained with TPCC-UVa.5 System performane measure-mentIn this setion we use TPCC-UVa to measure different as-pets of system performane. The following setions dis-uss some results obtained with TPCC-UVa to omparetwo important aspets of system performane, suh as �lesystem performane and multi-ore apabilities. The pur-pose of these experiments is to show how TPCC-UVa anbe used to obtain a reliable measure of different systemsunder test.5.1 File systems performane omparisonWe have used TPCC-UVa to measure the performane ofdifferent �le system implementations under Linux. TheSUT for this experiment is a server equipped with twoDual Core AMD Opteron Proessor 265 at 1 800 MHzwith 2 GBytes of RAM and running Gentoo Linux with a2.6.17 kernel. We have used a Seagate Barrauda 7200.7Serial ATA disk to store the database. This disk was di-vided into four primary partitions, eah one formatted us-ing a different �le system type.The �le system types onsidered in this experimentwere the following: ext2fs, the lassial �le system forLinux [2℄; ext3fs, a version of ext2fs with journaling;ReiserFS version 3.6, a journaling �le system for Linuxbased on balane tree algorithms, developed by Namesys;and JFS, based on IBM's journaled �le system tehnologyand now open-soure.We have run several experiments using eah �le sys-tem to store the TPCC-UVa database maintained by Post-greSQL. Eah experiment ran for two hours, with ramp-up periods of 20 minutes and no vauum operations. Fig-ure 7 shows the tpmC-uva obtained using different num-ber of warehouses for eah one of the four �le systemsonsidered.As an be seen in Fig. 7, ext2fs gives better results than�le systems with journaling, partiularly ReiserFS (3.0perent slower) and JFS (8.9 perent slower). The maxi-mum number of warehouses that the SUT was apable toservewas 27 for ext2fs, ext3fs and ReiserFS, while JFS al-lowed to run the benhmark with at most 25 warehouses.
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The response time requirements de�ned by TPC-C werenot met with more warehouses.5.2 Dual- and single-ore performaneomparisonFinally, in this setion we ompare the performane ofa SUT with two dual-ore proessors with respet to anidential system but with two single-ore proessors.The dual-ore SUT has two Dual Core Opteron 265(seen by Linux as four proessors), while the single-oreSUT has two Single Core Opteron 246 proessors. Bothsystems have 2 GBytes of RAM and a RAID-5 storagesystem, using a LSI Logi MegaRAID Serial ATA 300-8X disk ontroller and a ReiserFS �le system. Both sys-tems run Gentoo Linux with a 2.6.17 kernel. We have rundifferent 2-hours experiments, with ramp-up period of 20minutes and with no vauum operations.Figure 8 shows the tpmC-uva obtained using differ-ent number of warehouses for both SUTs, together withthe maximum throughput of the New Order transationin both ases. The results show that the dual-ore arhi-teture allowed a workload of up to 30 warehouses, witha 28.1% performane gain over the single-ore arhite-ture, that only dealt with up to 25 warehouses. These re-sults show that, as expeted, multi-ore arhitetures area valid hoie for running transation-oriented databaseworkloads.6 ConlusionsThis paper desribes TPCC-UVa, an open-soure im-plementation of the TPC-C benhmark intended formeasuring performane of parallel and distributedsystems. The implementation simulates the exeutionof an OLTP environment aording with the TPC-Cstandard spei�ation. The major harateristis ofthe TPC-C spei�ation has been disussed, togetherwith a desription of the TPCC-UVa arhiteture,performane metris and plots generated and realexamples of performane measurements for parallelsystems. TPCC-UVa an be freely downloaded fromhttp://www.infor.uva.es/~diego/tp-uva.html.AknowledgmentsThe author is partially supported by the EuropeanCommission under grant RII3-CT-2003-506079, andby Castilla-Leon Regional Government under grantVA031B06. The author would like to thank Julio A.Hernández and Eduardo Hernández for implementing the�rst version of TPCC-UVa as part of their BS. thesis;Belén Palop for her help during the development of the
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1 Introduction

The development of approaches to access XML content
has generated a wealth of issues in information retrieval
(IR) and database (DB) (e.g., [2, 15, 17, 20, 19, 47, 26, 32,
24]). While the IR community has traditionally focused
on searching unstructured content, and has developed var-
ious techniques for ranking query results and evaluating
their effectiveness, the DB community has focused on de-
veloping query languages and efficient evaluation algo-
rithms for highly structured content. Recent trends in
DB and IR research demonstrate a growing interest in
merging IR and DB techniques for accessing XML con-
tent. Support for a combination of “structured” and full-
text search for effectively querying XML documents was
unanimous in a recent panel at SIGMOD 2005 [3], and is
being widely studied in the IR community [20].

This paper presents an overview of the recent research
in XML search, and is composed of 5 sections. Section 2
describes query languages for XML search with an em-
phasis on the role of document structure in their design
and semantics. These languages are mainly inspired from
DB work. In IR, many proposals for accessing XML con-
tent have been made possible due to INEX which has
allowed the evaluation and the comparison of the effec-
tiveness of different XML search approaches. Section 3
gives an overview of INEX, the INitiative for the Eval-
uation of XML retrieval (INEX) [20]. In Section 4, we
describe approaches that have been developed in order to
score XML elements according to their relevance. Much
of these works were developed and investigated within
INEX, but the section also includes work that has been
done in DB. Section 5 concludes with a brief summary

on education and workforce
sponsored by Joe Jefferson

House of Representatives
Current chamber on workforce
and services. Committees on
education are headed by Mrs Calls

congress−info

bill

committee−info

legis−body

HR 2739

legis

Jefferson
and services ...

legis−session

action

action−desc

Congress on 
education and workforce,
comments to appropriate
services.

nbr sponsors

Mrs Miller and Mrs Jones.
Mr Column and co−sponsors109th

legis−desc

date

Mrs Calls introduced this bill

and was referred to the committee
The bill was reintroduced later

02/12/2006

Figure 1: Document Excerpt from the LoC

and discussion of open issues in XML search.
This paper is based on two recent tutorials on XML

search [7, 8] and is by no means exhaustive. It is meant
as a reference overview for query languages, INEX, and
scoring methods for XML, with a strong focus on the lat-
ter two. Readers are invited to explore the intricacies of
each language, scoring method and INEX in the appropri-
ate references at the end of this paper.

2 Query Languages

Many query languages with varying expressiveness [12]
have been proposed for XML search. These languages
range from simple keyword search to sophisticated prox-
imity and stemming conditions on keywords combined
with complex queries on structure. Document structure
plays a major role in the design and semantics of these
languages. Even when the language supports Boolean
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search only, document fragments may be returned, as op-
posed to whole documents.

We use the example document in Figure 1, extracted
from the Library of Congress (LoC) collection [31]. The
document describes a bill on education and workforce and
exhibits a mix of structured and text information.

In XML search, document structure is used to deter-
mine, on behalf of users, which document fragments are
more meaningful to return as query answers. It is also
used to specify query conditions on structure that limit
the search context to specific XML elements, as opposed
to whole documents. We classify existing languages for
XML search according to their use of conditions on doc-
ument structure in the query.

Keyword-Only Queries. Languages in this family are
a natural evolution from traditional IR languages and
are expressed as a conjunction of keywords. The main
characteristic of these languages is their ability to re-
turn XML fragments. Examples of such languages are
found in XRANK [24], nearest-neighbor queries [42],
XKSEARCH [55], and NEXI content-only queries [48]
developed by INEX [20] (See Section 3). The most
notorious method in DB, is to compute lowest com-
mon ancestors (LCAs) of query keywords. For example,
the query ‘‘Jefferson’’ && ‘‘workforce’’
applied to the document in Figure 1, would return
<committee-info> and <legis-session> ele-
ments as query answers. Variants of the LCAs include
meaningful LCAs as in [30] and in XIRQL [19], which
are pre-determined XML fragments. Other methods, used
in IR, are described in Section 4.

Tag and Keyword Queries. This family of lan-
guages includes XSEarch [17] which allows to an-
notate keywords in the query with tags. For ex-
ample, the query above could be enhanced as fol-
lows committee-info:Jefferson workforce,
in which case only <committee-info> will be re-
turned. XSEarch may also consider semantically related
tags as query results.

Path and Keyword Queries. This family of languages
exhibits more sophisticated conditions on structure ala
XPath [53]. It includes XPath 2.0 [53], XIRQL [19],

XXL [47], and NEXI Content-And-Structure (CAS)
queries [48] (See Section 3). While the exact syntax of
each language is not of interest here, they all agree on an
existential interpretation of the path conditions.

XQuery and Keyword Queries. Languages in this
family combine the full power of XQuery [52] and
a range of full-text predicates (as opposed to simple
Boolean predicates). Schema-free XQuery offers the abil-
ity to specify LCAs with XQuery. For example, the
query below returns a bill if there exists a meaningful
LCA of <legis> and <legis-desc> elements, in
this case <legis-session>, containing the keywords
‘‘Jefferson’’ and ‘‘workforce’’ respectively.
A meaningful LCA is defined as an LCA which makes
sense in the context of a given application. For example,
returning footnote or paragraph elements may be too fine
a granularity to the user.

for $b in //bills/bill
$tmp1 in $b//legis
$tmp2 in $b//legis-desc

where fn:contains($tmp1, ’Jefferson’)
and fn:contains($tmp2, ’workforce’)

and exists mlcas($tmp1, $tmp2)
return <result> {$b} </result>

TeXQuery [2] and its W3C successor, XQuery Full-
Text [54], extend XQuery with composable full-text
search predicates such as proximity distance and stem-
ming. The query below written in XQuery Full-Text, re-
turns newly constructed elements containing the number
and legislation description of bills produced after Jan-
uary 12th, 2006 and which contain ‘‘Jefferson’’
and ‘‘workforce’’ within a window of 5 words and
using stemming on ‘‘workforce’’ if necessary.

for $b in //bills/bill
where $b ftcontains ’Jefferson’ &&

’workforce’ with stemming
window 5 words and
$b//date > 01/12/2006

return <res> {$b//nbr,
$b//legis-desc} </res>

2
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3 INEX Evaluation

There has been many XML search systems that have
been developed to implement the query languages de-
scribed in Section 2, many of which being evaluated
within the INEX campaign. In this section, we describe
how INEX is providing methods to evaluate the effective-
ness of query results.

Evaluating how effective XML search systems are, re-
quires test-beds where the evaluation paradigms are pro-
vided according to criteria that take into account the im-
posed structural aspects. In March 2002, the INitiative
for the Evaluation of XML retrieval (INEX) [20] started
to address these issues. The aim of the INEX initiative
is to establish an infrastructure and to provide means, in
the form of a large test collection and appropriate scor-
ing methods, for evaluating how effective are content-
oriented XML search systems (as opposed to structure-
oriented systems).

Evaluating retrieval effectiveness is typically done by
using test collections assembled specifically for evaluat-
ing particular retrieval tasks. A test collection consists of
a set of documents, a set of user requests (the so-called
topics, or queries) and relevance assessments of the doc-
uments with respect to the queries. Most of existing test
collections treat documents as atomic units and make as-
sumptions that become invalid in the context of XML re-
trieval, which is mainly due to the lack of a predefined
uniform unit of retrieval and the dependency that exists
among retrievable components. As such, the character-
istics of traditional test collections have been adjusted in
order to appropriately evaluate content-oriented XML re-
trieval effectiveness.

Document Collection The INEX corpus is composed
of the full-texts, marked up in XML, of 16.819 articles
of the IEEE Computer Society’s publications from maga-
zines and transactions, covering the period of 1995-2004,
and totaling 735 megabytes in size. On average an article
contains 1,532 XML nodes, where the average depth of a
node is 6.9. The overall structure of a typical article con-
sists of a frontmatter (containing e.g. title, author, pub-
lication information and abstract), a body (consisting of
e.g. sections, sub-sections, sub-sub-sections, paragraphs,
tables, figures, lists, citations) and a backmatter (includ-

ing bibliography and author information).

Topics INEX defined two types of topics: Content-only
(CO) queries which are similar to those used in TREC
and, Content-and-structure (CAS) queries which contain
structural constraints that can refer to where to look for the
relevant elements (i.e. support elements) and what types
of elements to retrieve (i.e. target elements). NEXI [48] is
the query language defined for this purpose and is based
on XPath [53]. It should be noted that NEXI is more
focused on querying content (content-oriented retrieval)
than many of the languages presented in Section 2. As in
TREC, an INEX topic consists of the standard title, de-
scription and narrative fields. Up to date, the INEX has
accumulated a total of 268 topics, most of them with as-
sociated relevance assessments.

Tasks The main INEX activity is the ad-hoc retrieval
task. Ad-hoc retrieval in IR is described as a simulation
of how a library might be used, and it involves the search-
ing of a static set of documents using a new set of top-
ics. Two ad hoc retrieval sub-tasks have been identified
since 2002, depending on how structural constraints are
expressed. In the CO sub-task, using CO queries, it is
left to the retrieval system to identify the most appropri-
ate XML elements to return to the user. Depending on
how we assume a user wants the output of an XML re-
trieval system to be, three different strategies have been
defined in 2005. In a focused strategy, we assume that a
user prefers a single element that most exhaustively dis-
cusses the topic of the query, while at the same time it is
most specific to that topic. In a thorough strategy, we as-
sume that a user prefers all highly exhaustive and specific
elements, and in a fetch and browse strategy we assume
that a user is interested in highly exhaustive and specific
elements that are contained only within highly relevant ar-
ticles. In the CAS sub-task, using CAS topics, structural
constraints can be interpreted as strict or vague (they are
viewed as hints). Strict and vague interpretation can be
applied to both support and target elements, giving a total
of four strategies for this sub-task.

Relevance XML elements forming a document can be
nested. Some elements are large (e.g., sections) and others
small (e.g., paragraphs). Since retrieved elements can be
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at any level of granularity, an element (the larger element)
and one of its child elements (the smaller element) can
both be relevant to a given query, but the child element
may be more focused to that given query than its parent
element and may thus be a better element to retrieve [38].

INEX uses two graded dimensions to express rele-
vance: exhaustivity and specificity. Exhaustivity is de-
fined as a measure of how exhaustively an XML element
discusses the topic of request, while specificity is defined
as a measure of how focused the element is on the topic
of request (i.e. discusses no other, irrelevant topics). Ex-
haustivity refers to the standard relevance criterion used in
IR, whereas specificity provides a measure with respect to
the size of a component as it measures the ratio of relevant
to non-relevant content within an element. The combina-
tion of the two dimensions is used to identify those rele-
vant XML elements, which are both exhaustive and spe-
cific to the topic of request and hence represent the most
appropriate unit of information to return to the user.

Metrics Since its launch in 2002, INEX has been chal-
lenged by the issue of how to measure an XML infor-
mation access system’s effectiveness. Up to 2004, INEX
used a metric based on the measure of precall, which com-
putes the probability that an XML element viewed by the
user is relevant. That is, it interprets precision as the prob-
ability that an XML element viewed by a user is relevant
at standard recall values. To apply the metric, the two rel-
evance dimensions are mapped to a single relevance scale
using quantisation functions. For example, a strict quanti-
sation function is used to evaluate retrieval methods with
respect to their capability of retrieving highly relevant el-
ements. A generalised function is used to credit retrieved
elements according to their degree of relevance, thus also
allowing to reward less relevant elements.

The latter is important as it allows considering near-
misses when calculating effectiveness performance. Due
to the lack of an atomic predefined unit of retrieval as well
as the increased richness of the user’s interaction with the
system (i.e., browsing), users have access to other, struc-
turally related components from a returned result element.
Near-misses are elements, which may be themselves not
exactly relevant to the user’s query, but from where users
can access relevant content. The idea is that XML re-
trieval approaches are partially rewarded for finding such

elements, as it is still better to return near-misses than ir-
relevant elements.

The metric, in its current version, cannot consider over-
lapping results. This is because, in INEX, the recall-base
(the set of relevant elements for each given query) con-
sists of a large proportion of overlapping elements (if
an element is relevant, so is its parent element). This
so-called overpopulated recall-base can lead to mislead-
ing effectiveness results because the recall-base contains
more relevant elements than an ideal system should in fact
retrieve. In fact, perfect recall can only be reached by
systems that return all the relevant elements of the recall-
base, including all the overlapping elements [29].

Therefore, INEX adopted in 2005 the eXtended Cumu-
lated Gain metric, XCG [28], which considers both sys-
tem and user-oriented evaluation aspects. User-oriented
measures allow to reason about a system’s ability to sat-
isfy users, and typically focus on the early ranks of a sys-
tem’s output as users are more likely to limit their search
to these results. System-oriented measures allow system
developers to obtain an overall picture of performance.

4 Scoring

XML search systems aim at providing more precise ac-
cess to XML documents by retrieving document compo-
nents (the so-called XML elements) instead of whole doc-
uments in response to users’ queries. This was illustrated
in the description of INEX and non-INEX XML search
languages in Section 2. In those languages, XML ele-
ments of any granularity (e.g., a paragraph or the section
enclosing it) are potential answers to a query, as long as
they are relevant. This constitutes a major departure from
traditional IR: XML retrieval systems need not only score
elements with respect to their relevance to a query, but
also determine the appropriate level of component gran-
ularity to return to users. In this section, we discuss the
main challenges associated with scoring and returning el-
ements at the right level of granularity. We also briefly
illustrate how these challenges have been or are currently
being addressed in INEX.

Term and element statistics Classical scoring methods
in IR make use of term and document statistics, the most
common ones being term frequency, tf , and document
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frequency df . tf is the number of occurrences of a term in
a document and df is the number of documents in which
the term appears. Scoring at element level requires statis-
tics at element level. It is not straightforward to simply re-
place document by element (etf and ef ), since elements
in XML documents are nested. Suppose that a section
element is composed of two paragraph elements. How
should we compute the etf and ef values of a term in the
paragraphs and the section?

One approach in [33] is to build an index for each ele-
ment type (e.g., article, section, paragraph, etc), and com-
pute the statistics for each element type separately. A
query is then ran in parallel on each index (e.g., using
any or several scoring models). The scores in each result
set are normalized, so that scores from different indices
are comparable. Finally, results are merged into a sin-
gle result set. This avoids problems arising from nested
elements as elements of different types are treated sep-
arately. A different approach is to compute etf and ef

statistics for leaf-elements only, which are then used to
score the leaf-elements themselves. All non-leaf elements
are scored based on some (weighted) combination of the
score of their children elements. The propagation of score
starts from the leaf-elements and can consider the distance
between the element being considered and its descendant
leaf-elements [22, 40].

Many approaches ignore element nesting by simply
calculating ef with respect to all elements of the collec-
tion [43], or partly consider it by estimating ef across ele-
ments of the same type [45] or using df [16]. etf is often
calculated based on the concatenation of the text of the
element and that of its descendants [36, 45].

It is not yet clear what works best, as obviously which
approach to follow would depend on the collection, the
types of elements (i.e., the DTD) and their relationships,
and the scoring method. An interesting research would be
to investigate all developed term and element statistics ap-
proaches within a uniform and controllable environment
to determine those leading to the best performance.

Obtaining consistent and meaningful statistics for ef-
fective retrieval can be viewed as the more general prob-
lem of the combination of evidence. In XML retrieval,
term and element statistics are not enough; element size
has been shown to be important [44, 35]. The next para-
graphs describe other types of evidence.

Structure Statistics Not all elements are equally likely
to be appreciated as satisfactory answers to an informa-
tion need. The structure in XML documents should be
used to decide which elements are likely to trigger higher
user satisfaction. This is usually done by computing some
statistics on the structure itself. One approach [33, 16] is
to only index and/or retrieve those element types with the
highest distribution of relevant elements in past relevance
assessment sets. In INEX, selected types included sec-
tion, abstract, sub-section, paragraph element type. A dif-
ferent approach [43] is to index only those element types
whose average length was above a given threshold. A re-
lated strategy is to discard at retrieval all elements smaller
than a given threshold (usually expressed in terms of num-
ber of words). Both strategies strategy will indeed re-
move elements of a particular type, which are often con-
sidered to be too small to act as a meaningful retrieval
unit. [40] however recently showed, that although the so-
called small elements should not be returned, they might
still influence the scoring of enclosing elements, so they
should still be indexed.

Relationships Statistics XML documents are not just
documents that are made of components of various types.
There is a relationship between the elements, as provided
by the logical structure of the XML mark-up. An element,
unless it is a root element, has a parent element, which
itself may have a parent element. Similarly, non-leaf ele-
ments have children elements, and so on. It makes sense
to exploit element relationships to score elements.

Some approaches, like those based on the Bayesian net-
work or hierarchical language modeling [50, 36] explic-
itly capture element relationships. They can associate, ex-
plicitly or implicitly, statistics to structural relationships
through learning to capture the strength of those relation-
ships. These models need extensive training, which is
computationally expensive. A simplified hierarchical lan-
guage model that reduces the parameter estimation com-
plexity was proposed in [37].

Other approaches propagate terms statistics along the
structure, where it is then possible to weight the propaga-
tion depending on the relationships [22, 40]. The weight-
ing parameters are usually empirically determined.

A particular relationship is that of the element and its
root element. For instance, in INEX, the root element
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of any element is the article element. Considering this
particular relationship has often shown to improve perfor-
mance (e.g. pivot in [34], root-based contextutalitaion [9],
article level language model [43]).

Overlapping Elements It is one task to provide a score
expressing how relevant an element is to a query and a
different task to decide, from several overlapping relevant
elements, which one to return as the best answer. For
instance, returning a paragraph and its enclosing section
should be avoided to ensure that users do not get to see
the same information several times. Deciding which ele-
ment to return obviously depends on the application and
its user models. For instance, in INEX, the best element
is one that is highly relevant, but also specific to the topic
(i.e., does not discuss unrelated topic).

Three types of approaches have been applied within
INEX to remove overlap. A common one is to select the
highest scored element from each path and return that el-
ement [40, 22]. Additional filtering can be applied such
as discarding all elements of a given type (e.g., article el-
ements even if they are highly scored [50]). Although the
tree structure of a document may have been considered at
indexing and/or retrieval time, it is ignored when remov-
ing overlap, as elements are treated independently.

An approach that does not treat elements independently
when removing overlap is [16], where elements are re-
ranked by iteratively adjusting the score of those elements
contained in or containing higher ranked elements in the
result list. Overlap is controlled by re-weighting terms
occurring in the higher ranked elements to reflect their re-
duced importance. A second approach [34] looks at the
distribution of relevant elements in the tree structure in
addition to their score. For instance, an element that has
many of its descendants retrieved (overlapping elements),
but which are evenly distributed in the corresponding tree
structure, and in addition have a similar score to the par-
ent element, would be selected as the best element; oth-
erwise its descendants would be considered instead. This
approach was shown to be better than when selecting the
highest scored element from each path as best elements.

A third type of approaches argue that the highest ranked
elements may not necessarily be the most useful units of
retrieval. For instance, a small but highly scored element
may not be that useful. [35] ranks elements using a util-

ity function that is based not only on the relevance score
of an element, but its size, and the amount of irrelevant
information contained in its children elements. An ele-
ment whose utility value is higher to that of the sum of
the utility value of its children is selected as best element.
otherwise, the children elements whose utility values are
above some threshold are selected.

Structure Constraints Since the beginning of INEX,
there has been a debate on how to interpret structural con-
straints [49]. Initially, INEX required those constraints to
be strictly matched. However, specifying an information
need is not an easy task, in particular for semi-structured
data with a wide variety of tag names. Although users
may think they have a clear idea of the structural prop-
erties of the collection, there are likely to be aspects to
which they are unaware. Obviously, this is very depen-
dent on the actual application. Because of this, a vague
interpretation of the structural constraints is followed: an
element is relevant if it satisfies the information need, ir-
respective of the structural constraints, which are mainly
considered as structural hints. That is, the aim of XML
search system is to return components that contain the in-
formation sought after by the user even if the result el-
ements do not exactly meet the structural conditions ex-
pressed in the query.

A common approach in INEX has been to manually
build a dictionary of tag synonyms (e.g. “p” and “ip1” are
considered equivalent) [34, 40]. [35] uses past relevance
assessments for CAS queries to automatically build the
dictionary. When a CAS topic asks for “section” element,
all types of elements assessed relevant for that topic are
added to the “section” synonym list. Other approaches
decide to ignore the structure constraints in support ele-
ments, target elements, or both [9].

Scoring according to structural constraints has also
been considered. In [22, 45], elements are first scored
on how well the content constraints are satisfied, and the
scores are boosted on the basis of matching the structural
constraints. There have also been approaches in DB for
relaxing structural constraints in XPath (e.g., [6, 41]). The
framework in [6] expands query answers by incorporat-
ing approximate answers obtained using simple query re-
laxations. Such relaxations include tag relaxation as in
INEX, making a child constraint a descendant constraint,
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making an element in the query optional and, promot-
ing content conditions to ancestor elements in the query.
The framework also defines properties of scoring methods
which guarantee that the score of an approximate answer
is no higher than the score of an exact answer to a query.

5 Conclusion

We presented an overview of the challenges of design-
ing query languages and scoring methods for XML search
and a description of the INEX [20] effort, an initiative for
the evaluation of XML retrieval methods. A major chal-
lenge for XML search is the combination of the effec-
tive retrieval of XML document components from the IR
community with efficient query evaluation from the DB
community. This challenge calls for a tighter integration
of indices on both structure and content and acformaliza-
tion of queries, in terms of a score-aware algebra, for the
joint optimization of queries on both structure and text.
An initial effort in this direction can be found in [12] and
algorithms for the efficient evaluation of queries on both
text and structure can be found in [4, 5, 46]. A second
major challenge is the provision of a uniform and control-
lable platform to study all proposed scoring approaches
and their various parameters, as they are so diverse (due
to the richness of the XML mark-up and expected user
behaviors) so that to obtain fundamental results regarding
the best practices in XML scoring.
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ABSTRACT
Rapid advancements in positioning systems and wireless commu-
nications enable accurate tracking of continuously moving objects.
This development poses new challenges to database technology
since maintaining up-to-date information regarding the location of
moving objects incurs an enormous amount of updates. There have
been many efforts to address these challenges, most of which de-
pend on the use of a minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) in a
multi-dimensional index structure such as R-tree. The maintenance
of MBRs causes lock contention and association of moving speeds
with the MBRs cause large overlap between them. This problem
becomes more severe as the number of concurrent operations in-
creases. In this paper, we propose a “new” simple variant of the
Buddy-tree, in which we enlarge the query rectangle to account for
object movement rather than use an enlarged MBR. The result is
not only elegant, but also efficient, particularly in terms of lock
contention. An extensive experimental study was conducted and
the results show that our proposed structure outperforms existing
structures by a wide margin.

1. INTRODUCTION
Rapid advancements in positioning systems, sensing technolo-

gies, and wireless communications, make it possible to track accu-
rately the movement of thousands of mobile objects. This has led
to an urgent need to develop techniques of efficient storage and re-
trieval of moving objects. Indeed, this topic has received significant
interest in recent years [8, 12, 7, 15, 13].

Mobile objects move in (typically two or three-dimensional) space.
As such, traditional index techniques for multidimensional data are
a natural foundation upon which to devise an index for moving ob-
jects. A standard technique for indexing objects with spatial extent
is to create aminimum bounding rectangle (MBR) around the ob-
ject, and then to index the MBR rather than the object itself. Many
multidimensional index structures, including in particular R-tree
and its derivatives [5, 1], follow such an approach.

Moving objects, even if they are modeled as points, are in dif-
ferent locations in space at different times. In an index valid over
some period of time, if we wish to make sure to locate the mov-
ing object, we can do so by means of a bounding rectangle around
the locations of the object within this period of time. (Most spatio-
temporal indices also have explicit notions of object velocity, and
make linear, or more sophisticated, extrapolations on object posi-
tion as a function of time. But an MBR is still required to make
sure that a search query does not suffer a false dismissal). See our
discussion of the popular TPR-tree structure [13] in Section 2.3 for
more detail.

The key observation we make is that these MBRs can become

quite large, particularly as objects have high velocity or as index
structures are used to model the world for longer periods of time.
Because of this, too many false dismissals may be observed. If an
R-tree like structure is used to hierarchically organize these MBRs,
we may find large overlaps between non-leaf MBRs, causing search
to proceed on multiple paths down the tree.

A fix to the above problem is to have the tree reflect only a very
short period of time. (This is actually a fix only with respect to
queries regarding current position. Reducing the time interval of
index validity actually makes more difficult predictive queries deal-
ing with future positions of objects.) But this means objects have
to be removed and inserted from the tree very frequently, as soon
as they move more than a little. Traditional multidimensional index
structures have not been designed to support such high update rates.
There is always the possibility of a node split upon an insertion and
this could back up all the way to the root, requiring conservative
choices in concurrency control.

In this paper, we attempt to address these difficulties by redefin-
ing the problem of indexing mobile objects. Instead of embedding
the velocity information within the index, we attempt to capture it
in the query. Now, instead of point objects ballooning into large
MBRs, we will have point queries being turned into rectangular
range queries. On the surface, this appears to make no difference
in terms of performance – so one wonders why bother to make this
equivalence transformation?

It turns out that the benefit we get is that we can now build much
simpler indices – we only need to consider static objects rather than
mobile objects. So we can choose a multidimensional structure
with good update properties. In particular, we propose a simple
indexing structure based on the Buddy-tree [14] – the Buddy*-tree.
The bounding rectangles in the internal nodes are not minimum,
and are based on the pre-partitioned cells. This turns the Buddy-
tree to a multi-level like grid file [11], in that the union of the lower
level bounding spaces span the bounding space of the parent.

To allow concurrent modifications, we adapt the concurrency
control mechanism of the R-link tree [9]. Since the Buddy*-tree
is a space partitioning-based method, it does not suffer from the
high-update cost of the R-tree, and due to the decoupling of veloc-
ity information from bounding rectangles, it does not suffer from
the overlap problem of the TPR-tree. Experimental studies were
conducted, and the results that the Buddy*-tree is much more effi-
cient than the TPR*-tree [17] (an improved variant of the TPR-tree)
and the B+-tree [3] based Bx-tree [6].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys
previous index techniques for moving objects and concurrency con-
trol for index trees. Section 3 and 4 describe the structure and al-
gorithms of the Buddy*-tree. Experimental evaluation is described
in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2. RELATED WORK AND ANALYSIS

2.1 Index for Moving Objects
There is a long stream of research on the management and index-

ing of spatial and temporal data, which eventually led to the study
of spatio-temporal data management. MOST [15] is one such early
effort. By treating time as one dimension, moving objects in ad-
dimension space can be indexed in(d + 1)-dimensions. Thus, the
predicted near future state of an object can be queried.

TheTPR-tree (the Time Parameterized R-tree) [13] is a popular
R-tree based index conceptually similar to MOST. Velocity vec-
tors of objects or MBRs as well as the dynamic MBRs at current
time are stored in the tree. At a non-leaf node, the velocity vector
of the MBR is determined as the maximum value of velocities in
each direction in the subtree. A good study of the performance of
TPR-tree is in [17]. TheTPR*-tree [17] was proposed to improve
the TPR-tree by employing a new set of update algorithms. For in-
sertions, TPR*-tree maintains aQP (priority queue) to record the
candidates paths which have been inspected. By visiting the de-
scendant nodes, TPR*-tree extends the paths inQP until a global
optimal solution is chosen, while TPR-tree only chooses a local
optimal path.

The Bx-tree [6] is a B+-tree structure that indexesg moving ob-
jects after performing a transformation into single-dimensional space
using a space filling curve. Objects are partitioned based on time,
but indexed in the same space.

Indices based on hashing have been proposed to handle moving
objects [16], [2]. Combinations have also been proposed. For
instance, in [4], hashing on the grid cells is used to manage hot
moving objects in memory, while the TPR-tree is used to manage
cold moving objects on disk, as a way to provide efficient support
for frequent updates.

2.2 Concurrency in the B-Tree and R-tree
The B-link tree [10] was proposed to provide efficient concurrent

traversal and update of the B+-tree. Every node keeps a right link
pointing to the right sibling node in the same level. When a search
process without lock-coupling goes down in the tree, it will learn of
any splits racing with it by comparing keys. It is then able to visit
the new split node along the right link chain before the new node is
installed into the tree.

The R-link tree [9] employs a similar modification for the R-tree.
The main difference between the R-tree and B+-tree is that keys in
R-tree are not ordered. Therefore, LSN (logical sequence number)
is introduced to each node and kept in each entry of the internal
nodes. Comparison of these LSNs is used to discover node splits.
A right link chain is again used to locate newly split nodes.

2.3 MBR Expansion Due to Velocity
Let xl

i(0), xu
i (0) be the lower bound and upper bound of some

MBR respectively on dimensioni at time 0, and~ul
i, ~u

u
i be the

minimum and maximum velocity of the points in the MBR on di-
mensioni . After t time units, the volume of this MBR isV =Qd

i=1(x
u
i (t) − xl

i(t)). Sincexl
i(t) = xl

i(0) + ~ul
i · t andxu

i (t) =
xu

i (0) + ~uu
i · t, the volume of MBR can be rewritten asV =Qd

i=1[(x
u
i (0) − xl

i(0)) + (~uu
i − ~ul

i) · t]. Therefore,

∂V

∂t
=

dX
i=1

{(~uu
i − ~ul

i) ·
dY

i′=1,i′ 6=i

[(x′u
i − x′l

i ) + (~u′u
i − ~u′l

i ) · t]}

That is, ∂V
∂t

is O(td−1).
The probability of any MBR being accessed by a random point

search query, assuming uniform distributions, is proportional to the

volume of the MBR. Therefore the expected number of MBRs ac-
cessed at any level of the index tree is proportional to the sum of
their volumes. The rate of the increase on the expected number of
MBRs to be accessed at some levell is O(td−1), wheret is the
elapsed time andd is the dimensionality. This shows that tradi-
tional indexing methods for moving object deteriorate greatly due
to the overlap problem if there is no update for a long time.

3. OVERALL INDEXING STRUCTURE

3.1 Indexing Snapshots
In this paper, we adopt the basic assumption of maximum up-

date interval of the moving objects. Under such an assumption, a
moving object must update its movement at least once in everyTui

timestamps.
Thus, a series of snapshots indices are constructed on different

reference timestamps. The reference timestamp of theith index is
onTui(i− 0.5). There is a Buddy*-tree indexed at these reference
timestamps for the moving objects. The detail of Buddy*-tree will
be covered later in this paper. The lifespan of theith index tree is
betweenTui(i − 1) andTui(i + 1). Thus, there are two indexing
trees maintained at the same time in our system. Figure 1 shows an
example of the indexing trees.

uiT uiT2 uiT3

uiT
2

1
uiT

2

3
uiT

2

5

0

Figure 1: The indices on the snapshots

In our system, every object is indexed by one Buddy*-tree at a
single timestamp. Assume an object updates its motion at times-
tamptu, it will be received and updated by the(⌊tu/Tui⌋ + 1)th
Buddy*-tree, according to the velocity and the position of the ob-
ject at the reference time of the Buddy*-tree. If the object is previ-
ously indexed by theith Buddy*-tree but the new update occurs on
thei + 1th tree, the object will be deleted from theith tree as well
as inserted intoi + 1th tree. For example, ifTui = 120 and an ob-
ject updates attu = 110, the update will be conducted on the first
Buddy*-tree at timestamp 60. If it updates again attu = 130, the
first tree will delete the object, while the second tree at timestamp
180 will insert the object into itself. It is guaranteed that theith in-
dex tree must be empty at the end of its lifespan, since every object
will update at least once between timestampTuii andTui(i + 1).

If the user issues a predictive range queryq on timestamptq, our
system will transform the queries to both the index trees currently
maintained. Since every object is stored in at least one tree, the
union of the range query result on these two trees must be a com-
plete and valid result for the original query. The detail of the query
processing on the Buddy*-tree will be covered later.

3.2 Buddy*-Tree
Given that we regard the moving objects as static points to in-

dex in each snapshot, and given the importance of fast update, we
choose the Buddy-tree [14] as the basic structure of our proposed
index. The index tree is constructed by cutting the space recursively
into two subspaces of equal size with hyperplanes perpendicular to
the axis of each dimension. Each subspace is recursively parti-
tioned until the points in the subspace fit within a single page on
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Figure 2: An Example of the Structure of Buddy*-Tree

disk.
We make several alterations to this basic Buddy-tree structure

to suit our needs. We call the new index structure Buddy*-tree.
A traditional Buddy-tree creates tight bounding rectangles around
the data points in each node. Since such tight MBRs are costly to
update, we choose instead to use loose bounding. We call this a
Loose Bounding Space (LBS) associated with the index tree node.
We also store the maximum and minimum velocities in a node for
all of the objects stored in the subtree of the node.

To support high degree concurrent operations on Buddy*-tree,
we absorb the idea of right links among each level from B-link tree
[10] and R-link tree [9]. Thus, at any given level all nodes are
chained into a singly-linked list. In [9], the authors extends the R-
Tree by assigning an additional parameter LSN as the timestamp to
each node, which is used to detect the split and determine where to
stop when moving right along the right link chain. However, this
structural addition is not necessary in the Buddy*-tree since we are
guaranteed not to have overlaps between nodes. Instead, we can
simply detect the uninstalled node split by comparing the current
LBS of the nodes with the old LBS. Figure 2(a) shows an example
of the Buddy*-Tree in2-dimensional space, with the corresponding
data space illustrated in Figure 2(b). The first capital letter in a
node denotes the LSB of it, followed by the entries with key LSB
(expected LBS for the child node) or points.

3.3 Query Expansion on Buddy*-Tree
On every snapshot Buddy*-tree index, we use query expansion

instead of MBR expansion for query answering. Our central idea
is that movement of objects can be handled by expanding queries
rather than actually perturbing objects in the index.

As in so many other moving object index structures, we use lin-
ear interpolation to estimate object position at times other thantref .
The position of an object at timet can be calculated by the function
x(t) = x(tref ) + ~v × (t − tref ).

Based on this, we can suitably enlarge a query as follows: Sup-
pose the query isq with query window [qxl

i, qxu
i ] (i = 0, 1, ...d −

1,whered is dimension of the space), and the query time istq, the
enlarged query window [eqxl

i, eqxu
i ] is obtained as:

eqxl
i =

�
qxl

i + ~ul
i · (tref − tq) iftq < tref

qxl
i + (−~uu

i ) · (tq − tref ) otherwise

eqxu
i =

�
qxu

i + ~uu
i · (tref − tq) iftq < tref

qxu
i + (−~ul

i) · (tq − tref ) otherwise

whereu
l
i andu

u
i are the minimum and maximum velocities re-

spectively of objects inside the query window in dimensioni. Note
that we would ideally have liked to enlarge the query by precisely
the velocities of the objects included in the query. Although we do

not have idea about which objects are in the query result, the max-
imum and minimum velocity stored in the nodes is enough to help
us find the correct result. The following theorem is straightforward
and used in next section.

THEOREM 1. Given a query q and a MBR node N , the en-
larged query q′ must overlap N if N contains at least one object in
the result of q.

4. BUDDY*-TREE OPERATIONS
In this section, we provide the detailed algorithm on the oper-

ations of Buddy*-tree, including querying, insertion and deletion.
We also discuss how to achieve high concurrency on Buddy*-tree.

There are three kinds of locks on the nodes of Buddy*-tree, read
lock, write lock and mark lock. If a node is read locked, this node
can be read by other threads but can not be written. If a node is
write locked, it can not be read or written by any other thread. If the
node is mark locked, all read and write operations, except merge,
can be run on it. In the following, we use rlock (r unlock), w lock
(w unlock) and mlock (m unlock) to denote the locking (unlock-
ing) operations for read lock, write lock and mark lock respectively.

4.1 Querying

Algorithm 1 Range Search(r, N , l)
/* Input: r is the query window.N andl are the pointer of the node to be
examined and its LBS obtained from its parent node, respectively*/
1: r lock(N )
2: if N is mark locked by this threadthen
3: m unlock(N )
4: for each entrye in N thate.LBS overlapsR, obtained by enlargingr

according to the time difference and extremal velocities ine.node do
5: if N is not a leaf nodethen
6: Insert (e.node, e.LBS) into tobeV isited

7: m lock(e.node)
8: else
9: output qualified points ine

10: r unlock(N )
11: while tobeV isited is not emptydo
12: (N ′, l′) = GetFirst(tobeV isit)
13: RangeSearch(r, N ′, l′)
14: if N.LBS is not equal tol then
15: traverse the right link chain starting atN to first node whose LBS is

not contained inl
16: for each nodeM along the chain except the last onedo
17: r lock(M )
18: l′ := M.LBS

19: r unlock(M )
20: RangeSearch(r, M , l)

In Algo 1, we provide the detail of the recursive range search
over Buddy*-tree. The searching process is similar to other tree-
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indexing structure. For a non-leaf node in Buddy*-tree, the al-
gorithm retrieves all the children with overlap with the expanded
query, and put all these children into the list for nodes to be visited
later (line 5 to line 13). Then, the algorithm further visits and search
the new nodes created by other threads on the right link chain of the
current node (line 14 to line 20).

By Theorem 1, the querying algorithm can not miss any node
containing at least one point in the query result. Therefore, it can
always output the correct result in all cases.

The read lock is exerted on the node when the range search algo-
rithm tries to retrieves the children node. Such a lock is used also
during the process of searching uninstalled nodes on the right chain
to get the correctLBS.

4.2 Insertion
To insert a point into Buddy*-tree, our system first computes the

location of the point at the reference time of the tree. Then, the
simple location searching operation is invoked to locate the leaf
node in Buddy*-tree whose LBS covers the point. In Algo 2, we
present the recursive implementation of how to insert an entry into a
Buddy*-tree node. Given the node to insert the point, the algorithm
first finds the correct node if uninstalled split nodes exist (line 1 to
line 4). If the node to insert still has room for a new entry, the
algorithm directly inserts it into it (line 5 to line 7). Otherwise,
some split operations are invoked, which is followed by recursive
insertion operation on the parent of the node (line 9 to line 18).

Algorithm 2 Insert Entry( s, N )
/* Input: s is the entry containing a point or a branch to install into nodeN .
NodesN as input is write-locked and it is unlocked after the procedure, */
1: while N.LBS doesn’t covers.LBS do
2: N ′ := N ’s right neighbor on the chain.
3: w lock(N ′) and wunlock(N )
4: N := N ′

5: if there is an empty entrye in N then
6: puts in e

7: w unlock(N )
8: else
9: newN = Split Node(N ) /* Split N into two nodesN andnewN */

10: Choose one fromN andnewN to inserts
11: if N is not rootthen
12: P := N ’s parent node
13: w lock(P ) and wunlock(N )
14: e := the entry containingnewN

15: InsertEntry(e, P )
16: else
17: Construct a new root and insertN andnewN into it
18: w unlock(N )

The write lock is exerted on a node in two cases. The first case
happens when the algorithm is trying to insert an entry to the node.
The second case happens when the algorithm finds an uninstalled
split, it moves the cursor as well as the write lock to the right nodes
on the chain.

4.3 Deletion
The deletion operation is similar to insertion operation. In the

first step, the leaf node containings is first located, followed by
Algo 3 to remove the entry and merging its parent if necessary.

In Algo 3, we present the detailed process of deleting an en-
try from the tree. The algorithm first locates the correct node by
traversing on the right chain (line 1 to line 4). The entry containing
the point is directly removed if it is found in the correct node (line
5 to line 8). Once the resulting node has too few entries, merging
operations is invoked if the right neighbor on the right chain is its

Algorithm 3 Delete Entry( s, N )
/* Input: s is the entry containing a point or a branch to install into nodeN .
NodesN as input is write-locked and it is unlocked after the procedure, */
1: while N.LBS doesn’t covers.LBS do
2: N ′ := N ’s right neighbor on the chain.
3: w lock(N ′) and wunlock(N )
4: N := N ′

5: if find the entrys in N then
6: deletes from N

7: else
8: w unlock(N ) and report error
9: if there are too few entries inN then

10: M := N ’s right neighbor on the right chain
11: w lock(M ) /* delayed ifM is mark locked */
12: if M andN are buddies and the total number of entries inM and

N below maximum entry boundthen
13: P := N ’s parent node
14: w lock(P )
15: MergeM into N

16: e :=the entry containingM
17: Del Entry(e, P )
18: else
19: w unlock(M )
20: w unlock(N )

buddy in the Buddy*-tree. The merging process is finished after
the parent of the two nodes removes one of the buddies (line 9 to
line 19). We note that the merge operation can be delayed due to
the mark lock exerted by querying operation.

Write lock is exerted on at most three nodes in the algorithm,
including the nodeN containings, N ’s right neighborM and their
parentP .

4.4 Deadlock Analysis
There can be no deadlock between any two threads in the system.

We analyze the situations based on the operations of the threads as
follows.

Two threads of the same type of operations must be safe from
deadlock, since the threads must lock the nodes on the same direc-
tion. For one querying thread and one insertion thread, there can
be no deadline, since the querying node can read lock at most one
node at the same time, while the insertion node can wait for the
release of it. For one insertion thread and one deletion thread, they
are also deadlock free, since both threads work from bottom to top
on the tree. For one querying thread and one deletion thread, on the
first hand, the read lock from querying thread can not have dead-
lock with the write lock from deletion thread. On another hand,
the mark lock is released after the querying thread exerting the read
lock, so it can not block deletion thread either.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We implemented the Buddy*-tree, and compared its performance

to that of the TPR*-tree and Bx-tree. All of these structures were
implemented in C. All experiments were conducted on a single
CPU 3G PentiumIV Personal Computer with 1 G bytes of mem-
ory.

We ran two sets of experiments, one with a single thread of ac-
tivity, and another with multiple concurrent threads. In both sets
of experiments we use synthetic uniform datasets. The position of
each object in the data set is chosen randomly in a1000 × 1000
space. Each object moves in a randomly chosen direction with a
randomly chosen speed ranging from 0 to 3. We constructed the
index at time 0. The parameters used in the experiments are sum-
marized in Table 1, and the default values are highlighted in bold.
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Parameter Setting
Page size 4K
Max update interval 60,120,180,240
Max predictive interval 120
Query window size 10,20,...,100
Number of queries 200
Dataset size 100K,...,500K,...1M
Number of threads 2,4,8,...,64,128,256
Number of operations per thread200

Table 1: Parameters and Settings

5.1 Storage Requirement
In a Buddy*-tree internal entry, the space partition is kept for the

child node (at least 8 Bytes for 2-dimension space). As for Bx-tree,
each entry contains a 64bit key (8 Bytes). However, a TPR*-tree
internal node stores MBRs and VBRs for each child entry (24 Bytes
for 2-dimensions). The storage requirement of the indices is shown
in Figure 3. As anticipated, TPR*-tree requires more than twice
storage space of the others, which are comparable.
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Figure 3: Storage Requirement

5.2 Single Thread Experiments

5.2.1 Effect of Dataset Size
First, we study the range query performance with different sizes

of dataset. 200 window queries with size 10 are issued after the
index running for 120 time units (an entire maximum update inter-
val). The predictive intervals of the queries are randomly chosen
in the range from 0 to 120. Figure 4 shows the average cost of I/O
operation and CPU time per query for the three inspected indices.
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Figure 4: Effect of Dataset Size on Range Query Performance
As expected, the results show that the window query costs of all

the indices increase with the number of objects. However, The in-
creasing speed of TPR*-tree is much higher than that of the others.
When there are 1M objects in the dataset, the cost of the TPR*-tree
is nearly 3 times over that of Bx-tree and more than 5 times over
that of Buddy*-tree. This is due to the fact that, the performance
of TPR*-tree highly depends on the ratio of overlap, while that of
Bx-tree and Buddy*-tree is related only to the result sizes of the
queries.

5.2.2 Effect of Query Size
We next investigate the performance of the indices with respect

to query size.
In the experiments we vary the query window size from 10 to 100

on a dataset of size 500K. The predictive intervals of queries are set
as same with last experiments. As shown in Figure 5, query costs
increase with the query window size. This behavior is straight-
forward, since a larger window contains more objects and accord-
ingly, more index nodes will be accessed. The TPR*-tree degener-
ates considerably over the other indices. This behavior is attributed
to the overlap problem of TPR*-tree. The costs of Bx-tree and
Buddy*-tree increase at the same rate.
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Figure 5: Effect of Query Window Size on Window Query Per-
formance

5.2.3 Effect of Data Distribution
This experiment uses the network dataset to study the effect of

data distribution on the indexes. The dataset is generated by an ex-
isting data generator, where objects move in a road network of two-
way routes that connect a given number of uniformly distributed
destinations [13]. The dataset contains 500K objects, that are placed
at random positions on routes and are assigned at random to one of
three groups of objects with maximum speeds of 0.75, 1.5, and 3.
Objects accelerate as they leave a destination, and they decelerate
as they approach a destination. Whenever an object reaches its des-
tination, a new destination is assigned to it at random.
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Figure 6: Effect of Data Distribution on Range Query Perfor-
mance

Figure 6 summarizes the average range query costs of the three
indexes when the number of destinations in the simulated network
of routes is varied. Decreasing the number of destinations adds
skew to the distribution of the object positions and their velocity
vectors. As is shown, increased skew leads to a decrease in the
range query cost in the TPR*-tree, since when there are more ob-
jects with similar velocities, they are easier to be bounded into rect-
angles. The performance of the Bx-tree is not affected by the data
skew because objects are stored using space-filling curves, which
is not sensitive to density. Observe that the range query cost of
the Buddy*-tree firstly increases with the number of destinations
and after the point that the number of destination is 300, the cost
descends.
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5.3 Concurrent Operations
We implemented B-link for Bx-tree, and simply locked the whole

TPR*-tree1for concurrency control. In the following experiments,
each thread issues 200 operations, and the workload of each thread
contains the same number of queries and updates.

5.3.1 Effect of Thread Number
First, we investigate the effect of the number of threads. Figure 7

shows the throughput and response time for the indices by varying
the thread number from 2 to 256.
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Figure 7: Effect of Threads on Concurrent Operations

All the indices reach the highest throughput at around 8 threads
and thereafter show deteriorating performance as the number of
threads is increased. Measuring the decline as we go from 8 to
256 threads, we find this decrease to be only6.5% for Buddy*-
tree, but24.5% and24.6% for Bx-tree and TPR*-tree respectively.
Since Buddy*-tree has been designed for high concurrency, its su-
perior performance with multiple threads validates our design. The
decline in performance of TPR*-tree is also to be expected. The
surprise is the decline in performance of the Bx-tree in spite of the
use of B-link chain for high concurrency. The main reason for this
is that a lot of “jumps” in the Bx-tree for range query increase the
number of accesses of and locks on internal nodes.

5.3.2 Effect of Dataset Size
As shown in Figure 8, the performance of all indices reduces

with the increasing number of moving objects. This is straight-
forward, since the larger the dataset is, the more nodes an index
contains and the more I/O operations a query or update brings.
However the Buddy∗-tree outperforms the other indices for both
throughput and response time.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a space partitioned based index struc-

ture Buddy*-tree, a generalization of Buddy-tree, for indexing mo-
bile objects. An adaptive query expansion technique is used for pre-
dictive range query over object motion, while only static snapshots
indexed, with a right link structure to achieve higher concurrency.

1Since TPR*-tree employs different update algorithms from TPR-
tree (e.g. remove and reinsert a set of entries in split algorithm), it
can not grantee RR even we implement R-link for it.
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Abstract 

We briefly motivate and present a new online bibliog-
raphy on schema evolution, an area which has recently 
gained much interest in both research and practice.    

1 Introduction 
Schema evolution is the ability to change deployed 
schemas, i.e., metadata structures formally describing 
complex artifacts such as databases, messages, application 
programs or workflows.  Typical schemas thus include 
relational or object-oriented (OO) database schemas, 
conceptual ER or UML models, ontologies, XML 
schemas, software interfaces and workflow specifications. 
Obviously, the need for schema evolution occurs very 
often in order to deal with new or changed requirements, 
to correct deficiencies in the current schemas or to 
migrate to a new platform.  

Effective support for schema evolution is challeng-
ing since schema changes may have to be propagated, 
correctly and efficiently, to instance data, views, applica-
tions and other dependent system components. Ideally, 
dealing with these changes should require little manual 
work and system unavailability. For instance, changes to a 
database schema S should be propagated to instances data 
and views defined on S with minimal human intervention.  

Schema evolution has been an active research area 
for a long time. However, the need for powerful schema 
evolution has been increasing and many papers have 
appeared recently. Moreover, commercial database 
systems such as IBM DB2, Oracle and Microsoft SQL 
Server have started to support online schema evolution 
capabilities. Thus, although several previous bibliogra-
phies and surveys exist [13, 14], there is value in 
producing an up-to-date bibliography. 

One reason for increased interest is that widespread 
use of XML and web services has led to new schema 
types and usage scenarios of schemas for which schema 
evolution must be supported. For example, data integra-
tion architectures, such as enterprise information integra-
tion (EII) and enterprise application integration (EAI), are 
now common and must be able to deal with schema 
changes for data sources, global schemas and ontologies. 
The growing importance of such problems has prompted 
recent work on generic metadata management, e.g., 
schema matching and model management. Such ap-
proaches can help automate schema evolution tasks, e.g., 
generation and adaptation of mappings between schemas.  
The goal of our online bibliography is to provide a 

comprehensive and up-to-date collection of publications 
on schema evolution. We are not limiting ourselves to 
database schema evolution but also consider related fields 
such as ontology evolution, software evolution and 
workflow evolution. We have found these evolution 
problems are often similar so that proposed solutions may 
be transferable to different fields. For example, ontology 
evolution has similarities to previously investigated 
evolution problems in object-oriented database systems.   

Our bibliography on schema evolution is accessible 
on the web under http://se-pubs.dbs.uni-leipzig.de. We 
use our content categorization tool Caravela [1] to catego-
rize publications along multiple hierarchical dimensions. 
Bibliographic entries typically contain the abstract, full-
text link and current number of citations from Google 
Scholar. The system provides many ways to search and 
browse the categories and papers. Publication entries can 
be added, corrected and categorized collaboratively (wiki-
like) by many users. Automated data import from files or 
web sites like Google scholar is also supported for author-
ized users.  Fig. 1 shows the current start page of the bib-
liography indicating the categories (on the left) and author 
names sized according to the number of available papers.  

 
As of October 2006 more than 300 papers on schema 
evolution and related fields are categorized. We broadly 
assign papers within the following categories:  
• Database schema evolution 
• XML schema evolution 
• Ontology evolution 
• Software evolution and  
• Workflow evolution.  
Furthermore we have separate categories for popular 
solution approaches, such as  
• Schema versioning and  
• Model and mapping management.    
Each category is usually divided into several 
subcategories. Using our categorization tool these 
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categories can easily be extended or refined as needed, 
i.e., we support evolution of the categorization schema. In 
the following we briefly list some specific aspects of the 
research categories covered by the bibliography.  

2 Research categories 
2.1 Database schema evolution 
Some papers characterize types of schema changes for 
different data models, in particular relational, object-
oriented (OO) and XML databases. These changes can be 
propagated to instances of the schema immediately or 
lazily. They may also be propagated to dependent views, 
something that today’s commercial database systems do 
automatically for simpler schema changes (e.g., 1 table).  

There are many papers on schema evolution for OO 
database systems [2,11], since evolution is intrinsic to the 
design processes they support. By contrast, there are still 
relatively few papers on schema evolution in distributed 
systems―possibly a good opportunity for future research.  

2.2 XML schema evolution  
The semi-structured nature of XML offers more flexibility 
in coping with schema changes and lower cost, due to 
such features as optionality of schema parts and multiple 
schemas per database [4].  
2.3 Ontology evolution 
Ontologies exhibit the same evolution problems as 
database schemas, but have some different constructs, 
such as  controlled vocabularies, taxonomies, and rule-
based knowledge representation, and hence have some 
different types of changes. Often, an ontology contains 
both schema-like conceptual metadata plus its instances; 
changes to metadata and instances need to be considered 
together. A domain ontology may be used in many appli-
cations, resulting in dependencies between distributed 
systems. So far, most papers focus on ontology matching 
and versioning aspects of evolution [6, 7]. 

2.4 Software evolution   
The generation of a new software version shares many of 
the problems of schema evolution. Instead of schemas, we 
have program interfaces or class hierarchies. Instead of 
mappings or views, we have usage relationships and 
dependencies between program modules. Research papers 
classify different software evolution and maintenance 
scenarios [8]. Many papers focus especially on object-
oriented software development [9]. Some describe change 
support tools.   

2.5 Workflow evolution  
Workflows are long-running activities. Instead of schemas 
and databases, we have workflow specifications and 
executing workflow instances. So changing a workflow 
specification (e.g., change/add/drop an activity) requires 
different actions than changing a database schema [5]. 

2.6 Version management  
One major approach to schema evolution is the use of 
user-controlled, explicit versions [7, 14]. For example, the 
need to propagate changes is reduced by preserving older 

versions of schemas. Although versioning is rarely used 
for database schema evolution, it is a very common 
approach to software evolution and will likely be 
important for XML, web service, and ontology evolution. 

2.7 Model and mapping management  
High-level operators on schemas and mappings are useful 
for generating views and other mappings and adapting 
them after schema changes.   
• There is a big literature on schema matching [12], 

which can help determine what has changed. Schema 
evolution is a simple case for schema matching since 
most of the schema remains unchanged.  

• Given a result from schema matching, there are query 
discovery techniques [10] to generate an executable 
(instance-level) mapping between the old and 
evolved schema. 

• Given a mapping from an evolved schema to the old 
schema and an existing view over the old schema, 
mapping composition can be used to produce an 
updated view [15].  

• Scripts of match, compose and other operators have 
been published for a variety of complex schema 
evolution scenarios  [3]. 
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 ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the ADO.NET Entity Framework, a 

platform for programming against data that raises the level of 

abstraction from the logical (relational) level to the 

conceptual (entity) level, and thereby significantly reduces 

the impedance mismatch for applications and data services 

such as reporting, analysis, and replication. The conceptual 

data model is made real by a runtime that implements an 

extended relational model (the Entity Data Model  aka the 

EDM), that embraces entities and relationships as first class 

concepts; a query language for the EDM; a comprehensive 

mapping engine that translates from the conceptual to the 

logical (relational) level, and a set of model-driven tools that 

help create entity-object, object-xml, and entity-xml 

transformers.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Modern applications require data management services in all 

tiers. They need to handle increasingly richer forms of data 

which includes not only structured business data (customers, 

orders) but also XML, email, calendar, files, and documents. 

These applications need to integrate data residing in multiple 

data sources and enable end-to-end business insight by 

collecting, cleaning, storing, and preparing business data in 

forms suitable for an agile decision making process. 

Developers of these applications need data access, 

programming and development tools to increase their 
productivity. 

This paper describes the ADO.NET Entity Framework, a 

platform for programming against data that significantly 

reduces the impedance mismatch for applications and data 

services such as reporting, analysis, and replication. We 

argue that modern applications and data services need to 

target a higher-level conceptual model based on entities and 

relationships rather than the relational model and that such a 

conceptual model needs to be implemented concretely in a 

data platform. The Entity Framework makes the conceptual 

data model concrete by a runtime that implements an 

extended relational model – the Entity Data Model, or the 

EDM - that embraces entities and relationships as first class 

concepts, a query language for the EDM, a comprehensive 

mapping engine that translates from the conceptual to the 

logical (relational) level, and a set of model-driven tools that 

help create entity-object, object-xml, and entity-xml 

transformers. The Entity Framework is part of a broader 

Microsoft Data Access vision supporting a family of 

products and services so customers derive value from all 

data, birth through archival.   

Section 2 describes the physical, logical, conceptual and 

programming levels as well as other terms used throughout 

the paper. Section 3 describes the evolution of applications 

and data services and motivates the need for making the 

conceptual level central to application and data services 

design. Section 4 introduces the Entity Data Model and the 

concrete manifestation of this model in the Entity 
Framework. Section 5 presents a summary and conclusions. 

2. DATABASE MODELING LAYERS 

Today’s dominant information modeling methodology for 

producing database designs factors an information model 

into four main levels: Physical, Logical (Relational), 
Conceptual, and Programming/Presentation.  

The physical model describes how data is represented in 

physical resources such as memory, wire or disk. The 

vocabulary of concepts discussed at this layer include record 

formats, file partitions and groups, heaps, and indexes. The 

physical model  is typically invisible to the application - 

applications usually target the logical or relational data 

model described in the next section. Changes to the physical 

model should not impact application logic, but may impact 
application performance.  

A logical data model is a complete and precise information 

model of the target domain. The relational model is the 

representation of choice for most logical data models. The 

concepts discussed at the logical level include tables, rows, 

and primary key-foreign key constraints, and normalization. 

While normalization helps to satisfy important application 

requirements such as data consistency and increased 

concurrency with respect to updates and OLTP performance, 

it also introduces significant challenges for applications. 

(Normalized) Data at the logical level is too fragmented and 

application logic needs to aggregate rows from multiple 

tables into higher level entities that more closely resemble 

the artifacts of the application domain. The conceptual level 
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introduced in the next section is designed to overcome these 
challenges. 

The conceptual model captures the core information entities 

from the problem domain and their relationships. A well-

known conceptual model is the Entity-Relationship Model 

introduced by Peter Chen in 1976 [1]. UML is a more recent 
example of a conceptual model [2].  

Most significant applications involve a conceptual design 

phase early in the application development lifecycle. 

Unfortunately, however, the conceptual data model is 

captured inside a database design tool that has little or no 

connection with the code and the relational schema used to 

implement the application. The database design diagrams 

created in the early phases of the application life cycle 

usually stay “pinned to a wall” growing increasingly disjoint 

from the reality of the application implementation with time. 

However, a conceptual data model can be as real, precise, 

and focused on the concrete “concepts” of the application 

domain as a logical relational model. A goal of the Microsoft 

Data Access vision is to make the conceptual data model 

(embodied by the Entity Data Model, described in Section 
4.2) a concrete feature of the data platform.  

Figure 1: Physical, logical, conceptual and multiple 

programming and presentation views of an Order. 

The programming/presentation model describes how the 

entities and relationships of the conceptual model need to be 

manifested (presented) in different forms based on the task at 

hand. Some entities need to be transformed into 

programming language objects to implement application 

business logic; others need to be transformed into XML 

streams for web service invocations; still others need to be 

transformed into in-memory structures such as lists or 

dictionaries for the purposes of user-interface data binding. 

Naturally, there is no universal programming model or 

presentation form; thus applications need flexible 

mechanisms to transform entities into the various 
presentation forms.  

 Most developers, and most of the modern data services want 

to reason about high-level concepts such as an “Order” (See 

Error! Reference source not found.), not about the several 

tables that an order may be normalized over in a relational 

database schema. They want to query, secure, program, 

report on the order. An order may manifest itself at the 

presentation/programming level as a class instance in Visual 

Basic or C# encapsulating the state and logic associated with 

the order, or as an XML stream for communicating with a 

web service. We believe there is no “one proper presentation 

model”; and that the real value is in making the conceptual 

level real and then being able to use that model as the basis 

for flexible mappings to and from various presentation 
models and other higher level services.  

3. APPLICATION AND DATA 

SERVICES EVOLUTION 

This section describes the platform shift that motivates the 

need for a higher level data model and data platform. We will 

look at this through two perspectives: application evolution 

and SQL Server’s evolution as a product. A key point we 

make in this section is that the need for rich data model is 

motivated not just for developing application logic but also 

for supporting building higher-level data services such as 
reporting and replication.  

3.1 Application Evolution  

Data-based applications 10-20 years ago were typically 

structured as data monoliths; closed systems with logic 

factored by verb-object functions that interacted with a 

database system at the logical schema (e.g. relational) level. 

A typical order entry system built around a relational 

database management system (RDBMS) 20 years ago would 

have logic partitioned around verb-object functions 

associated with how users interacted with the system. In fact, 

the user interaction model via “screens” or “forms” became 

the primary factoring for logic – there would be a new-order 

screen, and update-customer screen. The system may have 

also supported batch updates of SKU’s, inventory, etc. The 

application logic was tightly bound to the logical relational 
schema.  

Much of the data-centric logic (e.g. validation logic) is 

embedded within the application logic. People typically 

wrote batch programs to interact directly with the logical 

schema to perform updates. Programming languages did not 

support representation of high-level abstractions directly – 

objects did not exist. These applications can be characterized 

as being closed systems whose logical data consistency was 

maintained by application logic implemented at the logical 

schema level. An order was an order because the new-order 
logic ensured that it was.  

A key reason for custom data-centric logic by applications is 

the well-known application impedance mismatch problem. 

The logical schema does not match the level of abstraction of 

the application. Applications address this problem by 

developing at the data abstraction (e.g. relational) and by 

writing custom mapping code to bridge the gap between the 

application and the data abstractions. This not only leads to 

duplication of effort but also reduces application 

development productivity. In the next sections we will show 

how the Entity Framework and the Language Integrated 

Query innovations in .NET languages help to minimize this 
impedance mismatch.  
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Several significant trends have shaped the way that modern 

data-based applications are factored and deployed today. 

Chief among these are object oriented factoring, service level 

application composition, and higher level data services. 

When we think about the factoring, composition, and 

services from above, we can see that the conceptual entities 

are an important part of today’s applications. It is also easy to 

see how these entities must be mapped to a variety of 

representations and bound to a variety of services. There is 

no one correct representation or service binding. XML, 

Relational and Object representations are all important but no 
single one will suffice.  

 

 

 

Figure 2 Order Entry System circa 2005

 

Consider a “StockNotifications” application which deals with 

concepts like Customer Order, Product, and Stock. How do 

we make them real and use our conceptual understanding of 

them throughout the system whether they are stored in a 

multi-dimensional database for analytics, in a durable queue 
between systems, in a mid-tier cache; a business object, etc.  

Figure 2 captures the essence of this issue by focusing on 

several entities in our order entry system. Note that 

conceptual level entities have become real. Also note that the 

conceptual entities are communicating with and mapping to 

various logical schema formats, e.g. relational for the 

persistent storage, messages for the durable message queue 

on the Submit Order service, and perhaps XML for the Stock 
Update and Order Status web services. 

3.2 SQL Server Evolution 

The data services provided by a “data platform” 20 years ago 

were minimal and focused around the logical schema in an 

RDBMS. These services included query & update, atomic 

transactions, and bulk operations such as backup and 

load/extract. 

SQL Server itself is evolving from a traditional RDBMS to a 

complete data platform that provides a number of high value 

data services over entities realized at the conceptual schema 

level. While providing services such as reporting, analysis, 

and data integration in a single product and realizing synergy 

among them was a conscious business strategy, the means to 

achieve these services and the resultant ways of describing 

the entities they operate over happened more organically – 

many times in response to problems recognized in trying to 
provide higher level data services over the logical schema  

 

level. There are two good examples of the need for concrete 

entity representation for services now provided within SQL 

Server: logical records for merge replication, and the 
semantic model for report builder. 

Early versions of merge replication in SQL Server provided 

for multi-master replication of individual rows. In this early 

mode, rows can be updated independently by multiple 

agents; changes can conflict; and various conflict resolution 

mechanisms are provided with the model. This row-centric 

service had a fundamental flaw – it did not capture the fact 

that there is an implicit consistency guarantee around entities 

as they flow between systems. To address this flaw, the 

replication service introduced “logical records” as a way to 

describe and define consistency boundaries across entities 

comprised of multiple related rows at the logical schema 

level. “Logical records” are defined in the part of the SQL 

catalog associated with merge replication. There is no proper 

design-time tool experience to define a “logical record” such 

as an Order that includes its Order Details – applications do 
it through a series of stored procedure invocations. 

Report Builder (RB) is another example of SQL Server 

providing a data service at the conceptual entity level. Since 

it operates at the logical schema level though, writing reports 

requires knowing how to compose queries at the logical 

schema level – e.g. creating an order status report requires 

knowing how to write the join across the several tables that 

make up an order. End users and analysts, however, want to 

write reports directly over Customers, Orders, Sales, etc. 

Thus, the SQL Server team created a means to describe and 

map conceptual entities to the logical schema layer we call 
the Semantic Model Definition Language (SMDL).  

These are just two of a number of mapping services provided 

within SQL Server – the Unified Dimensional Model (UDM) 
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provides a multi-dimensional view abstraction over several 

logical data models. A Data Source View (DSV), on which 

the BI tools work, also provides conceptual view mapping 
technology. 

Figure 3: SQL Server 2005 

A key observation is that several higher-level data services in 

the SQL Server product are increasingly delivering their 

services at the conceptual schema level. Currently, each of 

these services has a separate tool to describe conceptual 

entities and map them down to the underlying logical schema 

level. Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of SQL Server into a 

data platform with many high value data services and 

multiple means to map conceptual entities to their underlying 
logical schemata. 

4. ENTITY FRAMEWORK 

This section describes the ADO.NET Entity Framework that 

makes the conceptual level real. We start with the rationale 

that led us to the development of an Entity Data Model 

(EDM) followed by an overview of the EDM. We present an 

architectural description of the entity framework 

implementing a runtime supporting the EDM, a query 

language, and mapping. We conclude the section with a 
description of the development process around the EDM. 

4.1 Why a new model? 

The Entity Data Model (EDM) is intended for developing 

rich data-centric applications. The obvious question that 

arises is: “why not use (or extend) one of these established 

data models? There are at least four other modern candidates 
for such a data model:   

• The SQL data model (tables, columns, keys, 

referential integrity constraints...). SQL99 extends 

this core model to include object relational features 

(user defined-, structured-, and distinct-types, 

methods, typed tables, refs…).  

• The CLR data model (classes, fields, methods, 

properties, value, and Ref types, collections…) 

• The XSD model based on XML Infoset (Atomic-, 

list-, and union-types, primitive- and derived-types, 

token, ID, IDREF, ENTITY…) 

• The UML data model (classes, objects, associations, 

generalizations, attributes, operations, 

aggregations…) 
 

The overall reason is that we need something that maps 

cleanly to both the CLR and to relational databases like SQL 

Server, for programmability and persistence respectively. 

None of the other candidates has all the needed facilities for 

both. The CLR is an object-oriented, imperative-

programming runtime, and has no native data model or 

notions of integrity constraints, relationships, or persistence. 

SQL99 lacks data modeling concepts like relationships, and 

does not have good programming language integration. The 

XSD specification does not support concepts like keys, 

relationships, and persistence. In addition, the full XSD 

specification is complex and has awkward mapping to both 

the runtime and to relational database models. The UML is 

too general: it requires application developers to add precise 
semantics, especially for persistence. 

The EDM has been designed to map downward cleanly to 

both the CLR and to a relational database, and upward to a 

specialization of UML. Designers can work with concepts 

familiar from UML, which can be compiled in phases to 
XML, CLR programs, and SQL.  

An important aspect of EDM is that it is value based like the 

relational model (and SQL) rather than object/reference 

based like C# (CLR). One or more object programming 

models can be easily supported on top of EDM. Similarly, 

the EDM can mapped to one or more relational DBMS 

implementations for persistence.  

4.2 EDM Overview 

The EDM extends the classic relational model with concepts 

from E-R modeling. The central concepts in the EDM are 

entities and relationships. Entities represent top-level objects 

with independent existence and identity, while Relationships 

are used to relate (or, describe relationships between) two or 
more entities. 

4.2.1 Types 

An EntityType describes the definition of an entity. An entity 

typically is a top-level object with independent existence. An 

entity has a payload - zero or more properties that describe 

the structure of the entity. Additionally, an entity type must 

define a key – a set of properties whose values uniquely 

identify the entity instance within its container. EntityTypes 

may derive from (or subtype) other entity types. EDM 
supports a single inheritance model.   

The properties of an entity may be simple or complex types. 

A SimpleType (or a PrimitiveType) represents scalar (or 

atomic) types (e.g. integer, string), while a ComplexType can 

be used to represent structured properties (e.g. an Address). 

A ComplexType is composed of zero or more properties, 
which may themselves be scalar or complex type properties.  

A Relationship type is a specialized entity type that 

describes relationships between two (or more) entity types. 

Initially, the EDM supports one kind of relationship, namely 

Association, which models peer-to-peer entity relationships 

(e.g., Supplier-Part).  Containment parent-child relationships 

(e.g. Order-Line) are modeled as associations with cascading 
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actions. The key for a relationship type is usually, but not 

necessarily, the concatenated keys of the entity types 

participating in the relationship. Relationships – especially 

many-to-many relationships - may optionally contain 
properties of the relationship itself. 

EDM Schemas provide a grouping mechanism for types – 
types must be defined in a schema.  

In addition to the types above, the EDM supports transient 

types in the form of RowTypes and CollectionTypes. These 

occur mostly in the context of query operations (e.g., 

projections, joins). A RowType is an anonymous type that is 

structurally similar to a ComplexType. A RowType’s 

structure depends on the sequence of typed and named 

members that it is comprised of.  A rowtype has no identity 

and cannot be inherited from.  Instances of the same row type 

are equivalent if the corresponding members (in order) are 

respectively equivalent. Rows have no behavior beyond their 

structure. A CollectionType represents a homogenous 

collection of objects.  

4.2.2 Primitive Types 

The EDM is a data model, not a type system. The EDM 

defines shaping constructs (entity types etc.), but the actual 

types (and their semantics) are defined by the hosting 

environment. The EDM does define a set of abstract (or 

template) primitive types, and a set of associated facets, that 

enable the abstract primitive types to represent primitive 

types of the hosting environment (SqlServer databases, the 

CLR, etc.). These abstract types are proxies for the real 

primitive types defined by the host, and the semantics of 
operations over these types are entirely governed by the host.  

4.2.3 Instances 

Entity instances (or just entities) are logically contained 

within an EntitySet. An EntitySet is a homogenous collection 

of entities (i.e.) all entities in an EntitySet must be of the 

same (or derived) EntityType. An entity instance must 

belong to exactly one entity set. In a similar fashion, 

relationship instances are logically contained within a 

RelationshipSet. The definition of a RelationshipSet scopes 

the relationship, that is, it identifies the EntitySets that hold 

instances of the entity types that participate in the 

relationship. SimpleTypes and ComplexTypes can only be 
instantiated as properties of entity instances.  

An EntityContainer is a logical grouping of EntitySets and 

RelationshipSets – akin to how a Schema is a grouping 

mechanism for EDM types. 

4.2.4 Examples 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<Schema Namespace="CNorthwindSchema" 
        xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:windows:storage"> 
<!— 
Typical Entity definition, has identity and some members 
-->      
  <EntityType Name="Product" Key="ProductID">     
    <Property Name="ProductID" Type="System.Int32" /> 
    <Property Name="ProductName" Type="System.String"  
 Size="max" /> 
    ... 
  </EntityType> 
 
<!— 
A derived product 
-->    
  <EntityType Name="DiscontinuedProduct" BaseType="Product"> 
    <Property Name="DiscReason" Type="System.String"  
 Size="max" /> 

  </EntityType> 
 
<!— 
A complex type defines structure but no identity. It can be 
used inline  
in 0 or more Entity definitions 
-->     
   <ComplexType Name="CtAddress" > 
      <Property Name="Address" Type="System.String"  
 Size="max" /> 
      <Property Name="City" Type="System.String"  

Size="max" /> 
      <Property Name="PostalCode" Type="System.String"  
 Size="max" /> 
      ... 
   </ComplexType> 
<!— 
A Customer Entity 
-->   
   <EntityType Name="Customer" Key="CustomerID"> 

 <!— Address is a member which references a 
complextype --> 

      <Property Name="Address" Type="CNorthwind.CtAddress" />        
      <Property Name="CustomerID" Type="System.String" 

 Size="max" />     
   </EntityType> 
<!— 
An example of an association between Product [defined above] 
and  
OrderDetails [not shown for sake of brevity] 
-->    
  <Association Name="Order_DetailsProducts"> 
    <End Name="Product" Type="Product" Multiplicity="1" /> 
    <End Name="Order_Details" Type="OrderDetail"  
 Multiplicity="*" /> 
  </Association> 
  
</Schema> 
 
<!— 
The Entity Container defines the logical encapsulation of  
EntitySets (sets of (possibly) polymorphic instances of a 
type) and  
AssociationSets (logical link tables for relating two or more 
entity instances) 
-->   
  <EntityContainer Name="CNorthwind"> 
    <Using Namespace="CNorthwindSchema" /> 
 
    <EntitySet Name="Products" EntityType="Product" /> 
    <EntitySet Name="Customers" EntityType="Customer" /> 
    <EntitySet Name="Order_Details"  

EntityType="OrderDetail" /> 
    <EntitySet Name="Orders" EntityType="Order" /> 
       
    <AssociationSet Name="Order_DetailsProductsSet"  

Association="Order_DetailsProducts"> 
      <End Name="Product" EntitySet="Products" /> 
      <End Name="Order_Details" EntitySet="Order_Details"/> 
    </AssociationSet> 
  </EntityContainer> 

4.3 Entity Framework Architecture 

This section briefly describes the architecture of the Entity 

Framework being built as part of ADO.NET. The main 

functional components of the ADO.NET Entity Framework 
(see Error! Reference source not found.) are: 

Data source-specific providers. The Entity 
Framework builds on the ADO.NET data provider 
model. There are specific providers for several 
relational, non-relational, and Web services sources. 
EntityClient provider. The Entity Framework 
includes a new data provider, the EntityClient 
provider. This provider houses the services 
implementing the mapping transformation from 
conceptual to logical constructs. The EntityClient 
provider is a value-based, outside-the-store view 
runtime where data is accessed in terms of EDM 
entities and relationships and queried/updated using an 
entity-based SQL language (eSQL). The EntityClient 
provider includes the following services: 
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• EDM/eSQL. The EntityClient provider processes and 

exposes data in terms of the EDM values. Queries and 

updates are formulated using eSQL. They are processed 

through the query and update pipeline engines which 

incorporate mapping transformations and knowledge 

about the specific capabilities of the data sources.   

• Mapping. View mapping, one of the key services of the 

EntityClient provider, is the subsystem that implements 

bidirectional (read and write) views that allow 

applications to manipulate data in terms of entities and 

relationships rather than rows and tables. The mapping 

from tables to entities is specified declaratively through 

a mapping definition language. 

• Store-specific bridge. The bridge component is a 

service that supports the query execution capabilities of 

the query pipeline and coordinates the generation of 

queries using provider specific syntax. 

• Metadata services. The metadata service supports all 

metadata discovery activities of the components running 

inside the EntityClient provider. All metadata associated 

with EDM concepts (entities, relationships, entitysets, 

relationshipsets), store concepts (tables, columns, 

constraints), and mapping concepts are exposed via 

metadata interfaces. The metadata services component 

also serves as a link between the domain modeling tools 

which support model-driven application design. 

• Transactions. The EntityClient provider integrates with 

the transactional capabilities of the underlying stores. 

• API. The API of the EntityClient provider follows the 

ADO.NET provider model based on Connection, 

Command, and DataReader objects. The EntityClient 

provider accepts commands in the form of eSQL text or 

canonical trees and produces DataReader objects as 

results. 

Occasionally Connected Components. The Entity 
Framework enhances the well established disconnected 
programming model of the ADO.NET DataSet. In 
addition to enhancing the programming experiences 
around the typed and un-typed DataSets, the Entity 
Framework embraces the EDM to provide rich 
disconnected experiences around cached collections of 
entities and entitysets.  
Embedded Database. The Entity Framework 
encompasses the capabilities of a low-memory 
footprint, embeddable database engine to enrich the 
services for applications that need rich middle-tier 
caching and disconnected programming experiences.  
Design and Metadata Tools. The Entity Framework 
integrates with domain designers to enable model-
driven application development. The tools include 
EDM, mapping, and query modelers. 
Programming Layers. ADO.NET allows multiple 
programming layers to be plugged onto the value-
based entity data services layer exposed by the 
EntityClient provider. The Object Services component 
is one such programming layer that surfaces CLR 
objects. There are multiple mechanisms by which a 
programming layer may interact with the entity 
framework. One of the important mechanisms is LINQ 
expression trees.  
Services. Rich SQL data services such as reporting, 
replication, business analysis will be built on top of the 
Entity Framework. 
 

 

Figure 4 Entity Framework Architecture 

4.4 Making the Conceptual Level real 

This section outlines how one may define a conceptual 

model and work against it. We use a modified version of the 
Northwind database for familiarity. 

4.4.1 Build the conceptual model 

The first step is to define one’s conceptual model. The EDM 

allows you to describe the model in terms of entities and 

relationships. The model may be defined explicitly by hand 

writing the XML serialized form of the model as shown 
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above. Alternately, a graphical EDM designer tool may be 
used. 

4.4.2 Apply the mapping 

After we define the EDM conceptual model, we identify a 

target store, and then map the conceptual model to the target 

store’s logical schema model. As with the conceptual EDM, 

one can hand write an explicit mapping or use a mapping 

tool. For example, the Northwind store may stripe data 

across multiple tables (the vertical partitioning strategy); 

however, applications would want to reason about the data as 

a single entity without the need for joins or knowledge of the 

relational model. The mapping layers isolate the application 
from knowledge of the store’s schemas. 

4.4.3 Automatically Generated Classes 

Having the conceptual level is indeed sufficient for many 

applications as it provides a domain model that is live within 

the context of a comfortable pattern (ADO.NET commands, 

connections and data readers) and allows for late bound 

scenarios. Many applications, however, prefer an object 

programming layer (See Figure 5). This can be facilitated 

through code generation driven from the EDM description. 

For increased flexibility and data independence between the 

object and conceptual level, a mapping may be defined 

between classes and the conceptual model. The mapping 

between classes and the conceptual model is a 

straightforward member-wise mapping. This enables 

applications built against these classes to be reused against 

other versions of the conceptual model, provided a legal map 

can be defined.  

4.4.4 Using Objects  

One can interact with objects and perform regular Create, 

Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) operations on the objects. 

The example below demonstrates the use of Language 

Integrated Query (LINQ) to identify all orders that are newer 
than a given date 

class DataAccess 

{ 

  static void GetNewOrders(DateTime date) { 

    using (NorthWindDB nw =  

new NorthWindDB ()) { 

      var orders = from o in nw.Orders 

 where o.OrderDate > date 

 select new {o.orderID, o.OrderDate, 

Total = o.OrderLines.Sum( 

                       l => l.Quantity); 

       

foreach (SalesOrder o in orders) { 

        Console.WriteLine("{0:d}\t{1}\t{2}", 

           o.OrderDate, o.OrderId, o.Total); 

      } 

   } 

} 

4.4.5 Using Values 

There are many ISVs, framework and data services 

developers who just prefer to work against a .NET data 

provider; the EntityClient Provider is intended for such usage 

scenarios. The EntityClient Provider has a connection and a 

command and returns a DbDataReader when one invokes 

EntityCommand.ExecuteReader(). An example of a query 
using the EntityCommandCommand is as follows: 

 

public void DoValueQueries(DateTime date) 

{ 

  using (EntityConnection conn =  

new EntityConnection (connString))  

  { 

    conn.Open(); 

    EntityCommand command =  

conn.CreateCommand(); 

    command.CommandText =  

@"select value e from Employees as e  

        where e.HireDate > @HireDate"; 

    command.Parameters.Add(  

new EntityParameter ("HireDate", 

date)); 

    DbDataReader reader =  

 command.ExecuteReader(); 

    while(reader.Read()) { 

       //--- process record 

    } 

  } 

} 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Significant application and database technology trends 

require richer services at the conceptual rather than at the 

logical schema level. The Entity Framework provides a 

broad data platform with a rich and concrete conceptual 

schema to enable new applications and data services. The 
data platform includes the following components: 

1. Entity Framework. A value-based runtime that 

implements an extended relational model - EDM - that 

embraces entities and relationships as first class 

concepts, a query language for the EDM, and a 

comprehensive mapping engine from the conceptual to 

the logical (relational) level. 

2. Comprehensive programming model. We need 

programming model innovations that bridge the gap 

between different data representations (XML, relational, 

objects). In fact, by developing programming languages 

and APIs at the conceptual level, we will be able to 

liberate the programmer from the impedance 

mismatches that exist among different logical models. 

Programming language extensions such as Linq [5] 

provide richer, declarative programming models across 

different data representations. 
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3. Data services targeting the conceptual level. Examples 

include Synchronization/ Replication, Reporting, and 

Security.  

4. Design-time tools. Data modeling tools today produce 

models that are largely abstract. They are used 

sometimes to produce a logical or physical design for a 

relational database implementation. We envision 

design-time tools that are used to: (a) build EDM 

models, (b) map EDM models to logical (relational) as 

well as other programming and presentation 

representations, and (c) semantics tools where you may 

introduce synonyms, aliases, translation and other 

semantic adornments for natural language and end user 

query. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Swiss National Competence Center for Research in mobile 

Information and Communication Systems (NCCR-MICS or 

MICS) is one of several research initiatives sponsored by the 

Swiss National Science Foundation to promote long term research 

projects in areas of vital strategic importance for the evolution of 

science in Switzerland, for the country's economy and for Swiss 

society. NCCR-MICS covers a wide spectrum of topics in the 

area of mobile information and communication systems ranging 

from information theory related to ad-hoc sensor networks to 

business models for pervasive computing, including network and 

routing issues, software and application development, and actual 

deployments of sensor networks (from architecture to geology). In 

this paper, we briefly present MICS as a whole and discuss in 

some detail two ambitious projects in the area of data 

management. The first project, XTream, addresses the whole life 

cycle of sensor based applications from the acquisition by 

sensors, aggregation and integration in gateways, storage in 

databases, generation of events that are relevant to users and 

applications, up to the subscription and consumption of events in 

a distributed architecture. The second project is Global Sensor 

Networks (GSN), which aims at enabling the rapid and efficient 

publication, sharing and interoperability of heterogeneous sensor 

data sources over large networks such as the Internet and P2P 

overlays.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor networks are increasingly being used to monitor a 

wide range of natural phenomena and human activities. For 

instance, monitoring the watershed from glaciers to river mouths 

allows scientists to better understand the mechanisms governing 

the circulation of water and, thus, to improve prediction and 

management of this valuable resource. Similarly, wireless sensors 

and actuators in the walls of a building can be used to more 

efficiently control energy consumption while increasing the 

comfort of the users by creating individual microclimates. 

Wireless sensor networks are changing the way we use 

information technology: information becomes embedded into our 

physical environment by means of miniature devices and 

computers, providing dense sensing close to physical phenomena. 

This information is distributed, processed, stored, and fed into 

software applications that act on the information provided. The 

physical environment becomes thus intertwined with the Internet 

information space, evolving into what we call the Smart Earth. 

Advances in technology are making it possible to acquire and 

store an ever increasing amount of data. Text and video are clear 

examples nowadays with individuals making vast amounts of 

information available and even producing it themselves now that 

the mechanisms exist to make it accessible to a broad audience. 

The key premise of our work is that sensor networks and sensor 

data will soon follow this trend. Hence, our goal is to provide 

dynamic mechanisms to cope with the resulting data deluge: 

rather than building large repositories with limited processing 

capacity, we focus on the publication, distribution, dissemination, 

and processing of sensor data. 

This work is part of a large research initiative: the Swiss National 

Competence Center for Research in Information and 

Communication Systems (NCCR-MICS, www.mics.ch). The 

NCCR-MICS is tackling all technical aspects of sensor networks, 

from the study of fundamental principles (network structures, 

distributed algorithms, information and communication theory) to 

the development of platforms (wireless sensor technology, ad-hoc 

networks, in-network information processing, software 

verification), and their deployment in applications. 

In this paper, we briefly present the NCCR-MICS, its structure 

and the broad research goals of its four clusters. Then, we 

concentrate on two concrete data management projects, XTream 

and Global Sensor Networks (GSN), and how they are addressing 

the data issues raised by the large scale deployment of sensor 

networks. 

2. NCCR MICS 

2.1  Structure and Organization 

The NCCR MICS is a nation wide research center encompassing 

more than 40 faculty members across different Swiss universities 

and more than 90 Ph.D. students, mainly from Computer Science 

and Electrical Engineering but also with students in mechanical 

engineering, architecture, and business departments. MICS is 

currently on its second 4 year phase (from 2005 to 2009) after 

finishing a successful first phase from 2001 to 2005. 

MICS is run by a Management Committee that acts as link 

between the project participants and the Swiss National Science 

Foundation. The management committee is assisted in this task by 
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an external scientific board of 10 internationally renowned 

researchers that actively review MICS activities once a year. 

MICS is officially reviewed once a year by the Swiss National 

Science Foundation through a panel of 10 international experts. 

MICS also counts on an Advisory Board that consults on higher 

level strategic issues and is composed of five people with ample 

management experience in university, research and /or business 

administration.  An open scientific conference is organized every 

6 months at different locations in Switzerland where the work of 

all participants is presented in two or three intense days of 

keynotes, Ph.D. students’ talks, posters, demonstration, panels, 

and strategic meetings*. These conferences coincide alternatively 

with the reviews of the scientific board and the Swiss National 

Science Foundation. There is also an annual summer school 

where external speakers are invited to give one week courses on a 

variety of topics related to the research areas covered in MICS. 

MICS research is organized into 4 clusters: 

• Theory of Self-organized, Distributed Communication 

and Information 

•  Mobile Communication and Processing Platforms 

•  Networked Software Systems 

•  In-network Information Management 

Each cluster encompasses several research projects and one or 

more application projects. The application projects focus on real 

deployments of the technology developed within MICS. 

2.2 MICS Cluster 1: Theory of self organized, 

distributed communication and information  

Cluster 1 addresses the basic theoretical aspects of sensor and 

wireless networks in four areas: information theory, network 

theory, distributed signal processing and distributed algorithms. 

This cluster aims at establishing the basis for the work in all other 

clusters in that it develops the necessary fundamental 

understanding of the problems associated with sensor networks. 

The projects within this cluster explore a wide variety of issues 

from the trade-offs between data rates, reliability, bandwidth and 

energy consumption to mechanisms for signal reconstruction that 

can be used to accurately describe real phenomena using the data 

captured by a collection of sensors. This cluster also encompasses 

an application project in environmental monitoring, SensorScope, 

which aims at obtaining sensor measurements for supplying 

boundary conditions for complex physical models of 

environmental phenomena such as wind and water flow 

(sensorscope.epfl.ch). 

2.3 MICS Cluster 2: Mobile Communication 

and Processing Platforms 

Cluster 2 deals with technology that is required to cope with the 

challenges linked to the implementation and deployment of 

wireless ad-hoc networks: from basic routing to new technologies 

such as ultra-wide band communication. This cluster also 

explores two interesting applications. The first application 

involves using sensors to study the dynamics of rapid gravity-

                                                                 

* Readers interested in attending or participating in these meetings 

are encouraged to contact any of the authors. 

driven flows, such as avalanches and earth mass movements. The 

second application project builds distributed, self-organized, 

networked robotic olfactory systems for chemical plume mapping 

and odor source localization. Scientists involved in this cluster are 

also exploring how energy reduction can be achieved by using a 

more systematic cross-layer optimization, including additional 

upper and lower layers.  

2.4 MICS Cluster 3: Networked Software 

Systems 

Cluster 3 is devoted to the basic support necessary to develop 

applications that rely on sensor networks. The work in this cluster 

includes, among others, techniques to check the properties of 

software modules, using a combination of compile-time (off-line) 

and run-time (dynamic) analysis; the analysis of multi-threaded 

programs to detect errors or to issue warnings; exploring 

alternative architectures for sensor networks to facilitate 

deployment, monitoring and debugging; and proving 

communication protocols to be correct and secure.  This cluster 

includes two application projects which deploy sensors in 

difficult-to reach regions: the PermaSense project 

(cn.cs.unibas.ch/projects/permasense/) focuses on the permafrost 

region in the Swiss alps (including placement of sensors on 

vertical mountain walls), the other project's focus is on water and 

humidity monitoring and management in an arid part of the Indian 

subcontinent.  

2.5 MICS Cluster 4: In-Network 

Management Systems 

Cluster 4 aims at supporting end-to-end data management for 

sensor and mobile networks covering all system layers and 

processing levels. The work in this cluster addresses the dire need 

for better tools (both actual as well as conceptual tools) to deal 

with the data generated by sensor networks. A common theme in 

this cluster is the use of a "declarative middleware" language and 

the interpretation of sensors as services. This cluster also takes a 

broader view on what a sensor is and generalizes sensors to any 

form of pull or push-enabled data source. The two projects that 

are described in the next two sections (XTream and GSN) are part 

of Cluster 4. Additional projects in this cluster address topics such 

as algorithms and mechanisms for the on-line detection of events 

in sensor networks (as opposed to just gathering data), protocols 

for the efficient dissemination of information across sensor 

networks, efficient mechanisms for concurrent programming in 

embedded systems, and studies on the commercial aspects of 

sensor networks. This cluster also has its own application project 

led by a group of architects that are trying to exploit sensor 

networks in buildings as a way to minimize construction and 

renovation costs as well as optimizing energy consumption in 

buildings. 

3. XTREAM 

3.1 Overall Goals 

The XTream project is a collaborative effort within the 

Department of Computer Science of ETH Zurich. Its main goal is 

to look at the complete acquisition, distribution, delivery, and 

processing chain of data from sensor networks, understanding 

sensors in the widest possible sense. XTream targets all levels of 
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the system from the software support at the sensor platforms, the 

middleware at the gateway of a sensor network, event generation 

and subscription, data stream processing, and declarative 

generation of data processing in distributed applications that must 

process diverse and heterogeneous data streams. 

In its first phase, the XTream project tackled the limitations of 

existing programming platforms and languages to adequate them 

to the needs of sensor data processing. Again, these limitations 

appear at all levels and a significant effort has been made to 

define a coherent architecture with the proper abstractions and 

support at each level. In what follows, we present the results 

obtained so far.  

3.2 SwissQM 

One of the biggest limitations of existing sensor networks today is 

the lack of an adequate software platform to program the sensors 

themselves. What is currently available is either too low level (a 

stripped down operating system) and, thus, difficult to program, 

or too high level (query based systems) and, thus, not flexible 

enough. We ran into this problem at the very beginning when we 

started experimenting with simple sensor networks. The learning 

curve was very steap to program sensors, the resulting software 

was difficult to maintain, and high level systems simply did not 

support any of the things we wanted to do. 

A first key contribution of XTream was SwissQM [4]: a flexible 

and extensible virtual machine that runs at the sensor nodes. 

SwissQM uses a bytecode language that is similar to Java 

bytecode with a few additions in order to be able to perform in-

network data aggregation. SwissQM has been optimized for 

program size in order to minimize the overhead of distributing 

programs. It can concurrently run several programs, perform 

powerful data aggregation operations on-the-fly, and can be easily 

extended with user-defined functions. With SwissQM, it is trivial 

to, e.g., push down to the sensors data cleaning functionality like 

noise filters or window operators to minimize traffic and optimize 

the life time of the network. Being a programmable virtual 

machine, rather than, e.g., a SQL query engine, SwissQM is 

Turing complete and can be easily plugged into sophisticated 

software stacks that offer different interfaces to the outside world 

(including but not limited to SQL). 

SwissQM is a key element in the XTream architecture because it 

abstracts the sensor hardware behind a simple bytecode language. 

Now we are in a position to develop front ends that provide either  

bridges to high level programming languages such as Java, 

XQuery and SQL or links to optimizers residing at higher layers 

in the architecture. 

3.3 Gateway 

A central component in the XTream architecture is a gateway 

server. The gateway server is more powerful than sensor nodes; it 

typically has high (wired) communication to the Internet and less 

limitations in terms of energy consumptions, main memory, and 

processing. The gateway collects data from the sensors and it 

compensates for functionality that cannot be implemented 

efficiently by the sensors directly. Furthermore, the gateway 

compiles SwissQM bytecode based on high-level declarative 

specifications, thereby carrying out optimizations and all planing 

that would be impossible to carry out by the individual sensors.  

The gateway of XTream is the main processing engine of the 

sensor network. As with SwissQM, developing the gateway 

involved developing first adequate software support. The gateway 

is being implemented in Java on top of Concierge 

(www.flowsgi.inf.ethz.ch/concierge.html, now available as open 

source), an implementation of the OSGI specification tailored and 

optimized for small devices. Concierge allows the addition and 

removal of software modules at run time, a property that we will 

use to provide run-time extensibility. Through the gateway, we 

are building an SQL module, an XQuery module, and a web 

service module. What makes the gateway interesting is the fact 

that it can take the requests arriving through the different modules 

and apply multi-query optimization to the whole set. Through the 

gateway, we have demonstrated the ability to run more than a 

hundred concurrent user queries on a single sensor network by 

applying traditional optimization techniques [3].  

3.4 SLETs and channels 

 

 

Figure 1. A first implemented XTream prototype combining 

streams from Skype and from an IMAP e-mail server 

 

The ultimate goal of XTream is to create a development platform 

that will allow non specialists to create applications based on data 

streams. The concept is similar to mashups and built on similar 

primitives such as Web services. The architecture of XTream is 

divided into two components: Slets and channels (Figure 1). Slets 

are intended as the processing components that receive data, 

potentially from many channels, and produce data, potentially for 

many channels. Slets can be written in any programming 

language (e.g., Java); a declarative way to specify Slets is 

described in the next subsection. Channels are physical entities 

that abstract from the specifics of the underlying network, 

transport protocols, and data sources, offering a typed, XML 

based, query driven interface to mitigate the (potential) 

impedance mismatch between the programming language at the 

Slets and the data representation of the streams.  They will also 

hide aspects such as access to remote data, refresh rates, access to 

multiple sources, etc. 

Together, Slets and channels are used in order to compose 

complex applications from data streams and databases: Slets are 

the active components that encapsulate functionality and channels 

implement the dataflow between these active components. As a 

first approximation, the composition takes place in a workflow 

manner with a simple, yet powerful GUI that allows designers to 

plug channels into Slets and vice versa. These workflows are 

declarative and can be optimized in several different ways by the 
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underlying runtime platform. An example of such an optimization 

is pushing down of operations from Slets into the gateway and 

possibly the sensor network; thanks to the design of SwissQM and 

the gateway such optimizations can indeed be implemented. 

3.5 Programming Model 

As mentioned in the previous subsection, XTream adopts a two-

step programming model: Orchestration is carried out at the 

Slet/channel level and basic functionality is specified inside Slets, 

the gateway, and in the sensors themselves. For orchestration, any 

programming language can be used in order to program, say, Slets 

and any kind of data (e.g., comma separated values or RSS) can 

be shipped through channels. For best performance, however, 

XTream proposes extensions of XQuery in order to program 

Slets, the gateway, and even specify the operations that need to be 

carried out at the sensor level. XQuery is used for several reasons: 

First, XQuery makes it possible to process most data formats 

including, of course, comma-separated values and RSS. Second, 

the XQuery data model is based on sequences of items which is a 

perfect match for data streams. Third, XQuery is declarative, 

thereby enabling optimization and development tools (e.g., 

graphical editors and debuggers).  

Unfortunately, the current XQuery standard is not powerful 

enough for XTream. Therefore, we are currently working on the 

following extensions, mostly in collaboration with Oracle and 

other industrial partners: 

• Windows: This extension makes it possible to express 

tumbling windows, sliding windows, and landmark 

windows in XQuery in the same spirit as CQL (and 

other dialects) do for SQL. Window queries are 

particularly important at the gateway in order to carry 

out, e.g., data cleaning. 

• Event generation: This extension makes it possible to 

compare two states of a database and notify users of 

critical state transitions (e.g., temperature dropped by 

more than ten degrees in ten minutes). 

• Scripting: This extension adds error handling, variable 

assignment, and external function calls (e.g. Web 

service calls) to XQuery in order to allow more 

general programming [2].     

3.6 Digital home scenario 

As a proof of concept, and in collaboration with Siemens AG, we 

have developed a prototype that uses XTream to disseminate, 

process, control and display on a variety of hand-held devices 

information about a digital home (Figure 2). 

The digital home scenario involves several house-related data 

streams (e.g., ringing of the door bell, storm warnings, status of 

home appliances) and personal data streams (e.g., E-Mails, 

information on phone calls, SMS, calendar events). All these data 

streams need to be processed in quasi-real-time, but with different 

requirements and priorities.  

The prototype illustrates the goals and architecture of XTream. 

The different data sources are wrapped as slets that output data to 

channels. The channels are declaratively specified and the system 

forwards the data from slets to the relevant channels. Additional 

slets were developed in order to implement functionality such as 

merging streams, filtering out important events, or raising alarms 

when certain conditions occur. These slets forward their data to 

other channels that can be used again by new slets. User 

interfaces are hidden behind slets that read from channels. Certain 

slets control appliances; e.g., turn off the lights if all inhabitants 

have left the house. In this way, heterogeneity of both sources and 

sinks is hidden behind a uniform slet interface. The channels take 

care of the transport and distribution, as well as of storage of the 

data in transit.  The Xtream software operates in a lab (a 

prototype house with real appliances). For testing purposes, 

Siemens provided a simulator, a configurable virtual digital home, 

as shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Simulator of a Digital Home controlled by the 

XTream prototype (in collaboration with Siemens) 

 

4. GLOBAL SENSOR NETWORKS (GSN) 

4.1 Overall Goals 

As sensor network technology advances and the price of sensor 

networks rapidly diminishes, we can expect large numbers of 

sensor networks being deployed. This implies interesting 

opportunities and challenges for managing and sharing data 

produced by sensor networks at a global scale. Today we lack 

tools that would allow for rapid and efficient deployment of 

diverse sensor networks and for reuse and sharing of data 

generated by sensor networks at a global scale, despite of the 

similarity of the main tasks of processing, storing, querying and 

publishing data produced by a sensor network. The goal of Global 

Sensor Networks (GSN) is to provide a middleware platform that 

facilitates these tasks [1]. As a result, we expect to support 

developers of sensor networks in the rapid development of their 

applications and the simple publication of the data generated, and 

we expect to provide users an environment in which they can 

explore the sensor data space and potential applications in a way 

similar to the use of the current Internet. 

In the following we provide an overview of the design 

considerations and features of a first system that has been 

developed recently and is being made available to the community 
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as an open source release over Sourceforge 

(http://globalsn.sourceforge.net/) 

The Global Sensor Networks (GSN) middleware provides a 

uniform platform for fast and flexible integration and deployment 

of heterogeneous sensor networks. The design of GSN follows 

four main design goals: Simplicity by using a minimal set of 

powerful abstractions which can be easily configured and 

adopted, adaptivity by enabling runtime reconfiguration when 

adding new types of sensor networks and data processing tasks, 

scalability and autonomy by using a peer-to-peer architecture, and 

light-weight implementation by ensuing a small memory foot-

print, low hardware and bandwidth requirements, and web-based 

management tools. 

4.2 Virtual sensors as Key Abstraction 

A small set of powerful, easily combinable abstractions are key to 

successful middleware design. The key abstraction in GSN is the 

virtual sensor. Virtual sensors abstract from implementation 

details of access to sensor data and they are the services provided 

and managed by GSN. A virtual sensor corresponds either to a 

data stream received directly from sensors or to a data stream 

derived from other virtual sensors. A virtual sensor can have any 

number of input streams and produces one output stream. The 

specification of a virtual sensor provides all necessary 

information required for deploying and using it, including 

metadata used for identification and discovery, the structure of the 

data streams which the virtual sensor consumes and produces, a 

declarative SQL-based specification of the data stream processing 

performed in a virtual sensor, and functional properties related to 

persistency, error handling, life-cycle management, and physical 

deployment. To support rapid deployment, these properties of 

virtual sensors are provided in a declarative deployment 

descriptor specified in XML.  

4.3 Data Stream Processing 

In GSN a data stream is a sequence of timestamped tuples. The 

order of the data stream is derived from the ordering of the 

timestamps and the GSN container provides basic support to 

manage and manipulate the timestamps. These services 

essentially consist of the following components: 

• a local clock at each GSN container 

• implicit management of a timestamp attribute 

• implicit timestamping of tuples upon arrival at the GSN 

container at reception time 

• a windowing mechanism which allows the user to define 

count- or time-based windows on data streams. 

In this way it is always possible to trace the temporal history of 

data stream elements throughout the processing history. Multiple 

time attributes can be associated with data streams and can be 

manipulated through SQL queries. In this way inherent properties 

of the observation process, such as network and processing 

delays, are made visible to applications for building their specific 

temporal abstractions on top of the available temporal data. 

The production of a new output stream element of a virtual sensor 

is always triggered by the arrival of a data stream element from 

one of its input streams. Informally, the processing steps then are 

as follows: 

• By default the new data stream element is timestamped using 

the local clock of the virtual sensor provided that the stream 

element had no timestamp. 

• Based on the timestamps for each input stream the stream 

elements are   selected according to the definition of the time 

window and the resulting sets of relations are unnested into 

flat relations. 

• The input stream queries are evaluated and stored into 

temporary relations. 

• The output query for producing the output stream element is 

executed based on the temporary relations. 

• The result is permanently stored if required and all 

consumers of the virtual sensor are notified of the new 

stream element. 

Additionally, GSN provides a number of possibilities to control 

the temporal   processing of data streams, for example, bounding 

the rate of a data stream in order to avoid overloads of the system 

which might cause undesirable delays, sampling of data streams 

in order to reduce the data rate, and bounding the lifetime of a 

data stream in order to reserve resources only when they are 

needed. 

GSN's query processing approach is related to TelegraphCQ 

(telegraph.cs.berkeley.edu/telegraphcq/) as it separates the time-

related constructs from the actual query. Temporal specifications, 

e.g., the window size, are provided in XML in the virtual sensor 

specification, while data processing is specified in SQL. At the 

moment GSN supports SQL queries with the full range of 

operations allowed by the standard syntax, i.e., joins, subqueries, 

ordering, grouping, unions, intersections, etc.  The advantage of 

using SQL is that it is well-known and SQL query optimization 

and planning techniques can be directly applied. 

4.4 GSN architecture 

GSN follows a container-based architecture and each container 

can host and manage one or more virtual sensors concurrently. 

The container manages every aspect of the virtual sensors at 

runtime including remote access, interaction with the sensor 

network, security, persistence, data filtering, concurrency, and 

access to and pooling of resources. This paradigm enables on-

demand use and combination of sensor networks. Virtual sensor 

descriptions are identified by user-definable key-value pairs 

which are published in a peer-to-peer directory so that virtual 

sensors can be discovered and accessed based on any combination 

of their properties, for example, geographical location and sensor 

type. GSN nodes communicate among each other in a peer-to-

peer fashion. Figure 3 depicts the internal architecture of a GSN 

node. 

The virtual sensor manager (VSM) is responsible for providing 

access to the virtual sensors, managing the delivery of sensor 

data, and providing the necessary administrative infrastructure. Its 

life-cycle manager (LCM) subcomponent provides and manages 

the resources provided to a virtual sensor and manages the 

interactions with a virtual sensor (sensor readings, etc.) while the 

input stream manager (ISM) manages the input streams and 

ensures stream quality (disconnections, unexpected delays, 

missing values, etc.). The data from/to the VSM passes through 

the storage layer which is in charge of providing and managing 

persistent storage for data streams. Query processing is controlled 
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by the query manager (QM) which includes the query processor 

being in charge of SQL parsing, query planning, and execution of 

queries (using an adaptive query execution plan). The notification 

manager deals with the delivery of events and query results to the 

registered clients. The top three layers deal with access to the 

GSN container. 

 

  

Figure 3. GSN architecture 

4.5 Implementation 

The GSN implementation consists of the GSN-CORE, 

implemented in Java, and the platform-specific GSN-

WRAPPERS, implemented in Java, C, and C++, depending on the 

available toolkits for accessing sensors. The implementation 

currently has approximately 20,000 lines of code and is available 

from SourceForge. GSN is implemented to be highly modular in 

order to be deployable on various hardware platforms from 

workstations to small programmable PDAs, i.e., depending on the 

specific platforms only a subset of modules may be used. GSN 

also includes visualization systems for plotting data and 

visualizing the network structure. 

For deploying a virtual sensor the user only has to specify an 

XML deployment descriptor as briefly outlined in Section 4.2 if 

GSN already includes software support for the concerned 

hardware and software. Adding a new type of sensor or sensor 

network can be done by supplying a Java wrapper conforming to 

the GSN API and interfacing the system to be included. 

The effort to implement wrappers is quite low, i.e., typically 

around 100-200 lines of Java code. For example, the TinyOS 

wrapper required 150 lines of code. Our experience shows that 

new wrappers can be included usually in less than 1 day.  

Currently GSN includes already wrappers for the TinyOS family 

of motes (Mica, Mica2, Mica2Dot, TinyNodes, etc.), USB and 

wireless (HTTP-based) cameras (e.g., AXIS 206W camera), and 

several RFID readers (e.g., Texas Instruments). 

The GSN implementation is highly performant. As an indication, 

the processing time for one virtual sensor deployed on a GSN 

node is approximately 0.1ms on a standard workstation. Thus, in 

performance evaluations we would typically host hundreds of 

virtual sensors on the same GSN node. 
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Report on the Second International Workshop on 

Data Management on Modern Hardware (DaMoN’06) 

 
 

Abstract: This report summarizes the presentations and 

discussions  that occurred during the Second 

International Workshop on Data Management on 

Modern Hardware (DaMoN). DaMoN was held in 

Chicago on June 25th, 2006, and was collocated with 

ACM SIGMOD 2006. The aim of this one-day 

workshop is to bring together researchers interested in 

optimizing database performance on modern computing 

infrastructure by designing new data management 

techniques and tools.  

1 Motivation and Goal  

The continued evolution of computing hardware and 

infrastructure imposes new challenges and bottlenecks to 

program performance. As a result, traditional database 

architectures that focus solely on I/O optimizations 

increasingly fail to utilize hardware resources efficiently. 

CPUs with superscalar out-of-order execution, 

simultaneous multi-threading, multi-level memory 

hierarchies, and future storage hardware (such as e.g. 

MEMS) impose a great challenge to optimizing database 

performance. Consequently, exploiting the 

characteristics of modern hardware has become an 

important topic of database systems research. 

Architecture-conscious database research aims to make 

database systems adapt automatically to the sophisticated 

hardware characteristics, thus maximizing performance 

transparently to applications. To achieve this goal, the 

data management community needs interdisciplinary 

collaboration with computer architecture researchers. It 

also involves rethinking traditional data structures, query 

processing algorithms, and database software 

architectures to adapt to the advances in the underlying 

hardware infrastructure. 

The International Workshop on Data Management on 

Modern Hardware (DaMoN) aims to achieve this goal by 

attracting people from computer architecture towards the 

principle data management venue ACM 

SIGMOD/PODS, both by providing a publication 

platform as well as through direct invitation, for the 

keynote talk and panel discussions.  

2 Logistics and Statistics 

The workshop was held on Sunday June 25
th

, the day 

before SIGMOD/PODS started. We had a program 

committee of 8 expert members from both areas of 

computer architecture and databases. There were eleven 

papers submitted to the workshop, which were 

professionally reviewed by the program committee  (at 

least 3 reviews per submission). This number of 

submissions only just coincided with our minimum 

requirements, and may have been caused by overlap with 

other workshops (in particular, ExpDB) or by the 

unavoidable proximity of the submission deadline to that 

of VLDB. However, the submission quality was high, as 

measured by the absolute scores by the referees. With 

DaMoN in its second year, we achieved a 50% 

acceptance ratio. 

Despite two round-of-sixteen world cup soccer matches, 

around 35 people attended DaMoN, making it one of the 

two best attended SIGMOD workshops (only WebDB 

had more attendees). This may also have to do with our 

keynote speaker (Berni Schiefer, IBM fellow) and a 

panel that included Mark Hill (professor of computer 

architecture from University of Wisconsin), Goetz 

Graefe (Microsoft CLR) and Todd Walter (CTO of 

NCR/Teradata), as well as Anastassia Ailamaki 

(database faculty at CMU). A striking characteristic 

considering attendance is that a considerable number of 

visitors came expressly to Chicago for DaMoN – which 

we interpret as testament to the relevance of the 

workshop for a community. Off the program committee 

Shimin Chen, Goetz Graefe and Bradley Kuszmaul 

attended the workshop.  Logistically, everything went 

well in Chicago, including a nice lunch for a reasonable 

price. We specifically thank Kevin Chang, Joanne 

Martiori, Goce Trajcevski, and Lisa Singh for their help 

with the organization. 

3 Technical Presentations 

The six paper presentations were distributed into two 

sessions. In the first session, a research team by IBM 

described a solution for data mining on multiple 

information sources pertaining to different organizations, 

while respecting data privacy and without disclosing 

information to each organization. This was achieved by 

encrypted data transport and running the data mining 

algorithms inside a sealed tamper-protected hardware 

subsystem, that runs on an embedded processor. Scaling 

down data mining algorithms to fit the reduced resources 

available in such an environment was the main topic of 

this work. The second presentation stayed on the data 

mining topic, investigating the use of Processing-In-
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Memory chips for various link-discovery algorithms, 

with varying degrees of success. 

Last in this session was an architecture-conscious study 

of a large transaction benchmark set-up. This 

cooperation between Intel and Microsoft industry  labs 

provides in-depth experimental data of running 

SQLserver on a parallel Itanium2 machine. This paper 

provides the best reference material of various hardware 

event traces (cache misses, branch misprediction, TLB 

handling) published so far on a realistic high-

performance transaction processing scenario. Due to the 

expensive hardware setup (32 CPUs, 256 GB RAM, 

1260 disks), such experiments are generally out of  reach 

for academic researchers, but insights from these 

measurements can help set their agendas. As organizers, 

we highly value papers like these. 

In the second session, a combination of researchers from 

Sandia Labs and Columbia University experimented 

with the massive multi-processors reality that awaits the 

database community within a decade. Rather than 

relying on simulation, they used an existing  Cray MTA-

2 super computer to test a variety of processing 

strategies for join and selection. This well-written and 

informative paper was awarded the Best Paper Award, 

collected by John Cieslewicz in behalf of fellow authors 

Ken Ross, Jonathan Berry and Bruce Hendrickson. 

The remaining two presentations focused on 

architecture-conscious index structures. In the first, 

Goetz Graefe addressed the problem that in B-tree search 

with wide nodes, binary search inside each node will 

cause significant cache misses. Interpolation search can 

reduce their number, but is non-trivial to make robust 

against different data distributions. His paper presents a 

comprehensive overview of techniques and strategies for 

robust use of interpolation search in B-trees. The final 

presentation described the use of the new Cuckoo Hash 

technique in databases. Like a perfect hash function, 

Cuckoo obviates the need for a collision list, and thus 

reduces loop dependencies during hash-lookup, without 

requiring in-advance knowledge of the data distribution. 

This last paper also describes an adaptive buffering 

strategy in partitioned hashing, that reduces the RAM 

requirements of operators like hash aggregation and join, 

but conserves their CPU cache efficiency. 

 

4 Panel Discussion 

 

The concluding panel “ManyCore-DB: will you still 

need me, will you still feed me, when I’m 64?” discussed 

the influences of the computer architecture trend towards 

massively (e.g. 64-way) multi-core CPUs on data 

management..  The panel, moderated like last year by 

Peter Boncz, once again turned out to be very lively. 

The first speaker was Mark Hill, who provided an 

excellent overview from the computer architect’s view 

of the near-future parallel reality, underlining the 

renewed relevance that the topic of parallelism should 

receive in the next years in our research community. 

Next up was Goetz Graefe, who is currently working on 

support for parallelism in the Common Language 

Runtime (CLR) at Microsoft. CLR has been in the 

database picture for the recent developments around 

LINQ, that bring certain database processing models 

right into programming language environments. Goetz 

was, however, tight-lipped regarding any as-yet-

unannounced Microsoft product features. As the sole 

representative of the database academia, Natassa 

Ailamaki discussed the challenges of massive CPU 

parallelism and made a case for staged database 

architecture to address these. Last up was Todd Walter, 

the CTO of NCR/Teradata. He provided many insights, 

predicting among others the demise of multiple-socket 

architectures (SMP) once massively multi-core CPUs 

become the norm. But, he pointed out that in computer 

architecture, the main bottleneck is I/O and the 

continued exponential growth in  computational power 

provided by parallelism will not be matched by similar 

advances in magnetic storage. The panelists, however, 

discarded any known storage mechanism (MEMS, 

Flash) as a potential successor to magnetic disks. 

The overall conclusion was that massive multi-core 

parallellism will create massive under-utilization of 

processing power very soon. This outcome we view as 

highly supportive for the future relevance of 

architecture-conscious data management research. 

5 Where do we go from here? 

This second edition of DaMoN has shown that the 

workshop can consistently draw 30-40 attendees, with a 

considerable number of submissions and visitors coming 

from outside the database field. The event also draws 

significant attention from industry both in submissions 

and attendees, and this year was generously sponsored 

by Intel Research. The quality of the papers presented 

has been good, exemplified by a previous DaMoN paper 

in extended form winning the Best Paper at VLDB 2005. 

As a result, the organizers plan to continue DaMoN also 

at SIGMOD 2007 in Beijing. 
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1. Introduction 

Research in data warehousing and OLAP has produced 

important technologies for the design, management and use 

of information systems for decision support. Much of the 

interest and success in this area can be attributed to the 

need for software and tools to improve data management 

and analysis given the large amounts of information that 

are being accumulated in corporate as well as scientific 

databases. However, in spite of the maturity of these 

technologies, new data needs or applications currently run 

at companies not only demand more capacity, but also new 

methods, models, techniques or architectures to satisfy 

these new needs.  

   This report focuses on the Eighth ACM International 

Workshop on Warehousing and OLAP (DOLAP’05) held in 

conjunction with the 14th International Conference on 

Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM’05) in 

Bremen, Germany, on November, 1
st
-5

th
, 2005. A summary 

of the accepted papers, the invited keynote speaker and the 

Panel discussions held at the end of the workshop is given. 

   In the call for papers, papers focused on new research 

directions and emerging application domains in the areas of 

data warehousing and OLAP were especially encouraged. 

In response to the call for papers, the workshop received 31 

submissions from 18 different countries and only 12 papers 

were selected by the Program Committee, making an 

acceptance rate of 38.7%.  

   The accepted papers were organized in five different 

sessions: (i) querying OLAP databases, (ii) data warehouse 
models, (iii, iv) data warehouse design, and (v) query 
processing and view maintenance.  

2. Querying OLAP Databases 

Pu [1] focuses on the problem of representing OLAP 

databases and their query language. To this aim, the author 

first defines a framework based on functional symbols 

annotated by typing information. Then, once the basic 

multidimensional database has been defined, query 

constructs are specified as higher-order polymorphic 

functions, and queries are expressed as complex functional 

expressions. The author argues that its query language is 

flexible enough to represent useful OLAP queries as well 

as new user defined functions can also be easily expressed. 

Moreover, the presented equational specifications can help 

designers to automatically reason about problems such as 

summarizability of OLAP views. Finally, Pu argues that 

static type analysis of OLAP queries has not been dealt 

with existing formalisms. 

Ladjel et al. [2] argue that in most cases, end users 

cannot properly query the DW mainly because (i) 

sometimes the most interesting information is not correctly 

shown, and (ii) the OLAP answers provided by the 

corresponding OLAP tools cannot be properly visualized. 

For this reason, the authors present a framework in which 

end users (i) specify their information preferences by 

ordering the different parts of an OLAP query (e.g. 

dimensions, classification hierarchy levels, and so on), and 

(ii) define their visualization constraints (mainly imposed 

by the limitations of the device used for the OLAP queries). 

The authors argue that their framework takes into account 

both personalization and visualization at the same time. 

3. Data Warehouse Models 

Perez et al. [3] start by arguing that many data contexts 

of current corporate data warehouses can be found in both 

external and internal documents. Thus, the authors propose 

a Relevance-Extended Multidimensional Model to combine 

structure of DWs and documents in what they call Data 

Warehouse Contextualized with Documents. To this aim, 

authors propose the R-cube, a type of OLAP cube based on 

(i) specifying the relevance of each fact in a query, and (ii) 

defining the related documents that provide information on 

the selected facts. In this way, users can query a traditional 

DW (with the corresponding MD terms) and obtain further 

information stored in related documents. 

Jones and Song [4] claim that designing dimensional 

models can be complex, costly and time consuming. For 

this reason, they apply well-known software pattern 

techniques in the developing dimensional models. Authors 

identify and classify main dimensional patterns that 

normally occur in specifying dimensions. Then, they 

provide a metamodel to help designers in specifying 

Dimensional Design Patterns (DDP) and apply it to the 
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design of dimensional models. The initial results of the 

experiment reveal a significant increase in the efficiency of 

their students in designing dimensional models. 

Bimonte et al. [5] present a multidimensional model in 

order to correctly represent spatial data for data 

warehouses. Spatial data need complex structures that 

cannot be correctly managed by traditional data 

warehouses. Thus, the authors claim that supporting and 

exploiting the particular nature of spatial data into the MD 

analysis implies the re-thinking of basic OLAP concepts, 

such as spatial dimensions or facts, or the logical and 

physical representation of these spatial dimensions and 

facts. Therefore, the authors propose a Spatial 

Multidimensional Model that allows us to represent 

complex (spatial) objects following the MD paradigm in 

order to handle geographical data. They show that spatial 

data warehouses can be modeled based on the traditional 

conception of the MD paradigm. 

4. Data Warehouse Design  
Giorgini et al. [6] claim that a significant percentage of 

data warehouses fails to meet business objectives. The 

authors argue that requirement analysis is typically 

overlooked in real world DW projects. In this paper, they 

propose a goal-oriented approach to requirement analysis 

for DWs, based on the Tropos methodology. The authors 

integrate in the same analysis requirement approach both (i) 

organizational modeling, centered on stakeholders, and (ii) 

decisional modeling, focused on decision makers. The 

authors argue that their approach can be used in both a 

demand-driven and a mixed supply/demand-driven design 

framework. Finally, the authors provide some snapshots of 

the prototype that implement their methodological 

approach and apply it to a real case study. 

Mazon et al. [7] argue that most existing modeling 

approaches do not provide designers with an integrated and 

standard method for designing the whole DW (ETL 

processes, data sources, DW repository and so on). In this 

work, the authors present a novel approach to align the 

whole DW development process to MDA (Model Driven 

Architecture). Then, they focus on the MD analysis and 

define the MD2A (Multidimensional Model Driven 

Architecture) as an approach for applying the MDA 

framework to MD modeling. They first describe how to 

build the different MDA artifacts (i.e. models) by using 

extensions of the Unified Modeling Language (UML). 

Then, transformations between models are clearly and 

formally established by using the 

Query/View/Transformation (QVT) approach. Finally, the 

authors provide an example on how to apply MDA and its 

transformations to the MD modeling.  

Simitsis [8] describes the mapping of conceptual models 

into logical models for ETL processes. The author starts by 

identifying how a conceptual entity is mapped to a logical 

entity. Next, he determines the execution order in the 

logical workflow by using information adapted from the 

conceptual model. Finally, he provides a methodology for 

the transition from the conceptual to the logical model. 

Nguyen et al. [9] start by arguing that traditional 

business intelligence (BI) architectures lack the support of 

real-time BI and closed-loop decision making. In this work, 

authors present a real-time BI architecture called SARESA. 

The main aim of the BI architecture is to provide 

continuous, real-time analytics in order to enable proactive 

responses to a business environment for effectively 

managing and controlling time-sensitive business 

processes. Then, the authors describe the Sense & Respond 

loops and a service-oriented architecture that is able to 

detect situations and exceptions, perform complex 

analytical tasks and reflect on the gap between current 

situations and desired management goals. Finally, they 

apply it to a mobile phone fraud detection case study. 

5. Query Processing and View Maintenance 

   The work presented by Dehne et al. in [10] relies on 
supporting efficient indexing facilities for M cube queries. 
The authors argue that the complexity and difficulty of the 
indexing problem is exacerbated by the existence of 
attribute hierarchies that sub-divide attributes into 
aggregation layers of varying granularity. Thus, they 
present a hierarchy and caching framework that supports the 
efficient and transparent manipulation of attribute hierarchies 
within a parallel ROLAP environment. They also provide 
experimental results that verify that very little overhead is 
required to handle streams of arbitrary hierarchical queries.  
   Cuzocrea’s work [11] focuses on the efficient execution of 
approximate answers for OLAP applications. The author 
claims that the scalability of the query techniques and the 
accuracy of the answers are recognized as important 
limitations of state-of-the-art approximate query answering 
proposals in OLAP. In this paper, Alfredo presents a 
statistical framework that covers the limitations related to 
the accuracy of queries. This is done by ensuring the 
probabilistic bounds on the retrieved answers, and tailored 
for the specific OLAP context. Within this framework, the 
author defines the KSyn synopsis data structure, which 
efficiently supports approximate query answering in OLAP. 
Finally, Alfredo presents and discusses encouraging 
preliminary experimental results stating the goodness of his 
proposal. 
   Lee and Kim [12] start by defining the multiple view 
maintenance problem and arguing that materialized views 
are still commonly used in data warehouse environments. 
The authors claim that although there has been much work 
on efficient maintenance of a single view, maintenance of 
multiple views has not been sufficiently investigated. Then, 
in this paper they propose an efficient incremental 
maintenance of multiple join views. Basically, they 
propose the delta propagation strategy that computes the 
change of multiple join views in a recursive manner. Then, 
the authors provide a heuristic algorithm that finds a global 
maintenance plan for the given views. Finally, they present 
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an experimental result that shows the efficiency of the 
proposed method. 
 

6. Keynote address 

In DOLAP’05, we had a highly interesting keynote address 
entitled “My Favorite Issues in Data Warehouse 

Modeling” given by Jens Lechtenbörger [13]. He started by 
sketching major achievements and trends in conceptual DW 
modelling and pinpointed open problems along the way. 
Then, he took a closer look at the overall design process 
focusing on the transformation of conceptual data warehouse 
schemata into logical ones, and arguing that there is still a 
semantic gap between advanced conceptual data models and 
relational or MD implementations, which needs to be 
bridged. Finally, he turned to one specific aspect of the DW 
lifecycle, namely schema changes, and highlighted 
challenges in DW schema versioning.  

7. Panel Discussions 

At the end of DOLAP’05 we organized a Panel discussion 

among all participants and identified new research 

directions of data warehouses and OLAP technologies. 

Some ideas came out for possible future collaboration 

between different research groups. Some of the hot topics 

identified were DW security, data quality, visualization, 

ETL processes, distributed DWs, advanced OLAP for 

business intelligence, web warehouses, DWs for new 

applications such as XML documents, stream data, spatial 

or GIS data or biomedical data. 

8. Conclusions / Summary 

DOLAP’05 continued with the successful series of DOLAP 

workshops, being an international forum where both 
researchers and practitioners can share their findings in 
theoretical foundations, current methodologies, and 
practical experiences. As seen throughout this report, this 
year, DOLAP’05 was specially focused on new research 
directions and emerging application domains in the areas of 
data warehousing and OLAP. Thanks to the high quality of 
the presented papers, we were able to host a special issue 
by extending the best papers in the Decision Support 

Systems journal [15].  
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ABSTRACT 

This report summarizes the Ph.D. Workshop held in con-

junction with the 2006 IEEE International Conference on 

Data Engineering.  This report includes a summary of the 

technical presentations as well as the panelist discussion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The goal of the 2006 IEEE International Conference on 

Data Engineering’s Ph.D. Workshop is to increase the ex-

posure of Ph.D. students to the conference and academic 

environments in a supportive and constructive way.  This 

year’s Workshop consisted of two parts: technical presenta-

tions of attendees’ work as well as a panelist discussion.  

More details on the workshop, including papers and slides 

can be found on the Web at [1]. 

This structure of the report corresponds to the structure 

of the Workshop.  Technical content and then panelist dis-

cussion are summarized in sequence.  

2. SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL PRO-

GRAM 

The topics selected for the Workshop’s technical program 

roughly mirrors the current research general research direc-

tions in data management.  Contributors were also from 

several parts of the world, reflecting, perhaps, regional area 

focuses. 

We divided the paper presentation into four sessions: 

Data Stream Management Systems, Query Processing, Data 

Mining and Semantics, and Distributed Systems.  Because 

of the nature of the Workshop, some work may be ongoing, 

and we will describe outstanding issues where appropriate. 

The first talk of the Data Stream Management System 

session was entitled Control-Based Load Shedding in Data 

Stream Management Systems by Yi-Chen Tu and Sunil 

Prabakar.  This work shows how query accuracy can be 

maintained while reducing data loss by applying control 

theory and related feedback mechanisms. 

The second talk of the Data Stream Management Sys-

tem session was entitled Scalable and Adaptable Distrib-

uted Stream Processing by Yonghuan Zhou.  This work 

describes how a hierarchical architecture of streamed data 

workload coordinators that distribute load among stream 

data clients can be scalable, simple to implement, and cost-

effective. 

The third talk of the Data Stream Management System 

session was entitled Processing High-Volume Stream Que-

ries on a Supercomputer by Eric Zeitler and Tore Risch.  

This talk described an experience of implementing a stream 

query processor on a supercomputer for the LOFAR system 

(a software radio telescope) and went into detail about how 

design decisions impacted cost and performance. 

The first talk of the Query Processing session was enti-

tled Supporting Predicate-Window Queries in a Data 

Stream Management System by Thanaa M. Ghanem.  This 

work claims that the use of a “predicate window” over 

streaming data, which considers a streamed tuple being 

semantically equivalent to a traditional update of to a mate-

rialized view, is a more powerful generalization of existing 

“sliding window” operations on stream data.  This semantic 

equivalence allows queries over the predicate window to be 

expressed using minimum extensions to SQL. 

The second talk of the Query Processing session was 

entitled Optimization of Complex Queries in Relational 

Databases by Bin Cao.  This talk described how SQL que-

ries containing nested subqueries that are either aggregate 

or non-aggregate can be optimized by transformations that 

limit redundant computations. 

The third talk of the Query Processing session was en-

titled Twig Query Processing under Concurrent Updates 

by Christian Mathis and Theo Harder.  This work describes 

a technique for allowing high concurrency in an environ-

ment where XML data are being updated, subject to trans-

actional properties, by using fine-grain locks. 

The first talk of the Data Mining and Semantics ses-

sion was entitled A Generalized Framework for Mining 

Spatial and Spatio-temporal Patterns in Scientific Data by 

Hui Yang and Srinivasan Parthasarathy.  This talk de-

scribed the application of data mining techniques to extract 

information scalably from geometric objects, possibly cap-

turing temporal information, for scientific computing appli-

cations. 
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The second talk of the Data Mining and Semantics ses-

sion was entitled Searching and Ranking Documents Based 

on Semantic Relationships by Boarnerges Aleman-Meza.  

This talk described the use of named entities on documents 

and their semantic relationships to improve query result 

ranking, much in the same way link analysis is a structural 

means of improving result ranking. 

The third talk of the Data Mining and Semantics ses-

sion was entitled Using Data Extraction Ontology to Foster 

Automating Semantic Annotation by Yihong Ding and 

David W. Embley.  This talk described an automated Web 

page annotator that works by using ontologies as an input 

to the data extraction process to help guide the annotation 

process and to make system adaptive to a large number of 

domains.  Further, object extraction is integrated into this 

process to improve performance. 

The fourth talk of the Data Mining and Semantics ses-

sion was entitled Model Video Semantics with Constraints 

Considering Temporal Structure and Typed Events by Yu 

Wang, Lizhu Zhou, and Jianyong Wang.  This talk de-

scribed a way of modeling and constraining entities and 

events temporally in a way that is suitable for video annota-

tion and querying. 

The first talk of the Distributed Systems session was 

entitled Location-based Spatial Queries with Data Sharing 

in Mobile Environments by Wei-Shinn Ku and Roger 

Zimmermann.  This talk describes a system for finding 

nearest neighbor queries in a mobile peer-to-peer environ-

ment.  Each query uses partial results  from other peers as 

well as the triangle inequality to estimate nearest neighbor 

results. 

The second talk of the Distributed Systems session was 

entitled MoSCoE: A Framework for Modeling Web Service 

Composition and Execution by Jyotishman Pathak, Samik 

Basu, Robyn Lutz, and Vasant Honavar.  This talk de-

scribed a system for incremental composition of Web serv-

ices that allows for a high degree of flexibility in case of 

partial failure of the composition. 

The third talk of the Distributed Systems session was 

entitled Ant Algorithms for Search in Unstructured Peer-to-

Peer Networks by Elke Michlmayr.  This talk described a 

way of routing peer-to-peer queries in a random network by 

incrementally learning best paths by using a technique 

similar to pheromone trail blazing done by ants. 

3. SUMMARY OF PANELIST DISCUSSION 

The goal of the panelist session was two-fold: ask for 

technical advice on their work or ask about perspec-

tives on career choices.  As many of the students at-

tendees were about to graduate, they focused almost 

exclusively on the latter goal.  Furthermore, as most 

of the student attendees were interested in academic 

jobs, most questions focused on attaining and suc-

ceeding in an academic career. 

The panelists were selected in an attempt to mix 

up seniority levels.  They were: 

• Laura Bright (post-doctoral researcher, Portland 

State University) 

• Ramez Elmasri (professor, University of Texas, 

Arlington) 

• Christopher Jermaine (assistant professor, Univer-

sity of Florida) 

• Vijay Kumar (professor, University of Missouri, 

Kansas City) 

• Wai Gen Yee (assistant professor, Illinois Institute 

of Technology) 

• Sham Navathe (professor, moderator, Georgia Insti-

tute of Technology) 

 

Students were first asked about how they would 

be judged when looking for an academic position.  

The criteria include (in no particular order) pedigree, 

publication record, letters of recommendation, demo-

graphic profile.  Pedigree (i.e., having a degree from a 

top-ranked institution) indicates that a student has 

trained with the leaders in an area.  Hiring someone 

with a good pedigree increases the chance for collabo-

rations and associations between the respective insti-

tutions.  On a more subtle note, the embarrassment on 

the part of the hiring institution of hiring someone 

with a good pedigree who ultimately fails is less than 

if that someone came from a less prestigious institu-

tion. 

There is no doubt that a graduating student must 

publish.  The question is whether it is the quality or 

the quantity of publications that matters.  The consen-

sus is that quality of publication is more important 

than quantity.  Hiring committees want to know what 

the peak intellectual output of a person is, and assume 

that, given enough resources (e.g., equipment, stu-

dents), publication quantity will happen. 

Letter of recommendations are important to help 

hiring committees understand how much a particular 

student contributed to his/her stated research.  For 

example, was the student the initiator of his/her re-

search ideas?  Was he the workhorse?  Does s/he 

work well in teams?  Does he understand the big pic-

ture?  Hiring committees would likely avoid candi-

dates who are not going to be able to produce results 

independently but will also avoid those who isolate 

themselves. 
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The demographic profile of a candidate is impor-

tant as well.  Although an institution will first search 

for scholarship and departmental need, all else being 

equal, an American university is likely to give prefer-

ence to Americans and to underrepresented ethnic and 

gender groups.  The justification for this is that it may 

introduce more perspectives into the environment and 

improve the educational potential of the department.  

Note that foreign applications are welcome at most 

institutions; however, many smaller institutions do not 

have the recruiting budget to invite such candidates. 

A few of the students asked about the possibility 

of working in industry for a few years before return-

ing to academia.  Most of the panelists scoffed at this 

idea: it is simply too difficult, in most settings, to 

maintain a publication stream while working a full-

time industry job. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND POSSIBLE DI-

RECTIONS OF FUTURE WORK 

From our feedback from students, the ICDE06 Ph.D. 

Workshop was a success, having achieved its stated goals.  

Students particularly appreciated the ability to ask ques-

tions and get advice from Ph.D.s of various ranks from 

various backgrounds. 

Much of the success was due to the contributions of 

the authors and how they were able to interact despite their 

disparate areas of specialization.  We were also fortunate to 

have contributions from more senior members of the re-

search community join various sessions and act as panel-

ists.  Their input made a significant impact. 

Future Ph.D. Workshops may be improved by shorten-

ing each author’s presentation time and having a poster 

session.  This would allow more specialized student-to-

student interaction as well as greater student participation, 

as we learned in organizing the Midwest Database Re-

search Colloquium [2]. 

Furthermore, we also noticed that many of the ques-

tions posed during the panel session were the same ques-

tions that have been echoed in our personal advisement of 

students as well as when we were students.  We believe that 

such questions are general to all Ph.D. students and believe 

that a repository of such questions and answers should be 

compiled as a student reference.  Such a repository could, 

say, store the collected wisdom from other recent attempts 

at group advisement (e.g., [4]). 

In effect, we could form a persistent community ad-

visement system.  Technically, a Web blog may be the ap-

propriate means of implementing such a system (perhaps 

[3]).  The success of such a system would depend on its 

broad support from the entire community.  We would be 

happy to hear any feedback or pledges of support for such 

an idea. 
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1 Introduction

We live in a time when millions of people are adding
information to the Web through a growing collection of
tools and platforms. Ordinary citizens publish all kinds of
content on Web pages, blogs, wikis, podcasts, vlogs, mes-
sage boards, shared spreadsheets, and new publishing fo-
rums that seem to appear almost monthly. As it becomes
easier for people to add information to the Web, it is more
difficult, and also more important, to distinguish reliable
information and sources from those that are not.

Search engines excel at finding results that are relevant
to a user’s query, but many are outdated, biased, inac-
curate, and/or from unreliable sources. Popularity based
metrics such as Google’s PageRank help, but users are
still forced to filter the results to select the most reliable
information based on their particular trust requirements.
With the introduction of web services, the problem is fur-
ther exacerbated as users have to come up with a new set
of requirements for trusting web services and web ser-
vices themselves require a more automated way of trust-
ing each other. Apart from inaccurate or outdated infor-
mation, we also need to anticipateSemantic Web spam
(SWAM) – where malicious sources publish false facts
and scams to deliberately mislead software agents and
programs.

TheModels of Trust for the Webworkshop was held in
conjunction with the 15th International World Wide Web
Conference (WWW2006) on 22nd May, 2006 in Edin-
burgh, Scotland. The goal of the workshop was to bring
together researchers and experts from different communi-
ties (e.g., Information Systems, Database, Semantic Web,
Web Services) who have been working on topics like trust,
provenance, privacy, security, reputation, and spam, in or-

der to understand the challenges associated with facilitat-
ing trust on the Web, to deliver a state-of-the-art overview
in the area, and to identify guidelines for future research.
The workshop built on several related workshops, includ-
ing theWorkshop on Policy Management for the Web[1]
held at the 2005 World Wide Web conference andSeman-
tic Web and Policy Workshop[2] held in conjunction with
2005 International Semantic Web Conference.

The MTW’06 workshop was attended by over thirty re-
searchers for a full day of presentations, panels and spir-
ited discussions. The eleven papers that were presented
covered a wide spectrum of topics from inferring trust,
to using trust to prevent spam, and the role of social net-
works in calculating trust [3].

2 Presented Papers

The keynote speaker, Ricardo Baeza-Yates (Yahoo! Re-
search), discussed how social networks can be exploited
to provide social and economic deterrents for spamming.
There are several kinds of spam that need to be mon-
itored: scraper scam that copies good data from other
sites and adds monetization, synthetic text that provides
boilerplate text built around key phrases, query-targeted
spam in which each page targets a single tail query, DNS
spam where many domains use the same servers, and blog
spam. Using Flickr as an example, Ricardo showed how
the “wisdom of crowds can be used to search” as Flickr
users collaboratively search and tag each other’s photos
and the anchor text is collective knowledge used to cre-
ate a search. At Yahoo!, spam is detected and charac-
terized using a combination of algorithmic and editorial
techniques in order to prevent it from distorting the rank-
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ing of web pages.

2.1 Session I : Trust Networks

David Brondsema and Andrew Schamp described their
work in using social trust networks to filter spam in “Kon-
fidi: Trust Networks Using PGP and RDF”. They pro-
posed that spam can be filtered by reasoning over trust re-
lationships in RDF. These relationships include who (both
identity and public key) is trusted, value of trust, and with
respect to what topic.

In “Using Trust and Provenance for Content Filter-
ing on the Semantic Web”, Jennifer Golbeck and Aaron
Mannes showed that annotating relationships with binary
trust values in web-based social networks allowed trust
values to be inferred between unrelated entities. They
discussed the FilmTrust project, which is a movie recom-
mendation system developed using their approach.

Patricia Victor et al. defined their billatice trust model
that takes trust, distrust, lack of data, and contradictory
data into consideration while calculating trust in “To-
wards a Provenance-Preserving Trust Model in Agent
Networks”.

2.2 Session II : Inferring Trust

The paper “Propagating Trust and Distrust to Demote
Web Spam” by Baoning Wu, Vinay Goel, and Brian Davi-
son addressed the problem of web spam also known as
search engine spam in which a target page gets unde-
served ranking. They described different methods that a
parent page can use to divide its trust or distrust among its
child pages. They also defined mechanisms for calculat-
ing trust (using outgoing links) and distrust (using incom-
ing links) - accumulation, maximum share, and maximum
parent.

L. Jean Camp, Cathleen McGrath, and Alla Genkina
approached human trust behavior from a social science
perspective. They described their results in “Security and
Morality: A Tale of User Deceit“ in which they present
how users “consider failures in benevolence more serious
than failures in competence”.

Deborah McGuinness et al. reported in “Investigations
into Trust for Collaborative Information Repositories: A
Wikipedia Case Study“ that both provenance of informa-
tion and revision details are required to improve the trust-
worthiness of collaborative information systems such as
Wikipedia. They discussed citation-based trust, which
is derived from citation relationships among articles, and
revision-based trust, which is derived from the original

article, revision operators, and revision authors, as mech-
anisms for inferring trustworthiness of a Wikipedia arti-
cle. They also presented a mockup of a Wikipedia version
marked up with trust.

2.3 Session III : Trust Models

Santtu Toivonen, Gabriele Lenzini, and Ilkka Uusitalo ex-
plored the role of context in trust determination in their
paper “Context-aware Trust Evaluation Functions for Dy-
namic Reconfigurable Systems”. They distinguished be-
tween quality attributes, which are static attributes of
the trustee and context attributes, which are optional at-
tributes that can change dynamically such as location, and
device type. They discussed how context-aware trust is
calculated from quality attributes, reputation, and recom-
mendations within a certain trust scope at a certain time.

In “How Certain is Recommended Trust-Information”,
Uwe Roth and Volker Fusenig suggested that trust infor-
mation given by a recommender may not be reliable and
could negatively affect the trust decision. They proposed
a strategy for making trust decisions based on a converting
a network of relations of direct and recommended trust in-
formation into a decision tree by choosing the path as well
as whether to trust the recommended information along
the path at random.

2.4 Session IV : Trust in Applications

The paper titled “Quality Labeling of Web Content: The
Quatro approach” by Vangelis Karkaletsis et al. reports
on a common machine-readable vocabulary for labelling
web content that will be represented by user friendly
icons for ease of understanding. The vocabulary includes
several kinds of labels: page-specific such as whether
the page uses clear language, whether it includes a pri-
vacy statement, content provider specific such as whether
his credentials have been verified, business-specific such
as whether it complies with rules and regulations of e-
business, and label-specific such as when the label was
issued, and when it was last viewed.

Ing-Xiang Chen and Cheng-Zen Yang examined biased
search engine results and their deviations in “A Study of
Web Search Engine Bias and its Assessment”. An ex-
ample of search engine bias is results in China for the
keyword “Falun Gong”. The authors proposed a two-
dimensional scheme by adopting both indexical bias (dif-
ferences in the sets of URLs retrieved) and content bias
(deviations of content).

Alex Tsow suggested that users are prone to attacks
from malicious software embedded on their routers in
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“Phishing with Consumer Electronics - Malicious Home
Routers” and hinted that trust is not a software only matter
but there is an implicit trust in hardware vendors.

3 Future Directions / Open Re-
search Issues

TheModels of Trust for the Webworkshop helped to un-
derstand current state-of-the-art research and to provide a
discussion forum for researchers working on trust issues.
It highlighted the importance of existing lines of research
and brought up some salient emerging problems. Some
open questions and problems include:

• Trust modeling:Is trust just boolean or does it have
some certainty associated? Is it transitive? May we
infer that the enemy of my enemy is my friend? Is it
context or time dependent?

• Trust awareness:Users’ trust on computers highly
depends on previous experiences. They are initially
too trustful and typically unaware of the risks asso-
ciated with their computer usage. Improving user
interfaces and increasing user awareness on privacy
and security issues remains an open issue.

• Trustworthy information:Whether information re-
trieved from unknown sources is correct or not is a
major question in current Web. Furthermore, SWAM
makes this task even more difficult.

• Database Security:Trust in data and systems over
time (compliance storage) is currently a major is-
sue (specially after latest laws in which compa-
nies need to store data for longer time). The cur-
rent winner of the best paper award at the Very
Large Database Conference “Trustworthy Keyword
Search for Regulatory-Compliant Record Retention”
[4] demonstrates the importance of this line of re-
search.

• Access control & Trust Management:Specification
of conditions under which service access is granted
or private information is released in an open dis-
tributed world has been and is still one of the most
important lines of research. Work on policies is cur-
rently a hot topic in areas such as the Semantic Web
[2, 5] for example.

4 Conclusion

The Web and its evolving infrastructure have made it easy
to access virtually all of the world’s knowledge and is
the first source to which most of us turn when we need
to know something. Search engines and other tools have
focused on finding informationrelevantto users’ queries
with results ranked at best by their popularity. As it be-
comes easier to publish information on the Web, it is
increasingly important to develop good frameworks for
evaluating the trustworthiness of the information found.
The papers from the WWW’06Models of Trust for the
Webworkshop addressed these issues, identified impor-
tant issues, and offered some partial solutions.
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1 Introduction

Since the beginnings of the relational model, it was
clear for the database community that the process
of designing a database is a nontrivial and time-
consuming task. Even for simple application do-
mains, there are many possible ways of storing the
data of interest.

During the 70s and 80s, a lot of effort was put into
developing methodologies to aid in the process of de-
ciding how to store data in a relational database. The
most prominent approaches developed at that time –
which today are an standard part of the relational
technology– were the entity-relationship and the nor-
malization approach. In the normalization approach,
an already designed relational database is given as
input, together with some semantic information pro-
vided by a user in the form of relationships between
different parts of the database, called data depen-
dencies. This semantic information is then used to
check whether the design has some desirable proper-
ties, and if this is not the case, it is also used to con-
vert the poor design into an equivalent well-designed
database.

The normalization approach was proposed in the
early 70s by Codd [9, 10]. In this approach, a normal
form, defined as a syntactic condition on data de-
pendencies, specifies a property that a well-designed
database must satisfy. Normalization as a way of
producing good relational database designs is a well-
understood topic. In the 70s and 80s, normal forms
such as 3NF [9], BCNF [10], 4NF [13], and PJ/NF
[14] were introduced to deal with the design of rela-
tional databases having different types of data depen-
dencies. These normal forms, together with normal-
ization algorithms for converting a poorly designed
database into a well-designed database, can be found

∗Database Principles Column. Column editor: Leonid
Libkin, School of Informatics, University of Edinburgh, Edin-
burgh, EH8 9LE, UK. E-mail: libkin@inf.ed.ac.uk.

today in every database textbook.
With the development of the Web, new data mod-

els have started to play a more prominent role. In
particular, XML (eXtensible Markup Language) has
emerged as the standard data model for storing and
interchanging data on the Web. As more companies
adopt XML as the primary data model for storing in-
formation, the problem of designing XML databases
is becoming more relevant.

The concepts of database design and normal forms
are central in relational database technology. In this
paper, we show how these concepts can be extended
to XML databases. The goal of this paper is to
present principles for good XML data design. We
believe this research is especially relevant nowadays,
since a huge amount of data is being put on the Web.
Once massive Web databases are created, it is very
hard to change their organization; thus, there is a
risk of having large amounts of widely accessible, but
poorly organized legacy data.

Designing a relational database means choosing an
appropriate relational schema for the data of inter-
est. A relational schema consists of a set of rela-
tions, or tables, and a set of data dependencies over
these relations. Designing an XML database is sim-
ilar: An appropriate XML schema has to be chosen,
which usually consists of a DTD (Document Type
Definition) and a set of data dependencies. However,
the structure of XML documents, which are trees as
opposed to relations, and the rather expressive con-
straints imposed by DTDs make the design problem
for XML databases quite challenging.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
show that XML documents may contain redundant
information, which could be related to the hierarchi-
cal structure of these documents. In Section 3, we
present the basic terminology used in this paper. In
Section 4, we introduce a functional dependency lan-
guage for XML, which is used in Section 5 to define
XNF, a normal form for XML documents. In Section
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6, we study the complexity of verifying whether an
XML document is in XNF. In Section 7, we present
an information-theoretic approach that can be used
to justify normal forms and, in particular, XNF. We
conclude the paper with some final remarks in Section
8.

2 Motivation: Redundant In-

formation in XML

How does one identify bad designs? We have looked
at a large number of DTDs and found two kinds of
commonly present design problems. One of them is
reminiscent of the canonical example of bad relational
design caused by non-key functional dependencies,
while the other one is more closely related to the hier-
archical structure of XML documents, as we illustrate
in the example below.

Example 2.1 Consider the following DTD that de-
scribes a part of a database for storing data about
conferences.

<!ELEMENT db (conf*)>

<!ELEMENT conf (issue+)>

<!ATTLIST conf

title CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT issue (inproceedings+)>

<!ELEMENT inproceedings EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST inproceedings

title CDATA #REQUIRED

pages CDATA #REQUIRED

year CDATA #REQUIRED>

Each conference has a title, and one or more issues
(which correspond to years when the conference was
held). Papers are stored in inproceedings elements;
the year of publication is one of its attributes.

Such a document satisfies the following constraint:
any two inproceedings children of the same issue
must have the same value of year. This too is simi-
lar to relational functional dependencies, but now we
refer to the values (the year attribute) as well as the
structure (children of the same issue). Moreover,
we only talk about inproceedings nodes that are
children of the same issue element. Thus, this func-
tional dependency can be considered relative to each
issue.

The functional dependency here leads to redun-
dancy: year is stored multiple times for a conference.
The natural solution to the problem in this case is
not to create a new element for storing the year, but
rather restructure the document and make year an

attribute of issue. That is, we change attribute lists
as:

<!ATTLIST issue

year CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ATTLIST inproceedings

title CDATA #REQUIRED

pages CDATA #REQUIRED>

�

Our goal is to show how to detect anomalies of those
kinds.

3 Notation

We shall use a somewhat simplified model of XML
trees in order to keep the notation simple. We as-
sume a countably infinite set of labels L, a countably
infinite set of attributes A (we shall use the notation
@a1, @a2, etc for attributes to distinguish them from
labels), and a countably infinite set V of values of
attributes. Furthermore, we do not consider PCDATA
elements in XML trees since they can always be rep-
resented by attributes.

A DTD (Document Type Definition) D is a 4-tuple
(L0, P, R, r) where L0 is a finite subset of L, P is a
set of rules � → P� for each � ∈ L0, where P� is a
regular expression over L0 − {r}, R assigns to each
� ∈ L0 a finite subset of A (possibly empty; R(�) is
the set of attributes of �), and r ∈ L0 (the root).

Example 3.1 The DTD shown in Example 2.1 is
represented as (L0, P, R, r), where r = db, L0 = {db,
conf , issue, inproceedings}, P = {db → conf ∗, conf
→ issue+, issue → inproceedings+, inproceedings →
ε}, R(conf ) = {@title}, R(inproceedings) = {@title,
@pages , @year} and R(db) = R(issue) = ∅. �

An XML tree is a finite rooted directed tree T =
(N, E) where N is the set of nodes and E is the set of
edges, together with the labeling function λ : N → L
and partial attribute value functions ρ@a : N → V for
each @a ∈ A. We furthermore assume that for every
node x in N , its children x1, . . . , xn are ordered and
ρ@a(x) is defined for a finite set of attributes @a. We
say that T conforms to DTD D = (L0, P, R, r),
written as T |= D, if the root of T is labeled r, for
every x ∈ N with λ(x) = �, the word λ(x1) · · ·λ(xn)
that consists of the labels of its children belongs to
the language denoted by P�, and for every x ∈ N
with λ(x) = �, we have that @a ∈ R(�) if and only if
the function ρ@a is defined on x (and thus provides
the value of attribute @a).
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4 Functional Dependencies for
XML

To present a functional dependency language for
XML we need to introduce some terminology. An el-
ement path q is a word in L∗, and an attribute path is
a word of the form q.@a, where q ∈ L∗ and @a ∈ A.
An element path q is consistent with a DTD D if
there is a tree T |= D that contains a node reachable
by q (in particular, all such paths must have r as the
first letter); if in addition the nodes reachable by q
have attribute @a, then the attribute path q.@a is
consistent with D. The set of all paths (element or
attribute) consistent with D is denoted by paths(D).
This set is finite for a non-recursive D and infinite if
D is recursive.

An XML functional dependency (XFD) over DTD
D [4] is an expression of the form {q1, . . . , qn} → q,
where n ≥ 1 and q, q1, . . . , qn ∈ paths(D). To define
the notion of satisfaction for XFDs, we use a rela-
tional representation of XML trees from [4]. Given
T = (N, E) that conforms to D, a tree tuple in T is a
mapping t : paths(D) → N ∪V ∪{⊥} such that if q is
an element path whose last letter is � and t(q) �= ⊥,
then

• t(q) ∈ N and its label, λ(t(q)), is �;

• if q′ is a prefix of q, then t(q′) �= ⊥ and the node
t(q′) lies on the path from the root to t(q) in T ;

• if @a is defined for t(q) and its value is v ∈ V ,
then t(q.@a) = v.

Intuitively, a tree tuple assigns nodes or attribute
values or nulls (⊥) to paths in a consistent man-
ner. A tree tuple is maximal if it cannot be ex-
tended to another one by changing some nulls to
values from N ∪ V . The set of maximal tree tu-
ples is denoted by tuplesD(T ). Now we say that
XFD ϕ = {q1, . . . , qn} → q is true in T , denoted
by T |= ϕ, if for any t1, t2 ∈ tuplesD(T ), whenever
t1(qi) = t2(qi) �= ⊥ for all i ≤ n, then t1(q) = t2(q)
holds.

Example 4.1 Among the XFDs over the DTD from
Example 2.1 one can find the following:

db.conf.@title → db.conf,

db.conf.issue →
db.conf.issue.inproceedings.@year.

The first functional dependency specifies that two dis-
tinct conferences must have distinct titles. The sec-
ond one specifies that any two inproceedings children
of the same issue must have the same value of @year.
�

Given a DTD D and a set Σ ∪ {ϕ} of XFDs over D,
we say that (D, Σ) implies ϕ, written (D, Σ) 
 ϕ, if
for every tree T with T |= D and T |= Σ, it is the
case that T |= ϕ. The set of all XFDs implied by
(D, Σ) is denoted by (D, Σ)+. Furthermore, an XFD
ϕ is trivial if (D, ∅) 
 ϕ. In relational databases, the
only trivial FDs are X → Y , with Y ⊆ X . Here,
DTD forces some more interesting trivial functional
dependencies. For instance, for each element path p
in D and p′ prefix of p, (D, ∅) 
 p → p′, and (D, ∅) 

p → p.@a. As a matter of fact, trivial functional
dependencies in XML documents can be much more
complicated than in the relational case, as we show
in the following example.

Example 4.2 Assume that r → (a|b|c) is a rule in a
DTD D, being r the type of the root. Then, for every
path p in D, XFD {r.a, r.b} → p is trivial since for
every XML tree T conforming to D and every tree
tuple t in T , t(r.a) = ⊥ or t(r.b) = ⊥. �

We conclude this section by pointing out that other
proposals for XFDs exist in the literature [16, 20,
28]. In particular, the language introduced in [28] is
similar to the one presented in this paper.

5 XNF: An XML Normal Form

With the definitions of the previous section, we are
ready to present a normal form for XML documents.

Definition 5.1 [4] Given a DTD D and a set Σ of
XFDs over D, (D, Σ) is in XML normal form (XNF)
iff for every nontrivial XFD X → p.@a ∈ (D, Σ)+, it
is the case that X → p is in (D, Σ)+.

The intuition is as follows. Suppose that X → p.@a
is in (D, Σ)+. If T is an XML tree conforming to D
and satisfying Σ, then in T for every set of values
of the elements in X , we can find only one value of
p.@a. Thus, to avoid storing redundant information,
for every set of values of X we should store the value
of p.@a only once; in other words, X → p must be
implied by (D, Σ).

In this definition, we impose the condition that ϕ
is a nontrivial XFD. Indeed, the trivial XFD p.@a →

3
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p.@a is always in (D, Σ)+, but often p.@a → p �∈
(D, Σ)+, which does not necessarily represent a bad
design.

To show how XNF distinguishes good XML design
from bad design, we revisit our running example.

Example 5.2 The conference example 2.1 seen ear-
lier may contain redundant information: year is
stored multiple times for the same issue of a con-
ference. This XML specification is not in XNF since

db.conf.issue →
db.conf.issue.inproceedings.@year (1)

is a nontrivial XFD in the specification but

db.conf.issue → db.conf.issue.inproceedings

is not in (D, Σ)+, as several papers are usually pub-
lished in a conference. The solution we proposed in
the introduction was to make year an attribute of is-
sue. XFD (1) is not valid in the revised specification,
which can be easily verified to be in XNF. Note that
we do not replace (1) by

db.conf.issue → db.conf.issue.@year,

since it is a trivial XFD and thus is implied by the
new DTD alone. �

5.1 BCNF and XNF

In this section, we show that XNF generalizes BCNF.
Recall that a relation specification (G,FD) is in
BCNF, where relation G has attributes A1, . . ., An

and FD is a set of functional dependencies over G, if
for every nontrivial FD X → Y implied by FD , we
have that X is a superkey, that is, X → Ai is implied
by Σ, for each i ∈ [1, n].

Relational databases can be easily mapped into
XML documents. Given a relation G(A1, . . . , An)
and a set of FDs Σ over G, we translate the schema
(G,FD) into an XML representation, that is, a DTD
DG and a set of XFDs ΣFD . The DTD DG =
(L0, P, R, db) is defined as follows: L0 = {db, G},
A = {@A1, . . . , @An}, P = {db → G∗, G → ε},
R(db) = ∅ and R(G) = {@A1, . . . , @An}. Without
loss of generality, assume that all FDs are of the form
X → A, where A is an attribute. Then ΣFD over DG

is defined as follows.

• For each FD Ai1 · · ·Aim → Ai ∈ FD ,
{db.G.@Ai1 , . . . , db.G.@Aim} → db.G.@Ai is in
ΣFD .

• {db.G.@A1, . . . , db.G.@An} → db.G is in ΣFD .

The latter is included to avoid duplicates.

Example 5.3 A schema G(A, B, C) can be coded by
the following DTD:

<!ELEMENT db (G*)>

<!ELEMENT G EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST G

A CDATA #REQUIRED

B CDATA #REQUIRED

C CDATA #REQUIRED>

In this schema, an FD A → B is translated into
db.G.@A → db.G.@B. �

The following proposition shows that BCNF and
XNF are equivalent when relational databases are ap-
propriately coded as XML documents.

Proposition 5.4 [4] Given a relation G and a set
of functional dependencies FD over G, (G,FD) is in
BCNF iff (DG, ΣFD ) is in XNF.

We conclude this section by showing that the hier-
archical structure of XML documents can be used to
overcome some of the limitations of relational normal
forms. It is well known that every relational schema
can be decomposed into an equivalent one in BCNF,
but some constraints may be lost along the way. For
instance, (R(A, B, C), {AB → C, C → B}) is a clas-
sical example of a schema that does not have any
dependency preserving BCNF decomposition. By
Proposition 5.4, one may be tempted to think that if
we translate this schema into XML, the situation will
be similar; every XNF decomposition of the trans-
lated schema should lose some constraints. The fol-
lowing example, taken from [18], shows that this is
not the case, as we can use the hierarchical structure
of XML to obtain a dependency preserving XNF de-
composition.

Example 5.5 Let D = (L0, P, R, db) be a DTD,
with L0 = {db, A, B, C}, P = {db → B∗, B → A∗,
A → C∗, C → ε}, R(db) = ∅, R(A) = {@a},
R(B) = {@b} and R(C) = {@c}. XML trees con-
forming to D are used to store instances of relation
R(A, B, C) as shown in the following figure:

4
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Let Σ be the following set of XFDs over D:

db.B.@b → db.B,

{db.B, db.B.A.@a} → db.B.A,

{db.B.A, db.B.A.C.@c} → db.B.A.C,

{db.B.A.@a, db.B.@b} → db.B.A.C.@c,

db.B.A.C.@c → db.B.@b.

The first three XFDs indicate how the instances of R
are stored as XML trees conforming to D. Thus, for
example, the first XFD indicates that all the tuples
in R with the same value of attribute B are grouped
together, in a tree that stores in its root the value of
attribute B. The last two XFDs are the translations
of relational FDs AB → C and C → B, respectively.

XML specification (D, Σ) is equivalent to our orig-
inal relational specification (R(A, B, C), {AB →
C, C → B}). In fact, all the constraints in our orig-
inal relational schema can be inferred from (D, Σ).
Moreover, it is easy to prove that (D, Σ) is in XNF.
�

The approach shown in the previous example was
proposed in [18], under the name of hierarchical
translation of relational schemas, as a way to obtain
dependency preserving decompositions of relational
schemas. The advantages and limitations of this ap-
proach are explored in [18].

6 The Complexity of Testing

XNF

In the previous section, we introduce XNF, a normal
form for XML specifications. As in the case of rela-
tional databases, testing whether an XML schema is
in XNF involves testing some conditions on the func-
tional dependencies implied by the specification. In
this section, we present some results on the complex-
ity of the implication problem for XFDs, and then we
use these results to establish some complexity bounds

for the problem of testing whether an XML specifi-
cation is in XNF.

Throughout the section, we assume that the DTDs
are non-recursive. This can be done without any loss
of generality. Notice that in a recursive DTD D,
the set of all paths is infinite. However, a given set
of XFDs Σ only mentions a finite number of paths,
which means that it suffices to restrict one’s attention
to a finite number of “unfoldings” of recursive rules.

6.1 The implication problem for
XFDs

Although XML FDs and relational FDs are defined
similarly, in this section we show that the implication
problem for the former class is far more intricate.

Regular expressions used in DTDs are typically
rather simple, which allows for efficient implication
algorithms. We now formulate a criterion for sim-
plicity that corresponds to a very common practice
of writing regular expressions in DTDs [6, 8]. Given
an alphabet E, a regular expression over E is called
trivial if it is of the form s1, . . . , sn, where for each
si there is a letter ai ∈ E such that si is either ai

or ai? or a+
i or a∗

i , and for i �= j, ai �= aj . We
call a regular expression s simple if there is a triv-
ial regular expression s′ such that any word w in the
language denoted by s is a permutation of a word in
the language denoted by s′, and vice versa. Simple
regular expressions were also considered in [1] under
the name of multiplicity atoms.

For example, (a|b|c)∗ is simple: a∗, b∗, c∗ is trivial,
and every word in (a|b|c)∗ is a permutation of a word
in a∗, b∗, c∗ and vice versa. Simple regular expres-
sions are prevalent in DTDs [6]. We say that a DTD
D is simple if all productions in D use only simple
regular expressions. It turns out that the implication
problem for simple DTDs can be solved efficiently.

Theorem 6.1 [4] The implication problem for
XFDs over simple DTDs is solvable in quadratic time.

In a simple DTD, disjunction can appear in expres-
sions of the form (a|ε) or (a|b)∗, but a general disjunc-
tion (a|b) is not allowed. For example, the following
DTD cannot be represented as a simple DTD:

<!ELEMENT uni (student*)>

<!ELEMENT student ((name | FL), grade)>

<!ELEMENT name (EMPTY)>

<!ATTLIST name

value CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT FL (first, last)>

<!ELEMENT first (EMPTY)>

5
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<!ATTLIST first

value CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT last (EMPTY)>

<!ATTLIST last

value CDATA #REQUIRED>

In this example, every student must have a name.
This name can be a string or it can be a composition
of a first and a last name. It is desirable to express
constraints on this kind of DTDs. For instance,

{uni.student.FL.first.@value,

uni.student.FL.last.@value} → uni.student,

is a functional dependency in this domain. It is also
desirable to reason about these constraints. Unfortu-
nately, allowing disjunction in DTDs, even in some
restricted ways, makes the implication problem for
XFDs harder.

A regular expression s over an alphabet E is a sim-
ple disjunction if s = ε, s = �, where � ∈ E, or
s = s1|s2, where s1, s2 are simple disjunctions over
alphabets E1, E2 and E1 ∩ E2 = ∅. We say that a
DTD D is disjunctive if every production in D uses
a regular expression of the form s1, . . . , sm, where
each si is either a simple regular expression or a sim-
ple disjunction over an alphabet Ei (i ∈ [1, m]), and
Ei ∩ Ej = ∅ (i, j ∈ [1, m] and i �= j). It turns out
that the implication problem for disjunctive DTDs is
coNP-complete.

Theorem 6.2 [4] The implication problem for
XFDs over disjunctive DTDs is coNP-complete.

The previous result can be extended to a larger class
of DTDs that was called relational DTDs in [4]. In
some sense these results are positive, as we can expect
that in practice we will be able to solve the impli-
cation problem for disjunctive and relational DTDs,
since XML specifications tend to be relatively small
in practice, as opposed to XML documents which can
be very large, and today we can find SAT solvers like
BerkMin [17] and Chaff [22] that routinely solve NP
problems with thousands of variables.

We conclude this section by showing that the im-
plication problem for XFDs is decidable. The exact
complexity of this problem is unknown.

Theorem 6.3 [2] The implication problem for
XFDs over DTDs is solvable in co-NEXPTIME.

6.2 Testing XNF

Testing whether an XML specification (D, Σ) is in
XNF involves testing a condition on the functional

dependencies implied by (D, Σ). Since this set of
XFDs can be very large, it is desirable to find ways to
reduce the number of XFDs to be considered. In the
previous section we introduce the class of disjunctive
DTDs. This class has the following useful property
that lets us find efficient algorithms for testing XNF.

Proposition 6.4 [4] Given a disjunctive DTD D
and a set Σ of XFDs over D, (D, Σ) is in XNF iff for
each nontrivial XFD X → p.@a ∈ Σ, it is the case
that X → p ∈ (D, Σ)+.

From this and Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 we derive:

Corollary 6.5 [4] Testing if (D, Σ) is in XNF can
be done in cubic time for simple DTDs, and is coNP-
complete for disjunctive DTDs.

CoNP-completeness also holds for the case of rela-
tional DTDs [4]. As pointed out in the previous
section, this theorem can also be seen as a posi-
tive result, as we can expect that in practice we will
be able to test whether a specification is in XNF,
since XML specifications tend to be relatively small
in practice and today we can find SAT solvers that
routinely solve NP problems with thousands of vari-
ables [17, 22].

We conclude this section by pointing out that from
Theorem 6.3, we know that the problem of testing
whether an XML specification is in XNF is decid-
able. The exact complexity of this problem is an open
problem.

7 Justifying XNF

What constitutes a good database design? This ques-
tion has been studied extensively, with well-known
solutions presented in practically all database texts.
But what is it that makes a database design good?
This question is usually addressed at a much less for-
mal level. For instance, we know that BCNF is an
example of a good design, and we usually say that this
is because BCNF eliminates update anomalies. Most
of the time this is sufficient, given the simplicity of
the relational model and our good intuition about it.

Several papers [15, 26, 21] attempted a more formal
evaluation of normal forms, by relating it to the elim-
ination of update anomalies. Another criterion is the
existence of algorithms that produce good designs:
for example, we know that every database scheme
can be losslessly decomposed into one in BCNF, but
some constraints may be lost along the way.

6
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The previous work was specific for the relational
model. As new data formats such as XML are be-
coming critically important, classical database the-
ory problems have to be revisited in the new context
[25, 23]. However, there is as yet no consensus on
how to address the problem of well-designed data in
the XML setting [12, 4, 28].

It is problematic to evaluate XML normal forms
based on update anomalies; while some proposals for
update languages exist [24], no XML update language
has been standardized. Likewise, using the existence
of good decomposition algorithms as a criterion is
problematic: for example, to formulate losslessness,
one needs to fix a small set of operations in some
language, that would play the same role for XML as
relational algebra for relations.

This suggests that one needs a different approach
to the justification of normal forms and good designs.
Such an approach must be applicable to new data
models before the issues of query/update/constraint
languages for them are completely understood and
resolved. Therefore, such an approach must be based
on some intrinsic characteristics of the data, as op-
posed to query/update languages for a particular
data model. Such an approach was introduced in [5]
based on information-theoretic concepts, more specif-
ically, on measuring the information content of the
data (or entropy [11]) of a suitably chosen proba-
bility distribution. The goal there was twofold. It
was introduced an information-theoretic measure of
“goodness” of a design, and tested in the relational
world. It was shown in [5] that the measure can be
used to characterize familiar relational normal forms
such as BCNF, 4NF, and PJ/NF. Then the measure
was applied in the XML context to show that it jus-
tifies the normal form XNF.

To present the information-theoretic measure pro-
posed in [5], we need to introduce some terminol-
ogy. Let D = (L0, P, R, r) be a DTD, Σ a set of
constraints over D and T = (N, E) an XML tree
conforming to D and satisfying Σ. Then the set
of positions in T , denoted by Pos(T ), is defined as
{(x, @a) | x ∈ N, @a ∈ R(λ(x))}, and the active
domain of T is defined as the set of all values of at-
tributes in T . Without loss of generality, we assume
that the active domain of every XML tree is contained
in N

+.
The goal in [5] is to define a function InfT (p | Σ),

the information content of a position p ∈ Pos(T ) with
respect to the set of constraints Σ. To do this, it
is defined, for each k > 0, a function Infk

T (p | Σ)

that would only apply to instances whose active do-
main is contained in {1, . . . , k}. More precisely, let
X ⊆ Pos(T ) − {p}. Suppose the values in those po-
sitions X are lost, and then someone restores them
from the set 1, . . . , k. It is measured how much in-
formation about the value in p this gives by calculat-
ing the entropy [11] of a suitably chosen probability
distribution1. Then Infk

T (p | Σ) is defined as the av-
erage such entropy over all sets X ⊆ Pos(T ) − {p},
which corresponds to a conditional entropy. The ra-
tio Infk

T (p | Σ)/ log k is used in [5] to tell how close
the given position p is to having the maximum pos-
sible information content, for XML trees with active
domain in [1, k] (recall that the maximum value of
entropy is log k for a discrete distribution over k ele-
ments). Then measure InfT (p | Σ) is taken to be the
limit of these ratios as k goes to infinity. It is shown
in [5] that such a limit exists for every XML tree and
set Σ of XFDs.

InfT (p | Σ) measures how much information is con-
tained in position p, and 0 ≤ InfT (p | Σ) ≤ 1. A well-
designed schema should not have an instance with a
position that has less than maximum information, as
we do not expect to have redundant information on
any instance of this schema. This motivates the fol-
lowing definition:

Definition 7.1 [5] An XML specification (D, Σ) is
well-designed if for every XML tree conforming to D
and satisfying Σ, and every p ∈ Pos(T ), InfT (p |
Σ) = 1.

As in the case of relational databases (in particular,
BCNF and 4NF), it is possible to show that well-
designed XML and XNF coincide.

Theorem 7.2 [5] Let D be a DTD and Σ a set of
XFDs over D. Then (D, Σ) is well-designed if and
only if (D, Σ) is in XNF.

It is worth mentioning that an alternative notion
of redundancy for XML trees is introduced in [28],
where it is proved that an XML specification is in
XNF if and only if no tree conforming to the specifi-
cation contains redundant information.

8 Final Remarks

In this paper, we show how the concepts of database
design and normal forms can be extended to XML

1Due to the lack of space we cannot formally introduce the
probability distributions used in the definition of InfT (p | Σ).
See [5] for a detail description.
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databases. More precisely, we introduce a functional
dependency language for XML, we use this language
to define a normal form for XML specifications, and
we justify this normal form by using an information-
theoretic approach.

To conclude the paper, we provide some links for
further reading. Many dependency languages have
been proposed for XML, see [7] for an early survey on
this subject and [3] for a more recent survey includ-
ing results on the complexity of reasoning about con-
straints in the presence of DTDs. Some of these lan-
guages have been used to define other normal forms
for XML such as X3NF [18] and 4XNF [27]. The
information-theoretic approach presented in Section
7 has also been used to provide justification for “non-
perfect” relational normal forms such as 3NF [19].
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Gerome Miklau Speaks Out 

on His SIGMOD Distinguished Dissertation Award, How Great It Is to Be a 

Professor, and More 

 

by Marianne Winslett 

 
http://www.cs.umass.edu/~miklau/ 

 

I would like to take a moment to thank the many people who have helped me devise interview questions 

over the years.  Often people propose questions under a promise of anonymity, so I will not name the 

individuals who have suggested questions---but you know who you are!  Without you, these columns 

would not be possible.  Thank you for your many excellent suggestions over the years. 

 

 

Welcome to this installment of ACM SIGMOD Record’s series of interviews with distinguished members 

of the database community.  I’m Marianne Winslett, and today we are at the SIGMOD 2006 conference in 

Chicago, Illinois.  I have here with me Gerome Miklau, who is an assistant professor of Computer 

Science at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.  Gerome is the recipient of the 2006 ACM 

SIGMOD Dissertation Award, for his dissertation entitled Confidentiality and Integrity in Distributed 

Data Exchange.  His PhD is from the University of Washington, where his advisor was Dan Suciu.  So, 

Gerome, welcome! 

 

I’m delighted to say that Gerome is the first recipient of the SIGMOD Dissertation Award.  Probably 

many of our readers haven’t heard about this new award, which will be given every year to recognize 

excellent research in a database dissertation that was submitted during the previous year to a computer 

science department anywhere in the world.  Our runners-up for the award this year were Marcelo Arenas 

from the Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, and Yanlei Diao, who is also at the University of 

Massachusetts at Amherst. 

 

So, Gerome, what is the thesis of your thesis? 
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My thesis is a response to the fact that, as a result of successes in the database community, there has been 

an explosion in the collection of data, and an explosion in the exchange and sharing of data.  As a result, 

there are new challenges in balancing the need to share and exchange data and the need to protect 

sensitive data. 

 

What do you see as the threats? 

 

The general high level threat is that sensitive data will be misused.  That misuse can cause harm, either by 

violating our personal privacy, by disclosing facts about us that we don’t want others to know; or through 

incorrect data introduced into records about us, such as medical records and credit reports.  

 

How does your thesis address those issues? 

 

The goal of my thesis is to provide some theoretical techniques, and some practical tools.  On the 

theoretical side, I address the challenge of understanding information disclosure in databases.  The 

challenge here is to understand, when we decide to share data by publishing a view, what exactly that 

view may reveal about other facts that we would like to protect.  We recognized that there was a lack of 

good definitions for understanding that disclosure precisely.  We proposed a new definition, and analyzed 

it theoretically, providing complexity results and decision procedures and so forth.  So that is the 

theoretical side of the work.   

 

The more practical side of the work has to do with exchanging data, beyond a trusted domain.  In a trusted 

domain, you can use your own systems to negotiate access to data.  When you publish data beyond that 

trusted domain, you can’t rely on others to respect the policies that you want respected.  So, we rely on 

cryptography to enforce access control.  We devised a framework for publishing data and passively 

enforcing access control with cryptography. 

 

Is it a solution based on keys that you give to the authorized people? 

 

Yes, that’s right.  The goal is to move from a model where you would publish one version of the data for 

each of the authorized recipients (of which there could be hundreds or thousands), and to instead 

construct a single version of the data, protected and partially encrypted in a somewhat complicated way, 

and publish that single version to a web server.  The recipients can all take that data, but require 

appropriate cryptographic keys to process the data. 

 

Are you using some sort of group cryptography scheme?  How does the crypto part work? 

 

It is fairly straightforward.  There is some connection to secret sharing schemes in cryptography.  I think 

the main insight is the view; we work with XML data, we view the data as a tree, and we annotate the tree 

with key expressions.  So access to the data must be from traversing the tree, and you must satisfy the key 

expressions by possessing the appropriate keys.  There is a precise semantics to access in this model, 

which makes it easy to analyze and easy to work with. 

 

Do the keys intuitively express group membership, or some quality of the recipient, or are they related to 

the recipient’s identity? 

 

They are related to the recipient’s identity and they are derived from the access control policy.  The way 

you would construct this partially encrypted data is first to state an access control policy over the XML 

data in a declarative way.  Then in the processing phase, the keys are actually generated automatically.  

An aspect of the keys corresponds to the identity of the recipients, and another aspect corresponds to the 

positions in the data that they have access to. 
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Does the policy list the identities of the authorized people, or their properties or characteristics? 

 

Identities, but it could also support properties. 

 

What do you see as the major open problems in the area where you were working? 

 

There was one really challenging part of this problem that it was not possible for me to address in my 

work.  The challenge was to construct a proof that the encrypted data produced by our process has had the 

encryption functions applied correctly and that the only information an attacker could get is the 

information implied by our precise access semantics, which is more at a logical level.  This kind of 

problem has been addressed by others in other settings.  Martin Abadi and Bogdan Warinschi wrote a 

follow-on paper that appeared in PODS last year and proved the security of our constructions.  I view that 

as an important piece of follow-on work. It was really beyond my scope, as I am not a cryptographer.   

 

Where do you see this work being applied? 

 

With regard to the disclosure work, our results provide a theoretical ideal of security.  We have done 

some follow-on work to make these notions more practical in nature.  Some recent work that appeared at 

this conference (SIGMOD 2006) has improved our complexity bounds for special cases.  That improves 

the practicality of our work as well.  

 

I think that there is a great opportunity to make progress and achieve this balance of sharing data and also 

protecting it.  We need good measures to help us understand what is disclosed when you publish an 

anonymized data set, and that is something that has trailed behind techniques for producing anonymized 

data sets.  In addition, current techniques do not handle many common data sets.  There are pressing real-

world problems in this area.  One example is the case of networked data sets.  As you may have heard, 

recently the National Security Agency has collected and analyzed records of phone calls made by US 

residents.  Apparently the NSA does not anonymize those records, but they probably should.  If they did, 

they would have a massive graph of relationships that they would like to study for patterns.  So an 

important open question is, can you publish a graph like that about entities and their relationships and 

provide a resistance to re-identification of individuals.  There are some connections to the techniques of 

k-anonymity, but k-anonymity is intended for tables that represent entities, not relationships between 

entities.    

 

You are the only assistant professor that I have ever interviewed, so you have a unique perspective to 

offer our readers.  What do you know now that you wish you had known as a graduate student? 

 

During my first year as an assistant professor I’ve confirmed that academia is great.  You can never be 

sure until you get there!  I am not sure what I would have done differently had I known that earlier, but I 

think I would have been able to act with more certainty.  Maybe I would have finished my PhD sooner, 

had I known that this job would suit me to the degree it does, how exciting it is to work with students and 

come up with new ideas, and to teach. 

 

If you magically had enough extra time to do one additional thing at work that you are not doing now, 

what would it be? 

 

I have a small stack of books on my desk about various aspects of privacy in society, written by non-

technical people.  These books talk about the legal and philosophical foundations of privacy, as well as 

practicalities about how data is collected and who legally owns data.  I feel strongly that it would benefit 
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my research if I had time to read more of these books.  Understanding the societal background and history 

of privacy would provide inspiration for my research. 

 

If you could change one thing about yourself as a computer science researcher, what would it be? 

 

A stronger background in statistics would benefit me, I think.  My background is more in logic and 

discrete math, and certainly there seems to be a trend towards the increased importance of statistical 

modeling in computer science.   

 

Thank you very much for talking with me today. 

 

Thank you. 
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Yannis Ioannidis Speaks Out 

on Database Research Funding in Europe, the Importance of Being 

Uncertain, Teaching as Show Business, the History of Histograms, and 

More 

  

by Marianne Winslett 

 

 

 
http://cgi.di.uoa.gr/~yannis/ 

 
Welcome to this installment of ACM SIGMOD Record’s series of interviews with distinguished 

members of the database community.  I’m Marianne Winslett, and today we are at the SIGMOD 

2006 conference in Chicago.  I have here with me Yannis Ioannidis, who is a professor of 

informatics and telecommunication at the University of Athens.  Before that, he was a professor 

for many years at the University of Wisconsin in Madison.  Yannis’s research focuses on query 

optimization, digital libraries, and management of scientific data.  Yannis is an ACM Fellow, has 

won numerous teaching awards, and received the VLDB 10 Year Best Paper Award.  He is the 

Vice-Chair of SIGMOD, and his PhD is from the University of California at Berkeley.  So, 

Yannis, welcome! 

 

Thank you. 

  

Yannis, your VLDB Ten Year Best Paper Award was for your 1993 paper, “Universality of Serial 

Histograms.”  Your paper was one of the first to introduce histograms in a principled way.  How 

do people use histograms in the database world? 

 

They use them to estimate how data values are distributed inside the database, and based on that, 

figure out which way to process queries.  In the beginning, database systems had very 

rudimentary histograms, just assumptions that data values were uniformly distributed.  With more 

sophisticated histogram, query optimizers have become much more accurate---not completely 

accurate in all cases, but much more accurate.  And now all major commercial database systems 

use histograms in one form or another. 
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What were the research challenges in histograms for query optimization, and what influence has 

your paper had? 

 

Finding what histogram to use was the biggest research problem.  In the beginning, when people 

moved away from the uniformity assumption, they used the so-called “equi-width” histograms.  

And then they talked about “equi-depth” histograms, which were much better.  And that was 

pretty much it.  The main influence of my original 1993 paper was to show that there is a whole 

family of other histograms that will give much better results in query optimization, and are much 

more accurate, for many distributions of data values.  And then all the other papers that followed 

that, both from my group or from many other researchers, really nailed the problem of what 

approximation is the best approximation for histograms. 

 

Are there any new data management challenges that the database research community needs to 

be aware of? 

 

The sky is the limit!  There is so much that the community could be doing that it is not doing.  I 

think we will be busy for many years to come.  

 

One challenge is uncertainty.  In the relational world where we grew up, data and queries are well 

structured and pretty well understood.  You can do lots of things with relational data, and you 

know that you will get them right.  Most of the world is not like that.  We need to provide data 

management techniques that can handle uncertainty in the usage of data, in the accuracy of data, 

the provenance of data, and so on.   

 

A second challenge is to serve all the other communities.  There is a tremendous number of 

applications with huge data management problems, and we are not paying enough attention to 

them.  I think we should.  For example, we should consider how to deal with scientific data; how 

to deal with medical data and biological data; how to mix varied forms of data, text, video, 

images, and unstructured data. This is a huge challenge that we should be diving into. 

 

Funding is a good carrot to get database researchers to go in new directions.  Now that research 

funding is so tight for mainstream database research, I see more and more people teaming up 

with scientists.  Certainly at every school in the US midwest, people are working with scientists 

and getting money through new avenues.  What about the multimedia direction that you 

mentioned---handling different types of content? 

 

Multimedia is at the heart of many of these applications.  You cannot do many forms of science 

unless you have images from satellites.  Much of medicine involves imaging and clinical data.  

All this multimedia comes to your table to be studied with all these challenges.  As long as you 

try to serve other communities, you will hit the multimedia issues right away. 

 

How hard was it to leave your flourishing career in the US and start over from scratch? 

 

It was very hard.  I was a member of what was considered the number one database group at the 

time, in Wisconsin.  It was very hard to say yes to my family and to myself as well, and go back 

to Greece.  And, you said it exactly right, it was pretty much starting from scratch.  The system is 

very different, you have to establish new labs, and get new people.  Also, the funding schemes are 

different, and so you have to start thinking in a different way; you have to change problems, 

because different things are funded on the two sides of the ocean.  So, it was hard, but worth it in 

the end. 
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Can you comment on how the funding is different on the two sides of the ocean for database 

research? 

 

Yes, and I will try to be politically correct in my answer.  In the US, if you have a bright idea, as 

an individual, you can go get a small grant and study your idea and see how far you can go.  

There is not very much money, but it is there for you to do this.  In Europe, there is tons of 

money, but there is no avenue to explore basic very long term ideas.  You have to team up with 

lots of other companies, universities, and institutions from many countries, have a grandiose 

scheme, which must have some plan even for commercial exploitation, and that is how you get 

money.  And the basic research, to a large extent, is done under the covers.  So that is the main 

difference.  Also, on a second level, because of that, the kinds of problems that get funding are 

different.  There is no database research funded in Europe.  Maybe this is because the main 

companies for database technology, for database servers, are in the US.  So in Europe, officially, I 

don’t do database research, I do other things.  And, of course, through my funding that I get for 

other things, I do also my database research! 

 

So what kind of other things did you migrate to? 

 

Digital libraries, for example.  And I don’t complain about that, it is a fascinating field.  I get 

inspired a lot by the problems that I meet there, both to do digital library research per se, and to 

change my database research.  I am also involved now in some e-health projects where I am 

trying to apply data management techniques to health systems.  There’s no right or wrong funding 

system, it is just different in different places.  In moving to Greece, and to Europe in general, I 

had to change my focus. 

 

Do you find that you spend your time differently now that you are a professor in Greece, versus 

how you spent your time in the US? 

 

Yes, because of the different ways things work in Europe.  I spend more time connecting with 

people, both to come up with ideas to write proposals, and also to do the work.  The projects in 

Europe are a lot more administration-heavy, so I have to deal with that overhead.  Teaching load 

is heavier, in Greece at least.  I teach two courses every semester.  Classes are much larger.  The 

courses that I used to teach would have 60 undergraduate students in Madison, and in Greece I 

have 200 students.  In the graduate courses in Madison I used to have 20 or 30 students, and in 

Greece I have 80 students.  So, all of this has an effect to have less time to spend on research, or 

less personal time.  Another thing I am trying to spend some time on in Greece is trying to change 

some things that I saw in the US and I liked.  Together with some of my colleagues, we are trying 

to change people’s attitude towards certain issues.  So I am putting some time into, let’s say, 

foundational changes---sometimes successfully, sometimes not successfully, but it’s something I 

am doing.   

 

There seems to be a bit of a reverse migration of database researchers back to their home 

countries in Europe.  Have conditions changed in some way that makes this a more attractive 

route than it was before? 

 

Absolutely.  I believe the European Union has played a major role there.  In the past 20 years, the 

EU started funding “research framework” programs.  Technological areas, computer science in 

particular, have a constant stream of money going through these programs.  So the ability to do 

research, or at least the funding for research and development in an academic environment, has 

increased and keeps increasing, and there is no sign of it diminishing.  Since the opportunities are 
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there, it is much easier for someone like me to return, and with some effort, to rebuild and do 

partly, at least, what he or she was doing back in the US. 

 

What do you think of “publish-or-perish”? 

 

I believe it is wrong, when it comes to the quantity of publishing.  Obviously you have to publish, 

nobody would remember you for ideas that you never spoke of or never wrote, so you have to 

publish.  But, I would rather see someone with three good papers than someone with one good 

paper and 10 mediocre papers.  Often people are judged first by the numbers, and then by the 

quality.  Not always, but often.  I would say it is better to spend more time on a problem and do it 

right, and have one really good paper, rather than the other way around. 

 

I hear that you are a fantastic father.  How do you reconcile the time commitments for a good 

family life and a good research career? 

 

I am sure you haven’t heard that from my children!  I don’t consider myself a fantastic father. I 

think I could be much better than I am.  It is very hard for anyone to reconcile those time 

commitments.  I’m trying to spend as much time with my children as possible.  At least, if I don’t 

spend as much time with them as I would like, I want the times that I am with them to be good 

times, educational times, and fun times.  It is often hard now that I am in Europe and all these 

research projects have so many partners at remote sites.  Plus I travel quite a bit more than I used 

to before, say 10 years ago. I am often away, and that is really tough on me and my kids as well.  

I used to buy tickets so that I would have a Saturday night stayover, I don’t do that any more!   

 

I have heard that you are a very hands-on advisor.  With that advising style, how can the students 

be ready to “fly solo” when they leave your nest?  And more generally, what have you found to 

work well in advising students? 

 

I think it is accurate that I am “hands-on”, but not in the sense that I hold them by the hands and 

guide them.  I am just there next to them.  In the beginning, I hold their hands, and then, little by 

little I let them go.  But I am just there, I want to understand the details in order to teach them 

about the details when I see something wrong.  So, in the end, I believe they will end up being 

stronger and readier to fly solo than if I had just thrown them in deep water and asked them to 

swim.  I consider this a benefit as opposed to a disadvantage.   

 

Being a friend in addition to an advisor has worked well for me in advising.  Getting a PhD is an 

issue of self-discipline and growing as a person, as much as it is growing as a scientist.  It is a 

lonely way with some ups and many downs.  Until you get your first SIGMOD or VLDB paper, 

you have, more often than not, rejections in other places.  Students can lose courage when their 

first attempt at a paper is not successful.  So you have to be there to support them, to teach them 

patience.  I think this is the most critical thing, next to the scientific things that you teach them; to 

be there with them and support them psychologically. 

 

I have heard that you enjoy being on stage, and were involved in the theater in Greece as a 

youngster.  How does that affect your teaching and speaking style? 

 

Very much so. I think the way I teach is a 100% influence of my theatrical experience when I was 

in high school.  When you are up on stage, you have to communicate with the audience, forget 

who you are, immerse yourself into your role, and then give this to the audience.  I think that is 

the way I teach. I forget who I am and I immerse myself into the topic that I am supposed to 

teach, and I try to communicate that.  However, in the theater, there is not much interaction with 
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the audience, other than that you are looking at them.  In some modern theater you may have 

more interaction, but in classical theater you don’t.  When teaching, you have the additional 

advantage of being able to explicitly interact with the audience, and then sense how things are 

going, and proceed accordingly to convey that.  I think teaching is show business, just like 

theater.  I became a different person after my theatrical experience than before. 

 

You were an advisor to the Minister of Health in Greece.  What was that like? 

 

A very different experience.  I was called to be an advisor because of my expertise on data 

management and computer science in general.  On 5% of the cases, I used that expertise, and then 

the remaining 95% was completely new things:  how to manage large organizations like the 

ministry, how to say what you need to say without offending people because of politics.  There 

was a lot of public relations work, too---not that I did all this, but I had to face all this, so it was a 

great learning experience.  I don’t know if I would ever do that again, but I learned a lot.   

 

Often, as researchers, we have the greatest ideas and we come up with the right solutions, and 

then we try to apply them to reality.  But then the human factor comes in, and issues that you 

never thought of are raised as problems, and resistance arises to applying these wonderful new 

things that could change the world.  You don’t know what to do, you speak a very different 

language from the rest of the people.  Often I felt that living in academia or in computer science 

in general, we are in our own little world.  We think that the rest of the world operates like us, but 

it does not.  It is a wild world out there!  It was fun, but I hope it was the first and the last time I 

did that. 

 

Your interests in scientific data management have led you to work with real scientists.   How was 

that experience? 

 

Very interesting.  It is trying to interact with a different world.  It takes a long time for the two 

communities, computer scientists and people from other sciences, to understand each other, to 

start speaking the same language.  So it is a lot of effort up front, but it is very rewarding.  In high 

school and somewhat in college, you learn about rudimentary things from other sciences, and 

then you forget about them because you dive into your own science.  Working with scientists 

gives the opportunity to bring back all the subjects that you used to like back in high school - for 

me biology, astronomy, physics, and other things.  It gives the opportunity to learn some more 

about them, and also, to a certain extent, see what we do in computer science be useful.  Often 

when you work in the internals of servers you never see the results of that work affecting people.  

A few cases where I saw that were extremely satisfying.  I recommend it to all of us.  

 

At Wisconsin, the computer science department gives out a teaching award, and the students also 

choose a recipient of a teaching award.  You won both awards so many times that I heard that 

they made a special award just for you.  I have heard that you are especially good at teaching 

database theory to systems students.  How do you do that? 

 

Indeed there was a special award just for me when I was leaving Wisconsin.  They gave me a 

lifetime award, which was really nice of them.  It is very hard to say what it is that I do that 

makes my teaching style successful.  Here are a couple of things that I can think of.  The first is 

the interactive style that I mentioned before.  Often I stop, I ask questions, I ask people to vote on 

ideas, I ask them to give me answers, then the class votes on those answers, and this keeps a good 

percentage of the audience engaged.  I think this plays a major role.  The other thing is that often, 

I don’t just teach what it is, but I try to bring it out from them.  I lead them along the way, I ask 
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them questions, and wait for responses from them.  And if they say it, or one of them says it in a 

way that they all understand, it stays in their minds. 

 

So how do you do that now that your class size is 300 instead of 30? 

 

The same old way.  I don’t use PowerPoint.  In undergraduate courses, I still teach on the board.  

The pace is slower so people can follow more easily.  I often try to lead the class into a wrong 

answer to a question, and then bring them back and tell them what the right thing is, and I ask 

them not to remove it from their notes.  I want them to have gone through the wrong, and then 

gone back to the right answer.   

 

Don’t the students complain vigorously if you don’t give them PowerPoint? 

 

No, not really.  I haven’t heard that complaint.  Actually, I teach a human-computer interaction 

course in Greece, I didn’t use to teach that in Madison.  The past couple of years, it has been the 

only course that I started teaching with PowerPoint, because the topic is user interfaces, so it is 

much easier if the students can see the interfaces.  And a few people complained.  Okay, they 

said, use PowerPoint for the interfaces themselves, but do rest on the board.   

 

At Illinois, if you put anything on the board, the students complain that they can’t see it, because 

the class is so large that they can’t really see the board.  PowerPoint is projected very large, so 

everybody can see what you are doing. 

 

In the large classes in Athens, we use a classroom where we videotape the lecture.  We videotape 

the board, and these videos are projected on screens for the students to see.  And also, you can 

watch from your house over webcast. 

 

David DeWitt says that we need a new paradigm for query optimization.  Do you agree?  What 

should that paradigm look like? 

 

I don’t know if we need a new paradigm, but certainly there are lots of things we haven’t solved, 

and we need to study them.  If the same paradigm works, that is fine; otherwise we need a new 

one.  The key thing is uncertainty: mixing optimization and query processing; optimizing for 

different kinds of answers, not accurate answers; optimizing not for speed but for completeness or 

for freshness of data; optimizing in a distributed system when you have autonomous systems that 

can give you some answers but you cannot control them.  If I wanted to put these kinds of 

different environments under an umbrella, I would call them uncertain environments.  They are 

certainly a big challenge and definitely may well need a different paradigm than normal. 

 

You are interested in human-computer interaction (HCI) issues, which the database community 

has traditionally been very poor at addressing.  Is there new hope for us? 

 

I think there is hope for us if we put our minds to it.  The HCI community has made tremendous 

progress in general with user interfaces.  Database querying and database interaction are a special 

form of user interfaces, and may have particular difficulties that have caused us to make little 

progress.  We can never be sure, because really we haven’t spent the time necessary to know.  For 

easy queries, we did QBE, we did query by forms, and now the web works like that.  But how do 

you express an aggregate, how do you express nested queries?  It is tough, but we haven’t spent 

enough time working on it in order to crack it. 

 

Should database systems people care about schema equivalence?  
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Stonebraker says no, only 5% of the problem is schema equivalence.  I would say yes, but in a 

broader sense, not purely schema to schema.  Most of the world is not schema based, but still you 

need to have mappings. Let us put all the items of the entities (those that are in the data, those that 

are in the schema, and anything else) into one big bag, and then see how to find equivalence 

across the bags. 

 

You did research on schema equivalence in the context of the extended relational data model.  

What new challenges arise when we want to reason about XML schemas? 

 

I don’t think any new brand new challenges arise.  It is just that the problems are harder because 

in the relational world you have more structure.  In the XML world, you lose some of that, and 

then how do you map across?  Some people have done some really nice work on that.   

 

Do you have any words of advice for fledgling or midcareer database researchers or 

practitioners? 

 

Think out of the box.  Address challenges that nobody else is looking at.  And, especially, what I 

said before, find challenges that other scientists, or other parts of society, have.  Try to address 

those problems.  There are many problems to be solved there.  The impact would be larger in the 

end.  I mentioned a few such areas earlier, let me not repeat them here---but go out and 

collaborate with other sciences.  Some of us must still work on server stuff and classical problems 

that reoccur in new environments.  But the great majority, especially fledgling and midcareer 

people, should go further away and dig there.  There is a lot of gold there. 

 

Among all your past research, do you have a favorite piece of work? 

 

Let’s see, which child of mine do I love the most?!  Well, certainly, the histogram work has a 

special place in my heart.  It was exciting and very different.  Also, it has had the biggest impact 

of all the work I’ve done.  But even before this was realized, it was a problem that people could 

have looked at many years before I did, but no one had.  It was well defined, and it had a very 

interesting solution.  So I love that work.  Also, I like my work on scientific databases.  It hasn’t 

had as much impact, but I believe it is very important in the systems that my team and my 

colleagues build now based on the results that have come out of that.  I am also excited about 

personalization, which is my latest project.  

 

What challenges do you see in developing user preference models? 

 

User preference models and personalization in general is a field where you have to move away 

from the machine and bring the human into the picture.  And then everything breaks loose.  

Humans are unpredictable.  We don’t know exactly how humans operate.  So coming up with 

models of preferences, how people think about preferences, is extremely challenging.  Yes, I 

believe there is hope.  There are some models, or some partial models, that seem to work well.  

Some of them are useful in databases and data management in general.  Some others are for other 

types of applications.  It requires, at some level at least, interaction between computer science and 

psychology, which makes it very exciting. 

 

If you magically had enough extra time to do one additional thing at work that you are not doing 

now, what would it be? 
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I would probably work on user interfaces for databases.  I think there are things that can be done 

there. There are many other things I would like to do at work, but I think that one would be at the 

top. 

 

If you could change one thing about yourself as a computer science researcher, what would it be? 

 

For some things, I wish I knew more mathematics.  It would help push certain areas deeper than I 

have been able to push them.  And speaking of pushing, one thing that I would change in myself 

is the following.  When you work on a problem, you work on it for a little while, and then you 

move on to the next problem.  In certain cases, I have moved to the next problem too soon.   I 

believe I should have stayed and pushed a bit more. 

 

In hindsight, where would you have stayed longer? 

 

I would stay longer on heterogeneity and schema equivalence, things like this.  I would have 

stayed on user interfaces, I’ve done a little bit of work, but I haven’t stayed long enough.   

 

Thank you very much for talking with us today. 

 

Thank you. 
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Changes to the TODS Editorial Board

Richard Snodgrass

rts@cs.arizona.edu

Mary Fernandez, Raghu Ramakrishnan, and Jennifer Widom rotated off the Editorial Board last month.
All have been active on the editorial board, handling dozens of submissions and participating in policy
discussions. In particular, Jennifer was a prime architect of TODS’ prior publication policy (referred to
affectionately as P 3), which has had a salutary effect on papers and on the reviewing process.

We as a community are extremely fortunate that scholars of the stature of Mary, Raghu, and Jennifer
are willing to devote hours every week to shepherd submissions through the reviewing cycle thoroughly yet
quickly. The Associate Editors, along with the reviewers and authors they work with, are the primary reason
that TODS is so prominent.

Thank you, Mary, Raghu, and Jennifer, for your selfless, highly capable work over the last few years.
In other news, the December 2006 issue should be out by the time you read this. This is the much-

anticipated SIGMOD/PODS special issue, along with several other regular papers, nine papers in all, another
mega-issue.

This issue rounds out the most prolific year in TODS history, with 36 papers in all, five more than the
largest of the past thirty volumes. Enjoy!
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